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BOPACE is the acronym for the Boeing Plastic Analysis Capability for
Engines. BOPACE was developed by Boeing/Huntsville to meet the evident
need for an advanced thermal-elastic-plastic-creep structural analyzer.
Although BOPACE development has been strongly influenced by the require-
ments for structural analysis of engines, in particular the space shuttle
main engine, its capabilities have been kept quite general and it is
applicable to many types of nonlinear structures.
The philosophy for program development was based on the following
requirements.
1) Analysis of very high temperature and large plastic-creep effects.
2) Treatment of cyclic thermal and mechanical loads.
3) Improved material constitutive theory which closely follows actual
behavior under variable temperature conditions.
4) A stable numerical solution approach which avoids cumulative errors.
5) Capability for handling up to 1000 degrees of freedom with moderate
computation cost.
Although the finite-element method was first applied to plasticity
in the early 1960's, and several good programs for nonlinear analysis
have since been developed, numerous improvements were indicated in order




programs assume linear plastic hardening, accumulate errors by failing
to satisfy equilibrium at each step, or do not completely account for
the effects of variable temperature on the elastic and plastic relations.
The stated requirements have been effectively met by the current BOPACE
program version. In addition, the research and development effort has
led to an improved hardening theory for cyclic plasticity, a method for
representing general cases of load reversal, and advanced techniques for
improving the accuracy and controlling convergence of highly nonlinear
solutions.
Two versions of the current BOPACE program are available. The first
is a 300-DOF version developed for fast analysis of small size problems
within moderate core-storage limitations. The second is the basic
1000-DOF version. In addition, a low-core modification of the 1000-DOF
version has been accomplished through the use of overlays and dynamic
storage of arrays. BOPACE is written in FORTRAN IV and has been
extensively run on both the IBM 360 and UNIVAC 1108 computer systems.
Documentation consists of three volumes: Theoretical Manual, User
Manual (including example problems), and Programmer Manual.
The BOPACE development and programming effort has been performed at
Boeing/Huntsville by Dr. R. G. Vos, with suggestions and review by
W. H. Armstrong. A. H. Spring assisted with many analyses and program




programmed the Gauss wavefront solution method. Recognition is also due
to N. L. Schlemmer, L. Salter and R. Hurford at the NASA Marshall Space
FLight Center, and L. Johnston of Brown Engineering Co., for their
suggestions and support of the program development.
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2.0 SUMMARY OF BOPACE INPUT DATA
A pictorial of the BOPACE input deck is shown in Figure 2.0-1. The
input data consists of the following three general types:
Type C: Data on the usual card file. These are data
which are needed for each start or restart.
Type I: Data on File I. These are basic structural
data for a given problem, such as material
properties and mesh data. They are the same
for all load increments and are needed only
when starting.
Type II: Data on File II. These are incremental thermal-
load and z-load data which are needed for each
start or restart.
The data included on each file are described below. Formats are
consistent with FORTRAN IV conventions.
C-1. Start-restart code and data file numbers:
a. "START" if new problem, or "RESTART" if restarting.
b. If starting give unit number for file I.
c. Unit number for file II.




e. If restarting give load increment number from the end of which
a restart is to be made.
f. If restarting give input restart-tape unit number.
g. If data is to be saved for future restart give output restart-
tape unit number.
Format (A4,6X,6I5)
C-2. Problem I.D. title.
Format (20A4).
C-3. Program control constants (any constant left blank is assigned
a default value):
a. Code for system matrix decomposition and solution. This
code controls only the method of iteration and convergence,
and does not affect final computed results.
Code 1 = use only elastic matrix with no updating.
2 = update elastic matrix.
3 = update plastic matrix.
4 = update total Jacobian (elastic+plastic) matrix.
5 = update both elastic and total Jacobian matrices.
The default code is 5.
2-2
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C-5 FINAL BLANK CARD
II-1 THERMAL AND Z LOADS FOR
EACH INCREMENT












AND CONSTANTS / NOTES:
C-3 CONTROL CONSTANTS
C IS CARD FILE.
C-2 PROBLEM I.D. _ I, II ARE CARD OR TAPE FILES.
C-1 START-RESTART DATA ON FILE I IS USED ONLY
CODE AND FILE NUMBERS WHEN STARTING. DATA ON FILE II
IS USED WHEN STARTING OR
RESTARTING.




b. Maximum number of stiffness updates per load increment (in
order to achieve convergence to within allowable error norm).
Default = 1.
c. Maximum number of residual-force iterations per stiffness
update. Default = 10.
d. Maximum number of initial iterations using elastic matrix
(to account for possible unloading). Default = 2.
e. Maximum allowable magnitude for elastic-plastic sum code
YCODE1. Default = 2.
f. Maximum number of cuts to be performed (giving new solution
with a fraction of previously used displacement corrections)
if error norm is not decreasing. Default = 0.
g. Cutting fraction (displacement correction = previous correction
times cutting fraction). Default = 0.5.
h. Maximum allowable error norm. Default = 0.001.
i. Fraction from end of increment to evaluate stress vs. plastic-
strain slope in forming plastic stiffness. Default = 0.1.
Format (615,3F10.0)
I-1. Plane-stress code (0) or plane-strain code (1), number of materials,





1-2. Material property data for each consecutive material.
a. Material number
Format (110)
b. Three consecutive temperature-dependent property curves
(thermal strain, elastic modulus, Poisson's ratio). For
each curve point give temperature and value, with points
in order of increasing temperature. User has option of
from 1 to 4 points per card.
Format (8F1O.O)
Blank card after last point of each curve.
1-3. Plasticity data for each consecutive material.
a. Material number, plasticity type, kinematic code.
Type 1 = strain hardening
2 = work hardening
Code 0 = kinematic hardening is function of one parameter
1 = kinematic hardening is function of two parameters
Format (3110)
b. Temperature-parameter-hardening data, in order of low to high






Three consecutive hardening curves (cumulative hardening
parameter vs. isotropic hardening, i.e. yield surface size;
kinematic parameter vs. kinematic hardening shape; cumulative
parameter vs. kinematic hardening factor). Bauschinger
hardening is computed as kinematic hardening shape times
hardening factor. If kinematic code = 0, curve of kinematic
factors is not given and all factors are taken as 1.0. For
each point give parameter and hardening value. User has
option of from 1 to 4 points per card. First point on each
curve must be yield point (parameter = 0.0).
Format (8F10.0)
Insert blank card after each input curve.
Blank card after all temperatures for a given material.
I-4. Creep data for each consecutive material.
a. Material number, creep type.
Type 1 = age hardening
2 = strain hardening





b. Reference creep curve. For each point, the time and creep
strain, in order of increasing time. User has the option
of from 1 to 4 points per card.
Format (8FO1.0)
Blank card after last point of curve.
c. Table of creep factors, in order of low to high temperatures.
Creep is computed as factor (function of temperature and




For each point given at this temperature, the stress
and creep factor, in order of increasing stress. User
has option of from 1 to 4 points per card.
Format (8F10.0)
Blank card after all points for a given temperature.
Blank card after all temperatures for a given material.
1-5. For each special Cartesian coordinate system: the identification
number (integer > 2) and counter-clockwise angle (degrees) from





Blank card after last coordinate system.
1-6. For each node: Node I.D. number, identification number of
coordinate system to define location, X and Y (or R and e),
identification number of coordinate system to define displacements.
(Coordinate identification number 0 implies the basic Cartesian
system, 1 implies the basic cylindrical system). Order of nodes
in data deck is internal order used to form system matrix.
Format (215,2F10.0, 15)
Blank card after last node.
1-7. For each element: element I.D. number, material number, thickness,
three node I.D. numbers (counter-clockwise order). If thickness
is left blank, default value from I-I is used.
Format (215,FlO.0,315).
Blank card after last element.
1-8.. For each degree of freedom with a specified force, displacement
or constraint: give node I.D. number, component number (1 or 2),
and code. The code to be given is:
1. For specified force, the node I.D. number





3. For dependent constrained DOF, the node I.D.
number of the independent DOF in constraint.
The default code is specified force. User has option of from one to
four DOF per card.
Format (4(3I5,5X))
Blank card after last force-displacement-constraint DOF.
1-9. Mechanical load reference vectors
Number of vectors (for current program version must be 2)
Format (110)
For each non-zero component of load vector: node I.D. number,
component number (1 = X or R, 2 = Y or 8), value. User has
option of from 1 to 4 values per card.
Format (4(215,F10.0))
Blank card after last value of each vector.
C-4. Incremental mechanical load data.
Number of load increments
Format (110)
For each load increment: maximum iterations per stiffness update
(if left blank, value from C-3 is used), the cumulative factors




program two factors must be given), creep time increment (if left
blank, no creep calculations are made).
Format (IO,3F10.0)
II-1. Incremental thermal and z-direction load data.
a. Increment I.D. title
Format (20A4)
b. Element thermal loads. For each specified component of load:
element I.D. number, temperature at end of increment. Non-
specified temperatures are taken to be the fabrication
temperature for the first increment; for later increments they
are taken to be the temperature of the preceding increment.
User has option of from one to four values per card.
Format (4(I10,FO1.0))
Blank card after last specified value of thermal load for each
load increment.
c. Element z-stress (for a plane-stress problem) or z-strain (for
a plane-strain problem). Plane-stress or plane-strain condi-
tion is defined by code in data item I-1. For each specified
element z-load: element I.D. number, stress or strain at the
end of increment. Non-specified z-loads are taken to be zero
for the first increment; for later increments they are taken




of from one to four values per card.
Format (4(Il0,FO.O))
Blank card after last specified value of z-load for each load
increment.
C-5. Blank card after last problem.
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3.0 SUMMARY OF OUTPUT
A discussion of BOPACE output is conveniently divided into two parts. The
first covers output which is primarily an echo check of the input data,
and the second covers output results for each load increment.
3.1 ECHO CHECK OF INPUT DATA
Initial Output - The first page of BOPACE output for a problem is es-
sentially an echo check of input items C-1, C-2, C-3 and I-1. An indica-
tion is given as to whether the problem is being started or restarted. If
it is restarted then the previous increment number is given, from the end
of which the restart is progressing. Next the problem I.D. title is
printed, followed by the various control constants which are determined
from their default values or from input values C-3. Finally the input
data from I-I are printed.
Material Properties - For each material the three curves (thermal strain,
elastic modulus and Poisson's ratio) input in data item I-2 are printed.
Plasticity Data - For each material the plasticity data input in data item
I-3 are printed. These include the plasticity hardening type (1 = strain
hardening, 2 = work hardening) and the kinematic hardening code (0, 1 for
one, two parameter hardening, respectively). Following are groups of two
or three curves given at each temperature (surface size a - a vs. cumula-
tive hardening parameter K, kinematic hardening curve shape vs. kinematic




hardening curves are input and output by order of associated low to high
temperature. Abscissas of the curves in the first (lowest temperature)
group are used as the basis for tabulating all curves, i.e., curve points
of higher temperatures are interpolated to the low-temperature abscissas.
These interpolated hardening curves are printed following printing of
the input hardening curves.
Creep Data - For each material the creep data input in data item I-4 are
printed. These include the creep hardening type (1, 2, 3 for age, strain,
work hardening, respectively), and the reference creep curve shape of
creep strain vs. time. Following are the creep factors for each combina-
tion of temperature and stress, grouped by low to high temperature. Stress
values in the first (lowest temperature) group are used as the basis for
tabulating all groups, i.e., creep factors at higher temperatures are
interpolated to the low-temperature stress values. The interpolated harden-
ing factors are printed following printing of the input hardening factors.
Special Coordinate Systems - These are the user-defined direction (special
Cartesian) systems of input data item 1-5. Quantities printed are the
system I.D. number, and counter-clockwise angle (in degrees) from the
basic X axis to the special-system x axis.
Node Definitions - The information given in input item I-6 is printed.
Values are the node number, node I.D., location coordinate system number




(degrees) coordinate, direction coordinate system number (0 = basic
Cartesian, 1 = basic cylindrical, >1 = I.D. of special system).
Element Definitions - The information given in input item 1-7 is printed.
Values are the element number, element I.D., material number, element
thickness, the three element node I.D. numbers in counter-clockwise order,
and the computed element area.
Force-Displacement-Constraint Prescriptions - These are the codes given
in input data item 1-8. Quantities printed are the node I.D., the com-
ponent number, and code for each degree of freedom with a user-specified
force, displacement or constraint.
Mechanical Load Reference Vectors - For each input component of the two
load vectors from input item 1-9, the node I.D., component number, and load
are printed.
Incremental Mechanical Load Data - Quantities related to input data item
C-4 are printed. First is printed the number of load increments to be run.
Then for each increment is given the increment number, input or default
value for maximum number of iterations per increment, factors to be applied
to the two load reference vectors, and the creep time increment.
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3.2 RESULTS FOR EACH LOAD INCREMENT
Thermal and Z Loads - The cumulative values of thermal load and Z-
direction mechanical load for each element, given in input item II-1, are
printed. A heading gives the increment number, and is followed by the
input I.D. title for the increment. Then the element I.D., cumulative
temperature and cumulative Z load are printed, by groups of ten elements.
Iterative Error Values - An error norm computed at the end of each
iteration is printed. The error norm is obtained by a ratio of unbalanced
(residual) forces to "total" forces. The total forces are computed by
summing a stress quantity times the thickness of each element, multiplied
by the square root of the element area. This gives a meaningful error
norm even if the applied loads do not include any forces.
Increment Heading - The load increment number is printed, along with the
increment I.D. title given in input item II-1. Following this are the
creep time increment, the number of elastic and plastic elements at the
end of the increment, the number of elements which have changed elastic
to plastic and plastic to elastic during the increment, the maximum allowable
number of Jacobian updates and the number performed during this increment,
the maximum allowable number of iterations per update and the number per-
formed since the last update, and the maximum allowable error norm and
the error norm actually obtained.
Cumulative Forces and Displacements - These are the cumulative internal




each node. The node number and node I.D. are printed, followed by the
U and V components of force and displacement. U and V are in the directions
defined by the node direction coordinate system (X-Y, R-0, or special
coordinate system).
Thermal and Elastic Strains - These are incremental and cumulative values
of the thermal and elastic strains for each element. The element number
and element I.D. are printed, followed by the thermal strains and components
of the elastic strains. All strain components are referred to the element
base coordinate system (an x-y right-hand Cartesian system with origin at
node 1, and x axis along the nodal line 1-2).
Plasticity Results - For each element the number and I.D. are printed,
followed by the incremental and cumulative plastic work and components of
plastic strain. All strains are again given in the element base
coordinate system.
Creep Results - These are printed only if the creep time increment
(input in data item C-4) is greater than zero. Printed creep results
correspond to those for plasticity.
Stress Results - For each element the number and I.D. are printed,
followed by the values of cumulative effective stress center -
and effective stress a, and the components of stress center and stress




Summarized Element Quantities - For each element the number and I.D.
are printed, followed by the elastic-plastic "code" and "sum code."
The code is 0, -1 or +1, respectively, according to whether the element
condition has remained unchanged, gone from plastic to elastic (unloaded),
or gone from elastic to plastic (yielded) during the increment. The
sum code gives the value for the program variable YCODE1, and is + or -,
respectively, according to whether the element condition is plastic or
elastic at the end of the increment. Its magnitude is an indication of
the iterative tendency for the element to remain in that condition.
Next are given the total temperature and the yield surface size (a- )
at the end of the increment. Finally are printed, for both plastic and
r reep strains, three values of effective strain (incremental AE, sum of




4.1 GENERAL SIZE LIMITATIONS
The following variables are used to specify maximum size limitations in
BOPACE. The values set for these variables in the 300-DOF and 1000-DOF
program versions are given in Table 4.1-1.
NSTOR = core words allocated to Gauss wavefront storage
NMAX1 = maximum number of materials
NMAX2 = maximum number of nodes
NMAX3 = maximum number of elements
NMAX4 = maximum node I.D. number
NMAX5 = maximum element I.D. number
NMAX6 = maximum number of points in a material property curve
NMAX7 = maximum number of temperature plasticity curves per
material
NMAX8A = maximum number of points per isotropic hardening curve
NMAX8B = maximum number of points per kinematic hardening shape
curve
NMAX8C = maximum number of points per kinematic hardening factor
curve
NMAX9 = maximum number of points in a creep reference curve
NMAX1O = maximum number of creep-factor temperatures per material
NMAX11 = maximum number of creep-factor stresses per temperature
NMAX12 = maximum number of special coordinate systems





NMAX14 = maximum number of load increments per run
TABLE 4.1-1: MAXIMUM SIZE LIMITATIONS




















4.2 LINEAR EQUATION SOLVER LIMITATIONS
The linear equations solution routines have one user controlled limi-
tation. This is the maximum bandwidth of active nodes during the decom-
position of the stiffness matrix. The bandwidth is defined as the number
of nodes following the node being processed which have non-zero terms
associated with the node being processed. Melosh and Bamford [1] discuss
this in some detail as the wavefront analysis concept. Whetstone [2]
also discusses this concept and gives rules and procedures which can be
used to keep the bandwidth as small as possible by proper numbering of the
nodes.
BOPACE uses the maximum active bandwidth (wavefront) to determine core
storage requirements during decomposition.
Let
K = the amount of storage available (K = 2000 for the 300 DOF
version, K = 5000 for the 1000 DOF version)
N = the number of DOF per node (a constant for each node in
the analysis)
B = the maximum active bandwidth
T = B + B * N2 + 4




Then the following two equations must be satisfied:
T < 420 (4.2-1)
K > B + M + 2*N 2 *M + 6*N 2 + T (4.2-2)
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5.0 DETAILED INPUT AND STORAGE OF DATA
5.1 DETAILED INPUT DESCRIPTION
This section provides a definition of BOPACE input variables, and a de-
tailed description of the input data and their use within the program.
Data are discussed in the order in which they are read, with data item
numbers corresponding to those given in Section 2.0.
Input Files - In addition to the usual card file (unit number 5), BOPACE
uses files I and II for which the user defines unit numbers. Because the
data on these files may become rather lengthy for a large-size problem,
the user may wish to define them as tape files which are automatically
generated by special subroutines. (See for example Appendix A, for a
description of the INPUTB interpolation-data-generator program.) File I
data define the basic problem, mesh and material properties. These data
cannot be redefined during solution of the problem, so that they are in-
dependent of any particular load increment and are used only when starting
a new problem.
C-1. Start-Restart Code and Data File Numbers - These data are read by
subroutine READRS from the usual card file (unit number 5):
a. START = start-restart code
b. UINI = unit number for input file I
c. UIN2 = unit number for input file II




e. INCR = previous increment number from the end of which
a restart is to be made
f. UINRS = unit number for input restart tape
g. UOUTRS = unit number for output restart tape
A "RESTART" code specified in item (a) means that an input restart tape is
being provided (item f), which contains the initial Jacobian and its
decomposition, the basic problem, mesh and material data, and previous
incremental results including those for increment INCR (e) from which a
restart is to be made. If INCR = 0, the problem is started from the
initial conditions, but the reading of the file I data and the formation
and decomposition of the initial Jacobian are avoided. If neither "START"
nor "RESTART" is specified, it is assumed that the blank card of input
item C-5 (see Section 2.0) has been read, and the program exits in the
normal mode with a STOP 9999 code.
The file unit number (b) is required when starting. Unit numbers (c) and
(d) are required in all cases. If the current run is a restart, the unit
number (f) is required. If results are to be saved for a future restart,
the unit number (g) is required.
C-2. Problem I.D. Title - The title is read by subroutine READO:
IDENT = problem I.D. title




C-3. Program Control Constants - These constants are read by subroutine
READO:
a. SCODE = code for system matrix (Jacobian) updating
b. MAXUP = maximum number of updates per increment
c. MAXIT = maximum number of iterations per update
d. MAXIE = maximum number of initial elastic iterations
a MAXYC = maximum allowable magnitude for YCODE1
f. MAXCUT = maximum number of cuts
g. CUT = cutting fraction
h. ERRMAX = maximum allowable error norm
i. AFACT = increment fraction for evaluating hardening slope
The value of SCODE (item a) is the code for updating the Jacobian and its
component matrices. It allows various options for the basic solution
approach, depending on the amount of nonlinearity expected in the problem.
It affects only the rate of convergence and the effectiveness of the
iterative process. It does not alter the manner in which unbalanced
forces are iteratively computed, nor does it affect the final computed
results so long as convergence is achieved. A discussion of the effects
of each option for various types of problems is given in Section 4.4 of the
BOPACE Theoretical Manual. Item (b) gives the maximum number of Jacobian
updates per load increment. An update is performed if the maximum number




Generally a maximum of one update per increment is sufficient, unless
very large changes in the elastic properties, slope of the stress-strain
curve, or direction of loading, have occurred.
Item (d) gives the maximum number of iterations to be performed at the
start of the increment, using the current elastic matrix. These initial
iterations are performed in order to account for the possible occurrence
of large-scale unloading within the structure.
MAXYC (item e) gives the maximum absolute value for the elastic-plastic
sum code, YCODE1. The current value of YCODE1 for each element deter-
mines whether it is to be treated as elastic or plastic in the calcula-
tion of unbalanced forces and in the formation of the Jacobian stiffness
matrix (0 or - denotes elastic condition, + denotes plastic condition).
YCODE1 is changed by -1 or +1 after each iteration, depending on
whether the condition was determined to be elastic or plastic, respectively,
but its absolute value is not allowed to exceed MAXYC. If the value of
YCODE1 reaches 0, the element condition is considered to have changed
and YCODE1 is set to an initial value of ±2 (±2 is used instead of +1
because it prevents oscillation between elastic and plastic conditions
in certain cases). The purpose of YCODE1 is essentially to denote the
element condition and to provide a stabilizing influence on the iterative
process. Higher specified values of MAXYC could increase the stability




Items (f) and (g) (MAXCUT and CUT) relate to a common method for
increasing the stability of iterative processes. If a computed displacement
correction in the BOPACE iteration does not result in a decreased error
norm, then the error norm is computed for another configuration based
on some fraction of the displacement correction. If the error norm still
has not decreased, the fraction is squared and again applied to the
displacement correction, etc. MAXCUT gives the maximum number of such
"cuts" to be performed, and CUT gives the fraction to be used.
Item (h) gives the maximum allowable error norm. The actual error norm
is computed essentially as a ratio of unbalanced forces to applied forces.
AFACT (item i) relates to evaluation of the plastic hardening slope for
each element, used in forming the Jacobian matrix. The best location for
evaluating this slope for the Jacobian update is a point at the end of the
current increment. The actual slope is determined in BOPACE using two
interpolated values from the hardening tables. The second corresponds
to the estimated value of the hardening parameter at the end of the
increment, while the first is at a small distance prior to the second and
is determined by subtracting the fraction AFACT times the incremental
change in the hardening parameter.





PCODE = plane-stress or plane-strain code
NMAT = number of materials
THICK = default thickness
TEMPO = fabrication temperature
The code for plane-stress or plane-strain holds for all elements and
defines the type of problem being run. The default thickness defines
the thickness of all elements, unless it is overidden by the element
values given in 1-7. The fabrication temperature defines the initial
temperature of the structure, at which thermal strains are considered
to be zero. It is also the default temperature for all elements during
the first load increment, unless it is overridden by the element values
given in II-lb.
1-2. Material Property Data - These data are read by subroutine READTM:
NTHERM(I) = number of points in thermal-strain curve for
material I
THERMX(J,I) = Jth temperature value of thermal-strain curve for
material I
THERMY(J,I) = Jth thermal strain value for material I





EMODX(J,I) = Jth temperature value of elastic-modulus curve
for material I
EMODY(J,I) = Jth elastic-modulus value for material I
NPRAT(I) = number of points in Poisson's ratio curve for
material I
PRATX(J,I) = Jth temperature value of Poisson's ratio curve
for material I
PRATY(J,I) = Jth Poisson's ratio value for material I
The property data aregiven consecutively for each material. The zero-
strain point of the thermal-strain curve is arbitrary, because the curve
is used only to obtain the increment of thermal strain corresponding to
a given temperature increment. All interpolation performed later from
the thermal-strain, elastic-modulus and Poisson's ratio curves is
accomplished by the linear interpolation routine YVAL.
1-3. Plasticity Data - The plasticity data are given consecutively
for each material. The data are read by subroutine READTP:
PTYPE(I) = plastic hardening type for material I
KTYPE(I) = kinematic hardening code for material I
NTABY(I) = number of temperature values for hardening




TABY(J,I) = Jth temperature value for hardening tables for
material I
NITABX(I) = number of K values for isotropic hardening table
for material I
ITABX(J,I) = Jth K value for isotropic hardening table for
material I
ISTAB(K,J,I) = value of isotropic hardening table for Kth tem-
perature value and Jth K value for material I
NKTABX(I) = number of Kk values for kinematic hardening
shape table for material I
KTABX(J,I) = Jth Kk value for kinematic hardening shape table
for material I
KSTAB(K,J,I) = value of kinematic hardening shape table for Kth
temperature value and Jth Kk value for material I
NFTABX(I) = number of K values for kinematic hardening factor
table for material I
FTABX(J,I) = Jth K value for kinematic hardening factor table
for material I
FSTAB(K,J,I) = value of kinematic hardening factor table for Kth




PTYPE defines for each material whether it is a strain-hardening or work-
hardening material. KTYPE defines whether the kinematic hardening for
each material is to be taken as a function of only the parameter Kk, or
of both Kk and K. Two-parameter kinematic hardening accounts for change
in magnitude of the Bauschinger effect with continued cycling, i.e.,
with increase in value of K.
Hardening is defined by values stored in the three hardening tables
ISTAB, KSTAB and FSTAB. ISTAB gives the size of the yield surface
(7 - %). KSTAB gives the shape of the kinematic hardening (a) curve,
and FSTAB gives the factor to be applied to this shape in order to
define the variable Bauschinger effect. The values in these 2-dimensional
tables (for each material) represent a series of hardening curves at
various temperature levels. TABY defines the temperature series which
is used for all three hardening tables. However, each table has its own
set of values for hardening parameter, defined by the respective vectors
ITABX, KTABX and FTABX for each material. When, for example, the K-
parameter ITABX and the temperature value TABY are given for a particular
material, the corresponding size of the yield surface is determined by
double interpolation from the table ISTAB.
The hardening curves are input in order of associated low to high
temperature. The curve at each temperature may have its own series of




by ITABX, KTABX or FTABX) is needed for each hardening table. This
series is taken as that given for the low-temperature curve of the table,
and curves for other temperatures are interpolated to these basic values.
Therefore the low-temperature curve input for each table should cover
the range of parameter values used in all curves input for that table,
in order to avoid losing any points in the initial interpolation and forming
of the table. Later interpolation from the plastic hardening tables is
accomplished by the double linear interpolation routine ZVAL.
For KTYPE = 0, kinematic hardening is determined using only the KSTAB
table, and the FSTAB table and associated data are not read. For KTYPE = 1,
kinematic hardening is determined as a product of values from the shape
table KSTAB and the factor table FSTAB. A more detailed description of
the BOPACE plastic hardening method is given in Section 2.3 of the
Theoretical Manual.
1-4. Creep Data - The creep data are given consecutively for each material.
The data are read by subroutine READTC:
CTYPE(I) = creep hardening type for material I
NCREEP(I) = number of points in reference creep curve for
material I
CREEPX(J,I) = Jth time value of reference creep curve for material I





NCTABX(I) = number of stress values for creep factor table
for material I
NCTABY(I) = number of temperature values for creep factor
table for material I
CTABX(J,I) = Jth stress value for creep factor table for
material I
CTABY(J,I) = Jth temperature value for creep factor table
for material I
CTAB(K,J,I) = value of creep factor table for Kth temperature
value and Jth stress value for material I
CTYPE defines for each material whether it is an age-hardening, strain-
hardening or work-hardening material with respect to creep.
Shape of the creep curve is defined by the vectors CREEPX and CREEPY
for each material. Creep factors are stored in the 2-dimensional table
CTAB. CTABY defines the temperatures associated with these factors,
and CTABX defines the stress levels. Later interpolation from the CTAB
factor table is accomplished by the double linear interpolation routine
ZVAL. Interpolation from the shape vector CREEPY is accomplished by
the linear incremental interpolation routine DYVAL, which gives the
increment of strain on the reference creep curve corresponding to given
initial and final values of time. The actual increment of effective





Each input creep hardening factor has an associated temperature and
stress level. The factors are input in temperature groups, in order
of low to high temperature, and within each group are ordered from low
to high stress level. Although each temperature group may have its own
input stress-level series, the stress-level series defined by CTABX is
used for all temperatures during later interpolation. CTABX is taken
as the stress series given for the low-temperature group of factors,
and other groups are interpolated to these basic values. Thus the input
low-temperature group should cover the range of stress values input
for all groups, in order to avoid losing any points in the initial
interpolation and forming of the factor table.
1-5. Special Coordinate Systems - The special coordinate systems are
read by subroutine READC:
COORDA(I) = angle for special coordinate system I
These systems provide special nodal direction coordinates which can be
used to specify components of force or displacement in a particular
direction.
1-6. Nodal Data - These data are read and computed by subroutine READM:
NOD = number of nodes in problem
COORD(J,I) = Jth (X or Y) coordinate for node I




NODE(I) = node I.D. for node I
NODI(I) = node number for node I.D. I
The value of NOD is determined by the program from counting the input
nodal data. When the two coordinates for a node are read, they are con-
verted to basic Cartesian (X-Y) coordinates and stored in the COORD
array. The GCOS direction Cosines are the Cosine and Sine, respectively,
of the angle from the basic X axis to the nodal direction coordinate
system X axis. The GCOS array is computed and stored in double
precision, so as to avoid loss of accuracy. This precision is required
in problems such as those involving a small cylindrical segment of an
engine wall, where quantities involving the Sine and Cosine of very
small angles are important.
The node I.D. is supplied by the user, and actual internal node numbers
are assigned consecutively in the order in which nodes are read in the
input data deck. Since the internal numbers are used in all operations
including formation and solution of the linear equations, the user
should attempt to place the nodes in the data deck in an efficient order,
i.e., an order which avoids as much as possible the connection of nodes
having greatly different internal node numbers.
1-7. Element Data - These data are read and computed by subroutine READM:
NEL = number of elements in problem




T(I) = thickness of element I
ELNO(J,I) = Jth node number for element I
NELE(I) = element I.D. for element I
NELI(I) = element number for element I.D. I
The value of NEL is determined by the program from counting the input
element data. The ELNO array stores the three internal node numbers for
each element in counter-clockwise order.
The element I.D. is supplied by the user, and actual internal element
numbers are assigned consecutively in the same manner as for nodes. In
order to increase the efficiency of the global matrix formations, it is
best to have the order of elements in the data deck follow approximately
the order of the nodes to which they are connected.
1-8. Force-Displacement-Constraint Specifications - These data are
read by subroutine READ2:
KFD(I) = force-displacement-constraint code for degree of
freedom I
The degrees of freedom are ordered by node number, e.g., KFD(5) is the
code for the first degree of freedom at node 3 (2 DOF per node). Each
DOF has either a specified force or displacement. For the usual type




i.e., a dependent DOF whose displacement is set equal to that of some
independent DOF, the program makes its code agree with that of the
independent DOF. Thus if the independent DOF has a specified force, the
dependent DOF will have a specified (perhaps zero value of) force;
if the independent DOF has a specified displacement, the dependent DOF
by definition has the same displacement.
A DOF may not be constrained with a dependent (already constrained) DOF.
Also, the present BOPACE equation-solver routines do not allow constraints
between two nodes on the same element.
1-9. Mechanical Load Reference Vectors - These data are read by sub-
routine READ3:
PREF(J,I) = load component of Jth (1st or 2nd) load reference
vector for DOF I
The load components are given in the directions defined by the node
direction coordinate systems. The current version of BOPACE employs two
load reference vectors. In order to simplify input, the cumulative loads
(specified forces and displacements) at the end of each load increment
are computed as the sum of the two load factors times their respective
load vectors. Thus the two load vectors remain constant throughout the
entire problem. For engine problems, the two vectors typically define




Although the present program does not allow the load distribution within
a load vector to vary from one increment to the next, the two l!oad
factors may of course vary independently of one another.
C-4. Incremental Mechanical Load Data - These data are read by sub-
routine READ4:
NINCR = number of load increments to be run
NITER(I) = maximum number of iterations for increment I
PFACT(J,I) = load factor to be applied to load reference vector
J during Ith increment
CTIME(I) = creep time increment for load increment I
II-1. Thermal and Z-Direction Loads - These data are read by subroutine
READ5:
TIDENT = increment I.D. title
T1(I) = cumulative (total) temperature at end of increment
for element I
ZS1(I) cumulative Z load at end of increment for element I
The increment title consists of any 80 characters used to describe the
current load increment. Before the thermal and Z loads are read for an
increment, T1 and ZSI are set equal to their values at the beginning of
the increment (TO and ZSO, respectively). This provides default loads




which the user does not specify a load value. The thermal and Z loads
are then read according to data items II-lb and c, in any desired element
order.
5.2 I/0 AND STORAGE FILES
The following are descriptions of files used in the BOPACE program,






UINI is the user-defined unit number for type I input data.
UIN2
UIN2 is the user-defined unit number for type II input data.
UOUT
UOUT is the user-defined unit number for the major output data file.
UINRS





UOUTRS is the user-defined unit number for the output restart
data file.
UNITE1 = 11
File for storing the merged elastic stiffness matrix.
UNITE2 = 12
File for storing the decomposed elastic stiffness matrix.
UNITPI = 13
File for storing the merged total Jacobian matrix. It is used only
when the input variable SCODE is equal to 3, 4 or 5.
UNITP2 = 14
File for storing the decomposed total Jacobian matrix. It is used
only when the input variable SCODE is equal to 3, 4 or 5.
UNITS1 = 15






6.0 PROGRAM FLOW AND RESTART OPTIONS
The major steps accomplished during a BOPACE run are shown in the program
flow summary of Figure 6.0-1.
Steps 3-7 accomplish the initialization of basic variables (program
control constants, material data, mesh, and load vectors) and incremental
variables, and the formation of merged and decomposed elastic stiffness
matrices. These steps follow from reading of input data in the case where
a new problem is being started, or from reading of the input restart tape
in the case of a restart. If data is to be saved for a future restart,
steps 9-10write the basic variables and elastic merged and decomposed
matrices onto the output restart tape. In step 11 the incremental
mechanical load data, including load factors and creep time increment for
each load increment to be run, are read.
The remaining steps involve the incremental and iterative calculations.
Updating of the Jacobian matrices in step 23 is performed only when
convergence slows down, and in general this occurs only once per increment
or once every several increments.
In step 26 the computed incremental variables are written onto the output
restart tape, if a future restart is provided for. This allows the user
to request a restart from the end of any previously run load increment.
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CALL READRS FOR START-RESTART
CODE AND FILE UNIT NUMBERS
CALL READO FOR BASIC
CODES AND CONSTANTS
START-RESTART Stiffness and Decomposition
CODE from Input Restart Tape
5 Call BIGS To Read Basic and
New Problem Incremental Variables from
Input Restart Tape
6
Call BIGS To Initialize Variables
a) Call Input Subroutines to Initialize Basic Variables:
READI for-Basic Constants and Defaults
READTM for Material Property Data
READTP for Plasticity Data
READTC for Creep Data
READC for Special Coordinates
READM for Mesh Data
READ2 for DOF Specifications
READ3 for Load Vectors
b) Initialize Incremental Variables
7
Merge and Decompose Elastic Stiffness
8
Output Yes Call SRTAPE To Write Elastic Stiffness




No Call BIGS To Write Basic Variable
Onto Output Restart Tape
11 Call READ4 To Read Incremental
Mechanical Load Data





Call READS To Read Incremental
Thermal and Z Loads
Compute Thermal Strains
Initialize Iterative Variables
16 Obtain Solution for Corrective
Forces and Displacements
I1 Call STRAIN To Compute Total
Incremental Strains
18'Call CREEP To Compute Creep
Strains I
19 Subtract Thennal and Creep Strains I
from Total Strains to Get
Elastic + Plastic Strains
20 Call ITER to Separate Elastic
and Plastic Strains, and to
Compute Stresses
21 Call FORCE to Compute Forces
from Stresses
22 Call ERCOMP to Compute Error
Norm for Current Unbalanced
Forces
Merge and Decompose Stiffness





26 Call BIGS to Write Incremental
Variables onto Restart Tape if
Output Restart Tape is Requested
Figure 6.0-1: PROGRAM FLOW (CONTINUED)
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7.0 BOPACE ERROR MESSAGES
BOPACE uses the FORTRAN STOP codes described in this section to indicate
error conditions which may occur during execution of the program. Certain
errors also generate a printed error message, in order to aid the user in
locating the source of the error.
Errors fall into two categories, those due to the problem definition or
user input data, and those caused by a program or machine malfunction.
Errors due to a machine malfunction rarely occur and in these cases a rerun
of the problem will usually eliminate the error. If an error recurs and
help is needed in correcting the problem, contact a BOPACE programmer for
aid. Have available a listing of the input data, the printouts of the
runs which failed, the input data deck, and a description of the problem.
The following are explanations of the BOPACE error STOP codes, listed
by subroutine in which they occur.
READRS
9999 Normal program exit caused by reading final blank card
after all problems are run.
101 Non-positive value input for a required file unit number.
READ1
201 Plane stress-strain code input not equal to 0 or 1.





301 Wrong material number input on material property card.
302 Number of points input for material property curve
exceeds maximum
303 Non-positive value input for modulus of elasticity.
304 Value input for Poisson's ratio is 0.49 or greater in
plane-strain problem.
305 No points input for a required material property curve.
READTP
401 Wrong material number input on plasticity type-code card.
402 Illegal plasticity type input.
403 Illegal kinematic hardening code input.
404 Wrong material number input on plasticity temperature card.
405 Plasticity temperatures not in ascending order.
406 Number of temperatures for a material exceeds maximum.
407 Hardening point defines non-positive yield-surface size,





408 Number of points input for a curve exceeds maximum.
409 No points input for a required curve.
410 First point input on a curve has non-zero abscissa.
411 No curves input for a required hardening description
of a material.
READTC
501 Wrong material number input on creep type card.
502 Illegal creep type input.
503 Number of points input for a creep reference curve exceeds
maximum.
504 No points input on the creep reference curve for a material.
505 Wrong material number input on creep temperature card.
506 Creep temperatures not in ascending order.
507 Number of creep temperature factors for a material
exceeds maximum.






509 No creep stress factors input at a temperature.
510 No creep temperatures input for a material.
READC
601 I.D. of special coordinate system exceeds maximum.
READM
701 Mesh node I.D. exceeds maximum.
702 I.D. of a node location coordinate system not equal
to 0 or 1.
703 I.D. of a node displacement coordinate system exceeds
maximum.
704 Number of input nodes exceeds maximum.
705 No nodes input.
711 Element I.D. exceeds maximum.
712 Illegal value input for element material number.
713 Illegal node I.D. on an element.
714 Number of input elements exceeds maximum.





801 Illegal node I.D. for a force-displacement-constraint
specification.
802 Illegal component number (not equal to 1 or 2)
803 Illegal force-displacement-constraint code.
804 Constraint specified with dependent (already constrained)
DOF.
805 Constraint specified between DOF on same element.
READ3
901 Number of input mechanical load reference curves not
equal to 2.
902 Illegal node I.D. on a mechanical load.
903 Illegal component number (not equal to 1 or 2) on a
mechanical load.
904 Load input on dependent DOF constrained to DOF with
specified displacement.
READ4





1101 Illegal element I.D. on a thermal load.
1102 Illegal element I.D. on a z-load.
Linear Equation-Solver Routines
5011 I/0 Error during merge. Program or machine malfunc-
tion during the merging of the elemental stiffness
matrices to form the global stiffness matrix.
5021 Bandwidth too large for decomposition save array.
The bandwidth is too large for the amount of core
storage allocated (see Equation 4.2-1). Corrective
action: renumber the nodes to reduce the bandwidth.
5023 No decomposition partitions available. Program or
machine malfunction during decomposition.
5024 Decomposition node not in active node array. Program
or machine malfunction during decomposition.
5031 Scratch array too small for solution work. Program
or machine malfunction during forward and backward
substitution.
5041 Illegal save tape I/0 operation command. Program or






5042 Illegal matrix type. Program or machine malfunction
in reading or writing the checkpoint.tape.
5043 Illegal save tape defined for save operation. Program
or machine malfunction in reading or writing the
checkpoint tape.
5051 Large decomposition not available. The bandwidth is too
large to solve the problem using in-coredecomposition.
See Equation 4.2-2. Corrective action: Reduce the
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Four example problems are provided here in order to demonstrate the
BOPACE program capabilities and to aid the user in setting up his problems.
The examples in Section 9.1 serve to demonstrate and check out various
program options, including temperature-dependent elasticity, creep and
prescribed normal loads. Section 9.2 illustrates a thermal ratchet
behavior, which must be considered as a possible important effect during
any combined mechanical loading and high-temperature thermal cycling.
Section 9.3 illustrates the procedure for using actual cyclic test data to
determine the isotropic and kinematic portions of hardening, and gives an
indication of the test-analysis match which is possible with the BOPACE
combined hardening approach. Section 9.4 gives an example of the required
input data for a typical engine analysis, involving a relatively coarse
finite-element mesh but with several different materials.
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9.1 PROGRAM CHECKOUT PROBLEMS
Plane Stress with Combined Hardening - The basic characteristics of
BOPACE combined hardening are shown in Figure 9.1-1 for a uniaxial
(special case of a plane-stress) problem. Figure 9.1-1A gives the
assumed monotonic stress-strain hardening curves. The size of the
yield surface is defined by the isotropic stress, while the Bauschinger
kinematic hardening is defined by the difference between the total
stress and the isotropic stress. Thus the hardening is completely
kinematic out to a strain value of 7.0 (plastic strain of 3.0), after
which there are equal amounts of isotropic and kinematic hardening.
A resulting cyclic stress-strain curve is given in Figure 9.1-1B. The
15 load increments were chosen so as to result in the exact a-e points
given in the figure insert table. Note that the hardening parameters
(K and Kk) in this example were based on effective plastic strain rather
than on plastic work, because it makes the relationship between the









HARDENING PARAMETER IS TAKEN
AS SUM OF INCREMENTS OF INCR.
6.0 EFFECTIVE PLASTIC STRAIN IR c
14 1 2.0 2.0
2 3.0 2.5
3 4.0 3.0
12 4 5.5 3.5
4.0 5 7.0 4.0
6 5.0 2.0
a 11 7 3.0 0.0
2 8 1.875 -0.625
2.o0 9 0.75 -1.25
10 3.0 1.0
11 5.25 3.25
-- 12 6.375 3.875
13 7.5 4.5
0 2 14 9.25 5.25
15 11.00 6.0
0 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0 12.0 14.0 16.0
(B) STRESS-STRAIN PATH UNDER LOADING




Plane-Strain with Additional Options - The plane-stress problem just
described was altered to illustrate the use of several additional BOPACE
options, including temperature-dependent elasticity, creep and prescribed
normal loads.
A BOPACE plane-strain checkout analysis was performed using the finite-
element mesh and loading given in Figure 9.1-2. A listing of the input













A summary of the problem is provided by Table 9.1-1. The 15 increments
correspond to those of the previous plane-stress problem. The values
of incremental plastic strain, stress, effective stress center, and yield-
surface size given in columns 2-5 of Table 9.1-1 were kept the same as
those of the plane-stress problem. The stress is equal to the product
of the temperature-dependent elastic modulus (column 6) and the elastic
strain (column 7).
The creep strain listed in column 9 results from the material creep
definition of Figure 9.1-3. There the reference creep curve for a
strain-hardening material is assumed as shown in (A), while (B) defines
the creep factor Fc as a function of average stress level during the
increment. The creep strain may be determined using the average stress
level (column 10 of Table 9.1-1), the creep factor (column 11) and the
specified creep time increment (column 12).
In addition, the Z-load strains given in column 13 and thermal strains
in column 14 were imposed. In order to keep the results simple and
exact (all numbers in Table 9.1-1 are given exactly), the Z-load and
thermal-strain values were selected so as to give zero normal stress









Because the imposed Z-load strain also equals -0.3, a zero value results
for the normal stress OZZ. Thus it may be noted that this example can
be used for either a plane-stress or a plane-strain checkout run.
The prescribed displacements shown in column 15 were determined from the
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TIME
(A) ASSUMED SHAPE FOR REFERENCE CREEP CURVE
12- NOTE:
S 10- TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF
CREEP IS NOT INCLUDED IN







IU 9CREEP IS NOT INCLUDED IN
.1
9.1-6
TABLE 9.1-1: RESULTS FOR PLANE STRAIN WITH Z-LOADS AND CREEP
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16)
p 3 E1 e -p c F
c  t c  z-load Te
Incr. Ly YY Iyy yy yy ave strain yy Temp.
0 - 0 0 2.0 1.0 0 0 0 - - - 0 0 0 1.0
1 0 2.0 0 2.0 2.0 1.0 '0 0 1.0 1.0 0 0 0.3 1.3 2.0
2 0.5 2.5 0.5 2.0 2.5 1.0 0.5 0.5 2.25 1.0 5.0 0 0.8 2.8 3.0
3 0.5 3.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 1.0 1.0 0.5 2.75 1.0 0 0 1.05 3.55 4.0-
4 1.0 3.5 1.5 2.0 3.5 1.0 2.0 1.0 3.25 1.25 4.0 0 1.8 5.8 5.0
5 1.0 4.0 2.0 2.0 4.0 1.0 3.0 1.0 3.75 1.75 0 0 2.3 7.3 6.0 vn
6 0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 1.0 3.0 1.0 3.0 1.0 0 0 2.3 7.3 7.0
7 0 0 2.0 2.0 1 .0 0 3.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0 0 2.0 6.0 5.4 r"
8 -0.5 -0.625 1.5 2.125 1.25 -0.5 2.5 1.0 0.3125 1.0 0 -0.6 1.0 4.0 8.0
9 -0.5 -1.25 1.0 2.25 1.25 -1.0 2.0 0 0.9375 1.0 10.0 -0.2 0.5 1.5 9.0
10 0 1.0 1.0 2.25 2.0 0.5 2.0 0 0.125 1.0 0 0 1.15 3.65 10.0
11 0 3.25 1.0 2.25 3.25 1.0 2.0 1.0 2.125 1.0 10.0 -0.3 . 1.5 5.5 4.5
12. 0.5 3.875 1.5 2.375 3.875 1.0 2.5 1'.0 3.5625 1.5625 0 0 2.05 6.55 12.0
13 0.5 4.5 2.0 2.5 4.5 1.0 3.0 1.0 4.1875 2.1875 0 0.2 2.5 7.5 13.0
14 1.0 5.25 2.5 2.75 5.25 1.0 4.0 1.0 4.875 2.875 0 0 2.8 8.8 14.0
15 1.0 6.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 2.0 5.0 4.125 5.625 3.625 10.0 0 5.1625 16.2875 15.0
START 5 5 6
AOPACE GENFRAL CHECK (PLANE STFAIN WITH Z-LOACS, FLTrIT--PL STIC'FcpFp 9"/0O/7
5 3 1 0.5 .00001
1 1 1.0 1.0
1.0 0.0 2.0 C. 3 3.0 0. .0 1 .5
t5 ---- -1.5_ 5.0 1.8I 6.0 2. 7.(0 2.
8.0 1.0 9.0 C..5 10.0 1.15 ?.3 2. .
13.0 2.5 14.0 2.9 15.0 5. I?25
.0 1.0 2.0 2.0 3.0 2.F 4.0
5.0 3.5 5.4 1.0 6.0 4., 7.0 2.0
"8. 1.25 0.0 1.25 10.0 2. 12. '.5
13.0 4.5 14.0 5. 25 15.0 3.0
0.0 0.3
1 1
0.0 2.0 3.0 2.0 9.0 .5
0.0 0.0 1.0 1. 3.0 0 .0 '.
1_ 2
0.0 0.0 10.0 1.0 30.0 2.0
1 0.0
0.0 1.0 3.0 1.0 11.0 9.0
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10 2.0 ?0 2.0
INCRFMENT 7
10 3.0 20 3.0
INRMENL 3 
____
10 4.0 20 4.0
I NCR EM EN_.. 4
10 5.0 20 5.0
INCREMFNT 5
1C 6.0 20 6.0
JNC~FMFNT .. _...
10 7.0 20 7.0
10 5.4 20 5.4
INCREFMFNT p
1C P.0 20 P.0
10 -0.6 20 -0.6
INCREMENT 9
10 9.0 20 .0
_10 -r-D2 20 -0. 2
-___--------__CF. ....... ____ _ ____ _ ___
10 10.0 20 10.0
ic 0.0 2C 0.0
INCREMENT 11
....... 5_... -_QA,~ ,7 0 4.5 
_
10 -3 ~ 20 -0.3
- I-NCREMNT____
10 12.0 20 12.0
10 0.0 ?0 0.0
INCREMENT 13
. ..10 13.0 ...... 3. 0
10 0.2 _ _0 _ .2
I. NC.REMENT. I
1C 0.0 0 1.0
INCREMENT 1.
. _19.0 >C 15.0
.. ... . . . .. . .... . . ... . . . . . . -
F',
STAPTINC FPCBLEM
BCPPACE CENERAL CHECK (PLANE STRAIN fITH -LCACS, ELASTIC-PLASTIC-CREEP) 06/08/73
SCLUTIChN FTHCC CCCE . 5
MAXIMUM hT. STIFFNESS UPCATES PER INCREMENT = 3
.AXIMUM TCTAL ITERATICNS PEP INCREMENT = 10
MAXIMUM ELASTIC ITERATICNS PER INCREMENT = 2
MAXIMUM PAGhITUCE FCP ELASTIC-PLASTIC SUP COCE = 2
MAXIMUM PECLCTICNS = 1
CCNVERGENCE RECUCTICN FACTCP = 0.50000E 00
PAXIMUM SPECIFIED ERRCR NORM = 0.10000-o -04
FPACTICN FRCM END OF INCREMENT TO EVALUATE SLCPE = 0.100COE 00
PLANE-STRAIN PPCBLEM
NO. OF MATEPIALS = I
DEFAULT TICKhESS = C.100COE 01
FABPICATI(N TEMFEPATU&E = C.10000E 01
SAT-R-AL C__ TEMFERATUF DEPENCENT PROPERTIES
TEMPERATURE THEPMAL STRAIN
0.1OCCE CI 0.0
__ _V20CE OL 0.3000
C.3000E Cl C.80CCE 00
C.4500E Cl 0.15COE 01
C.500CE CI 0.18COE 01
C.60CCE 01 0.23C0E 01
SC.70OCE Cl C.230E 01 
__ 
__
C.900CE 01 0.500CE 00
C.1000E C2 0.1150E 01
C.12CCE C2 0.2C50E 01
0.1300E 02 0.2500E 01
C40 0iFC2 0.28CCE Cl
C.15CCE 02 0.5162E 01
--- -~~^ ~----C -ELST
TEMPERATURE ELASTIC MOO.
O.lQCCE 01 0.1OCCE 01
C.2000E 01 0.2CCCF 01
3000E Cl 0.25CE 01l
C.40CCE 01 0.3CCOE 01
C.5000EO _ 0.3500 01
C.5400E 01 0.CCOOE 01
(,69CCE 01 0.4CCOE 01
C.70CCE Cl C.2CCCE 01
C .. 80CCE 01 0.1250E C01
C.OO0CF Cl 0.1250E 01
LO.C Q,0E 02 0.2QCC-E I01 _-
C.12CCE 02 0.3175E 01
_ ,130OF 02 0.4500E 01
C.1400E 02 0.5250E C01
C. 500F 02 0,. 1.3OC0~0 Ol
TEMPERATURE PCISSCNS RATICO _
0.0 0.3000E 00
PATERIAL hC. 1,PLASTICITY TYPE I KINEnATIC COE C
AT IAL C. 1, TEPPEATUE = 0.0
PARAMETER ISCTPOPIC STRESS
0.C C.200CCOE 01
0.300COF CI 0.200CCE 01
O.COCF E 0.350CCE 01
PAP METER KJINEATIC SHAPE
0.0 0.0
C.1O00CE 01 0.1OOCOE 01
0.3000CE 01 0.20CCOE 01




C.300CCE 01 0.2OCCOE 01
0.~OOCCE 01 0.35CCCF 01
PARAMETER KTfEPATIC SHAPE
0.0 0.0
0.10000E CI C.100CCE 01
0.3000CE CI C.20CCCE 01
0.90000E Cl 0.350COE 01
.. ATEIAL h.L__ RCEEP TYPE 2
TIMF CREEP STrAIN
0.0 0.0
C. LOCE .02_ C.1.00EO 01
C.3000E C02 0.2000E 01
MATERIAL NC. 1, TEPPERATURE = 0.0
STRESS CREEP FACTCR
0.0 C.1000E 01
c.- C ocC E 01 0.1000E 01
C.t1CCE 02 c.9000o 01
SATEPIAL KC. 1, TEPPERATUPE = 0.0
-STRESS __ CPEEP FACTCR
0.0 C.1000E 01
_ E ClAcC.1000.E ol
C.LOCF C2 C.9000E C1
CA~TES1IA CCORCINATE SYSTEPS CEFIEC
UME FP X-AXIS ANGLE
NC. I.C. CLCCRC X (R) Y (TIETA) OCCRCP
0_. o o.C C.IOCCCD 01 0
2 4C 0 0.10C0000C 01 0.100000CCC 01 C
3 1C CO .C 0.0 0
4 2C C O.1OCCOC Cl 0.0 C
ELEMENT
Ec. I.C. MATEPIAL THICKNESS NOCE 1 NOE 2 NOCCE 3 AREA
1 20 1 0.10000 01 2C 40 10 0.5000E 00
2 10 1 0.1000 01 10 40 30 C.5000E CO
_ 5 PEC IE FCRCDI SP CC CE- IS~jLKE W NS TP A IKT CCF
SNODCE I.C. COCPCNENT CCCE
10 1 -10
10 2. -10
. ... _20 . . . 2 -.. . .. .2Q
30 2 -30
.. .0 .2 -40 
_
NC. Cr LCAC REFERENCE CURVES = 2
LCAc REFERE NCE CURVE %O. 1
NCCE CCIPCNFNT LCAt
30 2 C.1000CE Cl
40 2 C.10000F C1
LCAC REFERENCE CURVE NC. 2
NODE CCWPCNFNT LC C
NC. OF LCAC INCREPENTS = 15
INCREMEhT MAX. ITERATICNS MECHANICAL CURVE FACTCRS CREEP TIVE
1 10 0.130COE 01 C.C 0.0
2 10 0.28CC0E 01 0.0 0.50000F 01
3 10 0.3550CE 01 C.C 0.0
4 10 0.58000CE 01 0.0 C.4COCCE 01
S5 - 10 0.13000E 01 C.C 0.0
6 10 C.73CCCE 01 C.0 0.0
7 10 0.6000CE 01 0.0 0.0
8 10 0.40CCE C1 C.C 0.0
9 10 C.ISCCCE 01 0.0 0.IOCCCE 02
10 10 0.36500E 01 0.0 0.0
11 o10 C.55CCCE C1 C.C O.1CCCCE 02
12 10 0.6550OE 01 0.0 0.0
S 13 10 0.75000E 01 C.C 0.0
14 10 C.880COE 01 C.0 0.0
15 10.. 0.16287E 02 0.0 0.10000E 02
.N CUULATIVE THEPPAL LOCACS ANC Z-LCACS FCP LCAC INCREENT 1
INCFEMEhT 1
ELEMENT I.C. 20 10
TEMP. C.20000E Cl 0.200CO0E 01.
Z-LCAD 0.0 C.0
I TEATIVE ERPRCP = 0.74957E 00
S TEPATVE FR CP = 0.I5221E 00
ITERATIVE ERCR = 0.74957E 00
ITERATIVE ERROP R- O.2CS11E-06
ITERATIVE EPRCR = 0.18C29E-06
E ND C F L C AC I h C E E T 1
INCPEMENT 1
MECIANICAL LOAC CURVE FACTORS = 0.130OE Cl, 0C.
CREEP TIPE INCREMENT = 0.0
NC. ELASTIC ELEVENTS = 1, NO. PLASTIC ELEMENTS = 1
_ __ELEENTS HAVE CHANGEC ELASTIC TO PLASTICt 0 ELEMENTS PLASTIC TC ELASTIC DURING THIS INCREMENT
SPECIFIEF PAX. NO. STIFFNESS UPDATES = 3, NC. UPDATES PERFCRPEC = 0
SPECI ECnMAX. NO. ITERATIONS PER UPDATE = 10C NC. ITEPATIONS PERFCOPEC SINCE LAST UPDATE = 5
SPECIFIED MAX. UNeALANCEE-FCPCE ERRCR = O.lOCOE-04, ACTUAL ERROR = 0.18C3E-06
• ****L** CUMULATIVE INTERNAL FOPCES AND CISPLACEMENTS *******
--** NODE * ******** FORCES ********* ***** CISPLACEMENTS ****** -*
NO. .E. _ V U V
1 30 _.23841E6E-C6 0.99S999CE 00 0.1721911E-06 0.1299999E 01
2 40 -0.1976633E-06 C.10COCCCE 01 0.3848754E-06 0.1299999E 01
3 10 -0.1146242E-06 -0.9999990 00 0.0 0.0
4 20 0.73869C5E-CT -0.1OO0CCCE 01 0.5888560E-06 0.0
*.*****s*s*****************+ * ELASTIC STRAINS ************* ****, ,*********
ELEMENT *** THPERMAL STRAIS *** ************ INCREMENTAL ***************** ************* CUMULATIVE ****************
NC. _I.E. INCREMENTAL CUMULATIVE XX Y¥ iZ XV XX YY U1 XV
I 20 0.300CE CC 0.3000F 00. C.IOCOE Cl -C.300OE CO -0.3000E 00 0.1020E-06 C.1000E 01 -0.3000E 00 -0.3000E 00 0.1020E-06
2 10 0.3000E CC C.30COE OC C.3500E CO C.3500E 00 -0.3000E 00 0.6500E 00 0.3500E CO 0.3500E 00 -C.30CCE 00 O.65COE 00
******** **4*t********************** PLASTIC STPRAINS **************** * **
ELEMENT ***** PLASTIC WCPK ***~ ~ ********** INCREMENTAL ***************** *********** CUMULATIVE *****************
NC. I.E. INCREMENTAL CUMULATIVE XX vv iL XY XX YY Z XY
L 2C 0.0 0.0 0.0 C.C 0.0 0.0 C.0 0.0 C.0 0.0
2 1C 0.0 C.C C.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 C.0 0.0 0.C 0.0
-- ______________________ - - - - - - - ______---- ____------______
***************,,************ CUMULATIVE STRESS CUANTITIES ****************************
ELEMENT EFFECTIVE EFFECTIVE *********** STRESS CENTER ****** ****** ************** STRESS ,*******************
NO. I.C. CENTER STRESS XX YV it XY XX YY L XV
1 20 0.0 0. 2000E01 0.0 0.O 0.0 0.0 C.2000E 01 -0.9170E-08 -0.4677E-06 0.1569E-06
2 1C 0.0 C.2000E Cl C.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 C.IO00E 01 C.1000E 01 -C.6877E-C6 C.1000E 01
-- I
ELEMENT_ EP SUM INCREPENTAL TCTAL SURFACE **** EFFECTIVE PLASTIC STRAINS *** ***** EFFECTIVE CREEP STRAINS ****
NO. I.D. CODE CCDE TEPPERATURE TEMPERATURE YIELC SIZE INCREMENTAL SUM INCR. CUMULATIVE INCREMENTAL SUM INCR. CUPULATIVE
1 20 1 1 C.1000E 01 0.2C00E Cl C.2CCCE 01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
2 iC 0 -2 0.1000E 01 C.2CCOE 01 0.2000E 01 0.0 C.C 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.C
CLPLLATIVE THERMAL LCACS ANC Z-LOACS FOR LCAC INCREMENT 2
INCREMENT 2
ELEMENT I.C. 20 10
TEMP. C.30000E Cl C.30000E 01.
Z-LCAO C.0 C.
ITERATIVE ERROR - 0.z2167E 00
ITERATIVE EPRCR = 0.82814E 00
ITERATIVE ERRRE = 0.ESS14E 00
ITERATIVE ERRCOR = 0.5787E 00
ITERATIVE ERROR = 0.E647E CO
ITERATIVE ERPCR = 0.E8986E 00
ITERATIVE ERROR = 0.Se201E 00
ITERATIVE EPRCP = 0.81647E 00
ITERATIVF ERROR = 0.88986E 00
ITERATIVE ERROR = 0.SE201E 00
ITERATIVE EPRCR = 0.E1647E 00
ITERATIVE ERROR = 0.E5C49E 00
ITERATIE EPRRR = 0.76448E OC
ITERATIVE ERRCR = 0.44035E 00
ITERATIVE ERROR = 0.36214E-01
ITEPATIVE ERRCOR = 0.35867E-02
I7ERTIVlE ERCR = 0.34599E-03
ITERATIVE ERRCOR = 0.33219E-04
ITERATIVE ERRCR = 0.37867E-05
ITERATIVE ERROR = 0.52718E-06
c4
_ _ _ __--- -- - - - - o r -
E N C C F L C A C I KC C P E EN T 2
INCREMENT 2
MEC-ANICAL LOAD CURVE FACTORS = 0.28COE 01, 0.0
CPEEP TIPE INCREMENT = 0.5000E 01
NC. ELASTIC ELEMENTS = 0, NO. PLASTIC ELEPENTS = 2
L ELEMENTS HAVE CHANGED ELASTIC TC PLASTIC, O ELEMENTS PLASTIC TC ELASTIC DURING THIS INCREMENT
SPECIFIEC PAX. NO. STIFFNESS UPCATES = 3, NC. UPDATES PERFCRPEC = I
SPECIFIEr MAX. NO. ITERATICNS PEP UFCATE = 10, NO. ITEPRATICNS PEPFOPMEC SINCE LASTUPDATE = 10
SPECIFIEC PAX. UNBALANCED-FORCE ERROR = C.10COE-04, ACTUAL ERROR = 0.9272E-06
******* CUMULATIVE INTERNAL FORCES ANC CISFLACFMENTS * *****
** NODE ** *4**** FCRCES *** 44***t 4**** DISPLACEMENTS ******
NC. IC. U V U V
1 30 -0.4172325E-C6 0.124999SE 01 C.2061823E-06 C.27999g9E Cl
2 40 0.7219438E-07 0.1249999F 01 0.7573697E-06 0.2799999E 01
3 .C 10 0.5112241E-06 -0.124(9SSE Cl C.C C.0
4 2C -0.1661860F-06 -0.1250CCCE C1 C.8945562E-06 C.C
******** ************4**** ***+* ** ELASTIC STRAINS *********~**** *****************
ELEMENT *** THERMAL STRAINS *** ********** INCREMENTAL *************=*** ************ CUMULATIVE ************* - -
NC. I.C._INCREP'ENTAL CUMULATIVE XX YY ZZ Xv xx YY ZZ XY
1 20 0.5000E 00 C.8000E OC- C.7749E-06 -0.8345E-06 0.4172E-06 0.8894E-08 0.100OE CI -0.3000E 00 -C.30CCE CO 0.1109E-06
2 10 0.5000E CC 0.80COE 00 -0.1788E-C6 C.4768F-C6 0.C C.2384E-06 C.3500E CO 0.3500 00 -0.3000E 00 O.6500E 00
************************************ PLASTIC STRAINS *************************************
ELEMENT ****- PLASTIC WORK **** ************* INCREMENTAL ***************** ************ CUMULATIVE ***q**************
NC I.C. INCPEMFNTAl CUMULATIVE XX YY ZZ xv xx YY 11 xv
1 20 0.1125E 01 0.1125E 01 C.5000E CO -C.2500E CO -C.2500E 00 -0.2585E-07 0.5000E 00 -0.25COE CO -C.2500E 00 -0.2585E-07
2 10 0.1125E 01 O.1125E 01 C.1250E CO C.1250E CO -0.2500E 00 0.3750E 00 0.1250E 00 0.1250E 00 -0.2500E 00 0 .3750E 00
********w*******+*S***************s* CREEP STRAINS ***********************************
ELEMENT ****** CREEP WORK ****. ********** INCREMENTAL *************** ************* CUMULATIVE ****************
NO. I.C. INCREMENTAL CUMULATIVE XX YY ZZ XY XX YY iZ XY
1 20 0.1125E 01 0.1125E 01 0.500E CO0 -C.2500E CO -0.2500E 00 -0.1644E-07 C.5000E 00 -0.2500E 00 -0.2500E 00 -0.1644E-07 _
2 10 0.1125E Cl C.1125E 01 C.1250E 00 C.1250E 00 -0.2500E 00 0.3750E 00 0.1250E 00 0.1250E 00 -G.2500E 00 0.3750E Oo D
**************** *********** CUMULATIVE STRESS QUANTITIES ********************************
ELEMENT EFFECTIVE EFFECTIVE ************ STRESS CENTER ************** *********** STRESS ********************
KC. I.t. CENTER STRESS XX YY ZZ Xv XX vY ZZ XY
1 20 0.5000 CC 0.2500E 01 0.3333E CO -C.1667E 00 -0.1667E OC -0.1723E-07 C.2500E 01 -0.5456E-06 0.132CE-05 0.2132E-06
2 10 0.5000E CC 0.2500E 01 0.8333E-0L C.8333E-01 -0.1667E 00 0.2500E 00 C.1250E 01 0.1250E 01 -0.1284E-05 0.1250E 01
ELEMENT E-P SUM INCREMENTAL TCTAL SURFACE **** EFFECTIVE PLASTIC STRAINS *** ***** EFFECTIVE CREEP STRAIKS ****
hN. I.C. COCE CCCE TEMPERATURE TEMPFRATURE YIELD SIZE INCPEMENTAL SUM INCR. CUMULATIVE INCREMENTAL SUM INCR. CUMULATIVE
1 2C 0 2 C.00COF 01 0.3000E 01 0.2000E 01 0.5000F CO 0.500CE 00 0.5COOE 00 0.5000E 00 C.50COE CO C.50CCE 00
2 10 1 2 .1000CCF 01 C.3CCOE 01 0.20COE 01 0.50C00 CO 0.5000E 00 0.5000E 00 0.5000E 00 C.50CCE 00 0.5000F 00
CUPULATIVE THERVAL LCACS AND Z-LCAtS FCP LCAC INCREMENT 3
SICFEMENT 3
ELE ENT I.C. 20 10
TEMP. C.4000ooE c C.40000E 01.
Z-LCAD C.O C.0
ITERATIVE EPRCP = 0.E116 E 00
ITERATI-E EPRCR = 0.7E93E 00
ITERATIVE EPROR = 0.S2446E 00
ITEPATIVE ERCP- = C.3AC59E 00
ITERATIVE EPPCR = 0.16222E 00
ITERATIVE ERCP = C.46E23E-01
ITERATIVE ERRCR = 0.16448E-01
ITEPATIVE EPRCR = 0.52C84E-C2
ITERATIVE ERRCR = 0.17755E-C2
ITERATIVE ERROR = 0.56927E-03
ITERATIVE ERRCR = 0.28329E-C4
ITERATIVE ERRCP = 0.2C166E-05
ITERATIVE ERROR = 0.17412E-05
E N C C F L C A C I N C P E H E N T 3
EEEND CF L INCET 3
M EC-ANICAL LOAD CURVE FACTORS = 0.3550E 01, 0.0
I CREEP TIME INCREMENT = 0.0
SNOC. ELASTIC ELEMENTS = 0, NO. FLASTIC ELEMENTS = 2
0 ELEMENTS HAVE CHANGED ELASTIC TC PLASTIC, 0 ELEMENTS PLASTIC TC ELASTIC DURING THIS INCREMENT
SPECIFIEC MAX. NO. STIFFNESS UPDATES = 3, NC. UPDATES PERFCRMEC = I
SPECIFIED PAX. NO. ITERATICNS PER UPDATE = 10, NO. ITERATICNS PERFORMEC SINCE LAST UPDATE = 3
SPECIIED MAX. UNBALANCEC-FOPCE ERRCR = O.IOCOE-04, ACTUAL ERRCR = 0.1741E-05
****** CUMULATIVE INTERNAL FCRCES AND CISPLACEMENTS ********
** NODE ** ********* FORCES ********* ***** DISPLACEMENTS ******
NO. I.C. L V U V
1 30 0.596C470E-C7 0.1459995E 01 0.1926832E-06 C.354S9E I01
2 40 -0.4837949E-06 0.1499999E 01 -0.9204579E-C6 0.3549S99E 01
.... 3 IC -O.263635EE-C6 -0.1499999E 01 C.0 C.C
4 20 C.6878261E-06 -0.1500000CF 01 -0.61573f2E-C6 C.C
S******* **************.*****v***.# ELASTIC STRAINS *********************************
ELEMENT *** THEPMAL STRAINS *** 1************ INCPEMENTAL $*******U* ** *$****,*r** CUMULsTIVE ******************
NC. I.C. INCREMENTAL CUMULATIVE XX YY ZZ XY XX YY ZZ XY
1 2C 0.25CCE CC 0.1050E 01. C.5960E-C6 -0.2384E-C6 0.2980E-C6 0.5012E-07 C.1O00E 01 -0.30CCE CC -C.300CE 00 0.1610E-06
2 IC 0.2500F CC 0.1050F 01 -C.2384E-C6 -0.1788E-C6 0.8345E-06 0.7153E-06 0.3500E 00 0.3500E 00 -0.3000E 00 0.6500E 00
********************************** PLASTIC STRAINS ******* ************************
ELEMENT ***** PLASTIC WORK **** ****** $***** INCREMENTAL **************** ******S*** CUMULATIVE ******************
__CC, 10. INCEMENTAt CUMULATIVE XX YY ZZ XY XX YY zz XY
I 2C 0.1375E CI 0.2500E 01 0.5000E CO -C.2500E CO -0.2500E 00 0.3365E-07 C.1O00OOE 01 -0.5OE 00 -0.5000E 00 0.7799E-08
2 10 0.1375F Cl C.2500E Ot C.1250E CO 0.12SCE 00 -0.2500E 00 0.3750E 00 C.2500E CO 0.2500E 00 -0.5000E 00 0.7500E 00
**** **********w************ CUPULATIVE STRESS CUANTITIES *********************************
ELEMENT EFFECTIVE EFFECTIVE ****$******* STRESS CENTER *************** ************** STRESS *********$*****
NO. I.C. CENTER STRESS XX VY Z1 XY XX VY ZZ XY
1 2C 0.1000E OL C.3000E 01 0.6667E CO -0.3333E CC -0.3333E CC C.519E-08 C.3000E 01 0.1004E-05 0.4420E-05 0.3715E-06
2 10 0.1000E 01 C.3000E 01 0.1667E 00 0.1667E 00 -0.3333E OC 0.5000E 00 0.1500E 01 0.15C00E 01 0.6236E-06 0.1500E C01
- - -----
ELEMENT E-P SUM INCREMENTAL TCTAL SURFACE *** EFFECTIVE PLASTIC STRAINS *** ***** EFFECTIVE CREEP STRAINS ****
NO. I.C. COCE COCE TEMPERATURE TEMPERATURE YIELD SIZE INCREMENTAL SUM INCR. CUMULATIVE INCREMENTAL SUM INCR. CUMULATIVE
1 2C C 2 C.1000F 01 0.4000E 01 0.2000E 01 0.5000E CO 0.100OE 01 0.IC00E 01 0.0 G.SOCCE aO 0.5000E 00
2 IC 0 2 C.10000 01 0.4000E Cl 0.2000E 01 0.50C00E CO C.IO00E 01 0.1000E 01 0.0 C.5000E CC 0.5000E 00
CUMULATIVE THERPAL LOACS ANC Z-LCACS FCR LCAC INCPEMENT 4
INCFEMEtT 4
ELEMENT I.C. 20 10
TEMP. C.5000CE 01 C.50COCE 01-O
Z-LOAD 0.0 C.O
ITERATIVE EPRRR = 0.CC61E 00
ITERATIVE ERRCOR = .C27CE 00
ITERATIVE ERROR = 0.61C26E 00
ITERATIVE ERRCR = C.ECS8CE 00
ITERATIVE ERROR = 0.18C10E 00
ITERATIVE EPRCR 0.SE597E 00
ITERATIVE ERRCR = 0.3C772 00
ITERATIVE ERROR = 0.EC747E-C1
ITERATIVE ERRCR = 0.14590E-C1
ITERATIVE EPRCR = 0.27S86E-02
ITERATIVE EPROR = 0.f6289E-04
___ITERATIVE EPRPR = 0.E5623E-05
ITERATIVE ERROR = 0.C6714E-05
E N C C F L C A C I N C R E M E N T 4
MEC-ANICAL LOAC CURVE FACTCS = 0.5E00E 01, 0.0
REEP TIEJNCREMENT = C.4000E 01
KC. ELASTIC ELEMENTS = 0, NO. PLASTIC ELEMENTS = 2
0 _ELEMENTS HAVE CHANGED ELASTIC TC PLASTIC, O ELEMENTS PLASTIC TC ELASTIC DURING THIS INCREMENT
SPECIFIEC PAX. NO. STIFFNESS UPCATES = 3, NC. UPDATES PERFCRMEC = 1
__. ~CIE E AXj NO. ITERATICNS PER UPCATE = 10, NO. ITERATIONS PERFORMEC SINCE LAST UPDATE = 3
SPECIFIEC PAX. UNBALANCED-FORCE ERCRR = .1OCOE-04, ACTUAL ERROR = 0.6071E-05
******* _CUMULATIVE INTERNAL FCRCES AND CISFLACEPENTS ********
** NODE *4 ********* FCRCES ******** * * DISPLACEMENTS ******
NO. I.C. U V U V
1 3C 0.1490116E-C5 0.1749996E 01 -0.5040766E-06 0.57999S9E 01
2 40 -0.2461763E-05 0.1749997E 01 -0.1485283E-05 0.57999S9E 01
3 10 C.6304343E-C6 -0.1749995E 01 C.0 0.0
4 20 0.3412134E-06 -0.1749999E 01 -0.7957215E-C6 C.C
*********************************** ELASTIC STRAINS *************,*****S**************
ELEMENT * THEPRMAL STRAINS *** *********** INCEEENTAL C**** ** *** ************ UMULATIVE *****************
NC. I.. INCREMENTAL CUPULATIVE XX YY 11 XY XX YY 11 XY
1 20 0.75COE CC. OoISOOE 01. 0.2384E-C6 -0.6557E-C6 O.2384E-06 0.2066E-06 C.IOOOE 01 -C.30CCE CC -C.3000E 00 0.3676E-C6
2 10 0.75COE GCC 0.1800E 01 -0.2980E-C6 -C.2980E-C6 -0.3516E-06 0.3576E-06 0.3500E CO 0.3500E 00 -0.3000E 00 0.6500E 00
*s******************************** PLASTIC STRAINS ************* ****** ***********
ELEMENT ***** PLASTIC WORK **** ************S INCREMENTAL **************** ************* CUMULATIVE *******e*********
NO. I.C. INCREMENTAL CUMULATIVE XX Yy ZZ XY XX YY 11 XY
1 20 0.3250E Cl 0.5750E 01 C.LOOE CL -0.5000E CO-0.5000E 00 -0.1982E-07 C.2OOOE 01 -0.I00E 01 -C.O1000E 01 -0.1202E-07
2 10 0.3250E Cl 0.5750E 01 C.2500E 00 0.2500E 00 -0.5000E 00 0.7500E 00 C.5000E 00 0.5000E 00 -C.I00E 01 0.1500E 01
**s***************************** CREEP STRAINS **************************************
ELEMENT ****** CREEP WORK **** * ************ INCREMENTAL *********t**** *********** CUMULATIVE *******.**********
NC. I.C. INCREMENTAL CUMULATIVE XX YY ZZ XY XX YY Z1 XY
1 20 0.1625E 1_ 0.2750E 01 .5000E CO -C.250CE CO -0C.2500E 00 0.5669E-08 C.1O00E 01 -0.5000E 00 -C.5000E 00 -0.1077E-07
2 10 0.1625E C01 0.2750E 01 0.1250E O 0.1250E 00 -0.2500E 00 0.3750E 03 C.2500E 00 0.2500E 00 -0.5000E 00 0.7500E 00 -
***************************** CUMULATIVE STRESS QUANTITIES *****************************
ELEMENT EFFECTIVE EFFECTIVE *********** STRESS CENTER **************** *************** STRESS ********************
NO. I.C. CENTER STRESS XX YY Z XY NX YY ZZ XY
1 20 0.150OOE 01 0.3500E 01 0.1G00O Cl -C.500CE 00 -0.5C000E 00 -0.1408E-08 C.3500E 01 -0.3072E-06 0.4062E-05 0.9896E-06
2 10 C.1500F 01 0.3500E 01 0.2500E 00 0.2500E 00 -0.5000E 00 0.15COE 00 C.1750E 01 0.1750E 01 -C.188CE-C5 0.175E 01
ELEMET E-P SUM INCREMENTAL TCTAL SURFACE **** EFFECTIVE PLASTIC STRAINS *** *S*** EFFECTIVE CREEP STRAINS ****
NO. I.E. COCE CCDE TEPPERATUPE TEMPEPATURE YIELD SIZE INCREMENTAL SUM INCR. CUMULATIVE INCREMENTAL SUN IFCR. CUMULATIVE
1 2C 0 2 0,100OE000 01 0.5000E 01 0.2000E 01 O.1000E 01 C.2000E 01 0.2000E 01 C.500CE 00 C.IOCOE Cl C.1000E 01
2 10 0 2 O.IOO 01 0.50COE Cl 0.2C00E 01 0.1000E CI 0.2000E 01 0.2000E 01 0.5000CE 0 C.IOCOF Cl C.IOO1 E CI
CVULATIVE THERMAL LOACS ANC Z-LCACS FCR LCAC INCPEPEhT 5
INCFEMEKT 5
ELEMET I.C. 20 10
TEMP. C.60000E Cl C.60000E 01
1-LCAD C.0 C.0
ITERATIVE EFPCR = 0.E5454E 00
___TERATIVE EPRCP =_.Of 64E 00
ITEPATIVE ERQCR = 0.S3655F CO
ITERATIVE EPRCR = 0.63288E 00
ITERATIVE ERROR = 0.29106E 00
ITFPATIVE__ERCR 0. 8299E-01 - _ _
ITERATIVE EPRCR = 0.6C396E-02
ITERATIVE EPRCP 0.2193E-03
ITERATIVE FPRP = 0.14100E-03
ITERATIVE ERRCR= 0._21530E-04
ITERATIVE ERORP = 0.45713E-06
ITERATIVE ERRCP= 0.34204E-05
E N C C F L C A C I h C R E V E N T 5
INCREMENT S
._.MEC-ANICAL LoAC CURVE FACTCS = 0.73C0E 01, 0.0
CREEP TIME INCREMENT = 0.0
_ NO. ELASTIC ELEMENTS = C, NO. PLASTIC ELEENTS = 2
0 ELEMENTS HAVE CHANGEC ELASTIC TC PLASTIC, 0 ELEMENTS PLASTIC TC ELASTIC DURING THIS INCREMENT
SPECIFIEL AX. NO__ STIFFNESS UPDATES = 3, NC. UPDATES PEPFCRMEC = I
SPECIFIEr PAX. NO. ITERATIONS PER UPCDATE = 10, NO. ITERATIONS PERFORMEC SINCE LAST UPDATE = 2
..PEClFIfFC MX,. UNBALANCEC-FCPCE EPRRR = C.1COE-04 ACTUAL ERROR = 0.3420E-05
******* CUMULATIVE INTERNAL FCRCES AND CISPLACEMENTS ********
** NODE ** ******** FCPCES ******** ***** CISPLACEMENTS ******
KC. I.C. U V U V
I 30 -0.4172325-06 0.1999995E Cl -0.17823C09-05 0.7299999E Cl
2 40 -0.8503912E-06 C.1999996E 01 -0.19667SOF-C5 0.7299999E C1
3 Ic 0.2418570E-C5 -0.1959994E 01 0.0 0.0
4 20 -0.1150S46E-05 -0.1999998E 01 -0.123E942E-05 0.0
**********,********************* ELASTIC STRAINS ***4*************************
ELEMENT *** THERMAL STRAINS *** ************* INCRPEMENTAL ***************** ************* CUMULATIVE ******************
.C C__ . INCPEM.NTAL CUMULATIVE XX NY ZZ xY XX YY LL XY
1 20 O.5000E CC G.2303E 01 O.1788E-06 -0.9537E-06 0.3516E-0 .1464E-06 C.IO00E 01 -0.30COE CO -C.30CCE 00 .51'OE-06
2 IC C.5000F CC 0.2300F 01 0.8345E-C6 0.7153E-C6 -0.8345E-C6 0.5960E-07 C.3500E CO 0.35CCE CO -C.30CCE 00 0.65C0E CO
***************** $************* PLASTIC STRAINS ***************************************
ELEMENT **** PLASTIC WORK **** ************* INCREMENTAL *** ********* ************ CUMULATIVE *****************
hC. I.C. INCREMENTAL CUMULATIVE XX vY ZZ XY XX YY ZZ XY
1 20 0.3750E Cl 0.S500E 01 0.1000E 01 -0.5000E 00 -0.5000E 00 -0.1263E-06 C.3000E Cl -0.15COE C01 -C.15CE CI -0.1383E-06
2 1C 0.3750F Cl C.9500E 01 0.2500E CO C.250CE 00 -0.5000E 00 C.7500F 00 C.7500E 00 0.75COE 00 -C.15CCE CI 0.2250E Cl
*.************************** CUMULATIVE STRESS QUANTITIES *********************************
ELEMENT EFFECTIVE EFFECTIVE *********** STRESS CENTER **************** ************** STRESS ****************
NC. I.C. CENTER STRESS XX YY ZZ XY XX YY ZZ XY
1 . 20 0.200E 01 O.4000E 01 0.1333E 01 -C.6667E 00 -0.6667E 00 -0.4351E-07 C.4000E 01 -0.3883E-05 C.62C8E-C5 0.1582E-05 _
2 10 0.2000F 01 0.4000E 01 0.3333E CO C.3333E CO -0.6667E 00 C.1000E 01 C.2000E 01 0.2000E 01 -0.3906E-C5 0.20COE 01
ELEMENT E-P SUM INCREMENTAL TCTAL SURFACE **** EFFECTIVE PLASTIC STRAINS *** ***** EFFECTIVE CREEP STRAINS ****
NO. I.C. CODE CODE TEMPERATURE TEMPERATURE YIELD SIZE INCREMENTAL SUM INCP. CUMULATIVE INCREMENTAL SUP INCR. CU~LLATIVE
1 20 0 2 O.1OCCE 01 0.6CCOE 01 0.2000E 01 C.IOCOE Cl C.3000F 01 0.3000E 01 0.0 0.1000E Cl C.1OCOF 01
2 10 0 2 C.IOCOF 01 0.6000E 01 0.2000E 01 O.O00E 01 0.3000E 01 3.3000E 01 0.0 0.1000E 01 C.1000E 01
CL1LLATIVE THEPPAL LCACS AND Z-LCAES FCf LCAC INCREVENT 6
ItCREMEtI 6
ELEMFNT I.C. 20 10
TEMP. C.70000E 0C C.7COCE 01.
1-LOAD C.O C.
ITERATIVE ERRCP = 0.17C55E-05
E h C C F L C A C I N C E V E N T 6
.. INCFEMENT . . 6
MECiANICAL LOAD CURVE FACTCRS = 0.7300E 01 0.0
CREEP TIRE INCREMENT = 0.0
hC. ELASTIC ELENEKTS = 2, NO. PLASTIC ELEMENTS = 0
0 ELEMENTS HAVE CHANGED ELASTIC TC PLASTIC, 2 ELEMENTS PLASTIC TC ELASTIC DURING THIS INCREMENT
SPECIFIEC PAX. NO. STIFFNESS UPDATES = 3, NC. UPDATES PEPFCPREC = 0
SPECIFIEC PAX. NO. ITFRATICNS PER UPCATE = 10, NO. ITERATIONS PERFOPMEC SINCE LAST LPDATE = 1
SPECIFIEC MAX. UNBALANCEC-FORCE EFRCR = C.ICCOE-04, ACTUAL ERROR = O.17C6E-05
________ +**** CUMULATIVE INTERNAL FORCES ANC CISPLACEMENTS ********
S** NODE * ********* FCRCES ********* s**** CISPLACEMENIS ******
NO. I.E. U V I V
S.. 3___-1371SC7E-C5 0.9999952E 00 -C.7318404E-06 0.7299999E 01
2 40 0.1860SCE-C5 0.9999962E 00 -0.7711196E-06 0.7299999E 01
__ C 0.20 4E-05 -0.9999943E 00 0.0 0.0
4 20 0.2366952E-05 -0.9999S71 00 -0.63875058-06 0.0
***************** ********** ****** ELASTIC STRAINS **************************************
ELEPENT *** THERMAL STRAINS *** ***.I******* [NCREVENTAL ************* ************* CUPULATIVE ******************
KC. I.. INCREPENTAL CUVULATIVE XX VY ZZY XX ZZ XY
I 2C 0.0 OC.2300E 01. 0.0 0.5982E-C6 0.C -0.2987E-C6 0.1000E 01 -0.30C0E 00 -C.300E CC 0.2153E-C6
2 10 0.0 0.2300E 01 0.5978E-06 -0.4527E-06 0.0 -0.725 E-07 C.3500E CO 0.35CCC CO -C.30CCE CO 0.6500E 00
***** ***t**I***********$* *** ***t * PLASTIC STRAINS **a****************************
ELEMENT ***** PLASTIC WORK **** ************ INCPEMENTAL *********** t************ CUMULATIVE ******************
NO, I C INCREVENTAL CUMULATIVE XX YY 11 XY XX YY ZZ XY
1 20 Q.0- - C .s500E 01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 C.3000E 01 -0.15COE 01 -C.IS5CCE Cl -0.1383E-06
2 10 0.0 0.95OE 01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 C.7500E CO 0.75COE CO -C.15CCF Cl 0.2250E 01
**s************************** CUMULATIVE STRESS QUANTITIES *********************************
ELEPEhT EFFECTIVE EFFECTIVE ************ STRESS CENTER **************** ************** STRESS ********************
NC. _ I.C. CENTER STRESS XX YV ZZ XY XX YY ZZ XY
1 20 0.2000E 01 0.2000E 01 0.1333E 01 -0.6667E 00 -0.6667E 00 -0.4351E-C7 C.2000E OL 0.44C3E-05 0.6898F-05 0.3312E-06
2 10 0.2000E Cl 0.2000E 01 0.3333E 00 0.3333E 00 -0.6667E 00 0.1000E 01 C.IO00E 01 C.10COE 01 -C.1832E-C5 C.1000E 01 .
ELEMENT _ E-P SUM INCREMENTAL TOTAL SURFACE **** EFFECTIVE PLASTIC STRAINS *** ***** EFFECTIVE CREEP STRAINS ****
KC. I.C. CODE CCDE TEMPERATURE TEMPERATURE YIELD SIZE INCREMENTAL SUM INCR. CUMULATIVE INCREMENTAL SUP INCR. CUMULATIVE
1 20 -1 -1 0.1000OE 01 0.70OE 01 0.2000E 01 0.0 0.3000E 01 0.3C00E 01 0.0 C.IOCOE Cl C.1OCOE 01
2 IC -1 -1 0.1000E 01 0.7COOE 01 0.2COOE 01 0.0 0.3000E 01 0.3000E 01 0.0 O.1OCOE Cl C.1OCOE 01
____________ _______________________________________ -~ ---~ ~ ~- - - - -
CUPLLATIVE THEPVAL LCACS ANC Z-LOADS FOP LOAC INCREMENT 7
INCPEMENT 7
ELEMENT I.C. 20 10
TEMP. C.54COGE C1 C.54000E 01.
Z-LCAD C.0 C.0
ITERATIVE ERCP . 0.42622E 00
ITELEA IiVE EPCRR O.= 3171E 00
ITERATIVE ECRCP = 0.23360E 00
ITERATIVE ECP R -I 0.17C9E 00
ITEPATIVE EPRCR 0.124C6E CO
LTE.ATkiV E1RCE .5 8_1_____
ITERATIVE EPPCP = 0.f6250E-01
ITERATIVE ERRR 0.4E53CE-01
ITERATIVE EFPCP = 0.35597E-01
___ITERATIVE ERRCP = 0.26137E-01
ITEPATIVE EPRCP = 0.12619E-C2
LTERATIVE ERPOR O.11159E-03 
__
- EP-~-- --
ITFRATIVE EPROP = 0.12630E-C5
ITERATIVE EPRCO 0.34315E-C6
ENC C F LCAC I h C P EE E N T 7
INCREMENT 7
_ ECKh!CAL LOCLPVE FACTORS O6COE O=.6 O.C 
_CPEEP TIME INCREMENT = 0.0
NC. ELASTIC ELEMENTS = 0, NO. PLASTIC ELEMENTS = 2
2 ELEMENTS HAVE CHANGEC ELASTIC TO PLASTIC, O ELEMENTS PLASTIC TC ELASTIC DIRING THIS INCREMENT
.SPECIFIC MAX, NO. STIFFNESS UPCATES = 3, NC. UPDATES PERFCPMEC = 1
SPECIFIEC MAX. NO. ITERATIONS PER UPCATE - 10, NO. ITERATIONS PERFOGPEC SINCE LAST UPCATE = 4
SPECIF IE MAX. UNBAANCEC-FCPCE EPRCR = O.cCOE-04, ACTUAL ERROR = 0.3431E-06
******* CUMULATIVE INTERNAL FPRCES AND DISPLACEMENTS ********
r* NOOE ** ********* FORCES ******** ***** CISPLACEMENTS ******
AC. I. . U V U V
1 30 -0.41723236E-06 -0.3516674E-05 -0.6971468E-06 C.6C0000E 01
2 40 0.4987565E-06 -0.2861023E-C5 -0.5336210E-C5 C.6CCO000E 01
3 IC -0.1361CC4E-C6 0.4053116E-05 0.0 0.0
4 20 0.54576c6E-07 0.2324581F-C5 -0.6988167E-05 0.0
************************************ ELASTIC STRAINS **********************************
ELEMFKT *** THERMAL STRAINS *** ************ INCFEPENTAL ************** *********** CUIULATIE c****************
__ -C. ._ INCREMENTAL CUMULATIVE XX YY ZZ XY XX YY ZZ XY
1 20 -0.3CCCF CC 0.2003E 01. -0.1000E C 0.3000E 00 0.3000E 00 -0.8922E-06 0.4172E-C5 -0.78C8E-05 0.1311E-05 -0.6769E-06
2 10 -0.3000E CC 0.20COE 01 -C.3500E CO -C.3500F 00 0.3000E 00 -0O6500E 00 0.1788E-06 -0.4768E-06 0.1192E-06 0.4530E-05
************************************ PLASTIC STRAINS ***************************************
ELEMENT **** PLASTIC CRPK **** *********** INCREMENTAL ***************** ************* CUMULATIVE ****************
NC. I.C. INCFEMFNTAL CUMULATIVE XX YY lZ XY XX YY ZZ XV
1 2C 0.0 0.9500E 01 -0.2264E-05 0.1132E-05 0.1132E-05 -0.8163E-12 C.3000E CL -0.1500E 01 -C.1500E 01 -0.1383E-06
Z IC 0.0 C.S500E 01 -C.3509E-C6 -C.3509E-06 0.7C19E-06 -0.1053E-05 0.7500E 00 0.7500E 00 -0.15COE C1 0.2250E 01
***************************** CUPULATIVE STRESS CUANTITIES ******************************
ELEMENT EFFECTIVE EFFECTIVE ************ STRESS CENTER ************** ********** ** STRESS ***************S****
NC. I.E. CEKTER STRESS XX VY ZZ X XX YY ZZ XY
1 20 0.2000E 01 0.7867E-05 0.1333E 01 -0.6667E 00 -0.6667E 00 -0.4351E-C7 -C.3338E-05 0.6298E-06 0.5665E-05 -0.5207E-06
2 10 C.2000E Cl C.4907F-05 C.3333E CO C.3333E CO -0.6667E 00 C.1000E 01 -0.2444E-05 -0.1729E-05 -C.3357E-C6 -0.2623E-C5
I'3----- --- ___-
ELFMENT E-P SUM INCREMENTAL TCTAL SURFACE **** EFFECTIVE PLASTIC STRAINS *** *** EFFECTIVE CREEP STRAINS ****
NO. I.C. CODE CCDE TEPPERATURE TEMPEPATUPE YIELD SIZE INCREMENTAL SUM INCR. CUMLATIVE INCREMENTAL SUM INCR. CUMULATIVE
1 20 1 2 -C.16CCF 01 0.5400E 01 0.20C0E 01 0.2264E-05 0.3000F 01 0.3000E 01 C.0 0.I000CCE Cl C.1000E 01
2 10 1 2 -C.1600E 01 0.5400E 01 0.2000C 01 0.14C4E-C5 C.3000E 01 0.3000E 01 0.0 0.1000E 01 0.1000E 01
CUMULATIVE TFEFOAL LCACS ANC Z-LCACS FOP LCAC IhCFEMENT 8
IhCPEMEET 8
ELEMENT I.C. 20 10
TEMP. C.80000F GI C.80000E 01 .
I-LCAC -C.60000E CC-C.600COE 00
ITERATIVE EPPCP = 0.S5f20E 00
ITERATIVE EPFRC = 0.78S52E CO
ITEPATIVE EPRCP = O.E1256E 00
ITEPATIVE EPROF-= 0.26E32E 00
ITERATIVE EPRC = 0.10396E 00
ITEPATIVF FPRCR =0.29551E-C1
ITEPATIVE _PRCP = 0.S1452E-02
ITERATIVE ERCP = 0.27538E-02
ITERATIVE ERROR = O.e36C4E-03
ITERATIVE EPPCP = O.2 289E-03
ITERATIVE EPRCP = 0.ICE76E-04
ITERATIVE EPRCR = 0.12559E-05
ITERATIVE EPRCR = 0.5S506E-06
E NC C F L C A I N C R E P E K T 8
INCREMENT 8
SMECtNICAL LOAC CURVE FACTCRS = 0.4CCOE 01, C.0
CREEP TIME INCREMENT = 0.0 __ _
NC. ELASTIC ELEMENTS 0, NO. PLASTIC ELEMENTS = 2
0 ELEMENTS HAVE CHANGED ELASTIC TO PLASTIC, 0 ELEMENTS PLASTIC TO ELASTIC DURING THIS INCREMENT
SPECIFIFC PAX. NO. STIFFNESS UPCATES = 3, NC. UPDATES PERFCPMEC = 1
SPFC[FIEC MAX. NO. ITERATIONS PEP UPDATE = 10, NC. ITERATIONS PERFORMEC SINCE LAST UPDATE = 3
SPECIFIED MAX. UNEALANCED-FCPCE EPRCR = 0.10COE-04, ACTUAL ERROR = 0.5951E-06
_******* CUMULATIVE INTERNAL FCPCES AND CISPLACEMENTS *******
** NODE ** ********* FORCES ******* ***** DISPLACEMENTS ****a*
NC. I._. U V U V
1 30_ -C.2980233E-06 -0.3125035E O0 -0.1033893E-C5 0.4000000E 01
2 40 0.7596191F-07 -0.3125043E 00 -C.60000C21F 00 C.4COOCOE 01
3 _C .374C451E-06 0.3125044E 00 0.0 0.0
4 20 -0.1519833E-06 0.3125035E CC -C.6000034E 00 0.0
******************************** ELASTIC STRAINS ***************************************
ELEMENT *** THEPPAL STPAfNS *** *******.* INCREPENTAL **************** ************ CUMULATIVE *****************
NC. I.C. INCREMENTAL CUMULATIVE XX YY ZZ XY XX YY LZ XY
1 2C -0.1CCCE C1 0.IOOOE 01 -0.5000E 00 0.1500E 00 0.1500E 00 0.2709E-06 -G.5000E 00 0.1500E CO 0.1500E 00 -0.4059E-06
2 10 -0.1000F 01 CO.I00E 01 -0.1750E CO -0.175CE CO 0.1500E 00 -0.3250E 00 -0.1750E 00 -0.175CE 00 C.15CCE CO -0.3250E CO
****************t**************** PLASTIC STRAINS **************************************
ELEMENT ***** PLASTIC WCAK **** ************* INCREMENTAL **C************ *********** CUMULATIVE ****************
NC. I.D. INCREMENTAL CUMULATIVE XX VY IZ Xv xx yy ZZ XY
I 2C__ 0.1563E 00 0.9656E 01 -0.5000E 00 0.2500E 00 0.2500E 00 -0.9211E-07 C.2500E 01 -0.125OE 01 -0.125CE 01 -0.2304E-06
2 10 0.1563E CC C.9656E 01 -C.125CE CO -0.1250E 00 0.2500E 00 -0.3750E 00 0.6250E 00 0.6250E 00 -C.125CE C1 0.1875E 01
***4********************** CUMULATIVE STRESS CUANTITIES ********************************
ELEMEKT EFFECTIVE EFFECTIVE ********* STRESS CENTER *************** ************ STRESS ****************
NC. I.E. CENTEP STRESS XX vv ZZ XV XX YY 1L XY
1 20 0.1500F Cl 0.6250E 00 0.1000E C01 -0.5000E 00 -0.5000E 00 -0.1049E-06 -0.6250E 00 0.8637E-07 C.2201E-05 -0.3903E-06
2 10 0.1500E 01 C.6250E 00 0.2500E CO C.25CCE CO -0.5000E 00 0.7500E 00 -0.3125E 00 -0.3125E 00 -0.3228E-05 -0.3125E 00
___ ELEMENT E-P SU M INCEPEENTAL TOTAL SURFACE **** EFFECTIVE PLASTIC STRAINS *** ***** EFFECTIVE CREEP STRAINS ****
NO. I.C. CODE CODE TEPPERATURE TEMPERATURE YIELD SIZE INCREMENTAL SUM INCR. CUMULATIVE INCREMENTAL SUM INCR. CUMULATIVE
1 20 0 2 C.26CCE 01 0,8000E 01 0,2125E 01 C.500CE CO 0.3500E 01 0.2500E 01 0.0 C.10COE Cl C.1000E 01
2 IC 0 2 C.260CE 01 0.8000E 01 0.2125E 01 0.500CE CO 0.3500F 01 0.2500E 01 0.0 0.1000E 01 0.IOOOE 01
CLMLLATIVE THERPAL LOACS AND Z-LCAES FOR LCAC IhCREPENT 9
INCFEMEIT 9
ELEPENT I.C. 20 10
TEMP. C.90 E 01 C.90000OE 0t.__
Z-LCAC -C.20000E CC-C.200OE OC
ITERATIVE ERRCR = O.E2428E 00
ITEPATIVE ERRCR = 0.74455E CC
ITERATIVE EPCP = 0.40413E 00
_TERATIE ERRCP =O.14128E-01
ITERATIVE ERRCPR= 0.69163E-02
ITFRA-I VE EPROF = 0.1268E-02
ITEPATIVE ERROR = 0.29664E-03
ITERATIVE ERRCR 0.44185E-04
ITERATIVE ERROR = 0.14244E-04
ITERATIVE ERROR P 0.41961E-05
ITEFATIVE ERRCR = 0.f1726E-05
END CF L CA C I C R E E ENT 9
INCFEMET 9
PECHAnICAL LOAC CURVE FACTORS = 0.1500E 01, 0.0
__ EEP T!ME _INCEMENT = 0.1000E 02
NO. ELASTIC ELEMENTS = 0, NO. PLASTIC ELEMENTS = 2
____ 0 ELEmENTS HAVE CHANGED ELASTIC TC PLASTIC, 0 ELEMENTS PLASTIC TO ELASTIC DUPING THIS INCREMENT
SPECIFIEC MAX. NO. STIFFNESS UPDATES = 3, NC. UPDATES PEPFCRMEC = 1
SPECIFIED PAX. NO. ITERATIONS PER UPDATE = 10. NO. ITERATIONS PERFORVEC SINCE LAST UPDATE = 1
SPECIFIED MAX. UNBALANCED-FORCE ERROR = 0.1000E-04, ACTUAL ERROR = 0.6173E-05
__ *** * CUMULATIVE INTERNAL FORCES ANE CISPLACEPENTS ******s
**ii NODE ** ******* FORCES ********* ***** DISPLACEMENTS ******
NO. I.C. L V U V
1 30 -0.2205371E-C5 -0.6250015E CC -C.3952121E-C5 C.1500CCOE 01
2 40 0.1439869E-05 -0.6250042F 00 -0.2000027F 00 C.1500000E 01
3 IC 0.25761C2E-05 0.625003CE CC C.0 0.0
4 20 -0.18106COE-05 0.6250029E CO -C.200005CE 00 0.0
ELEETEML TANS * *****+******+**3**** ELASTIC STRAINS ***************************S****S*
ELEMENT *** THERMAL STRAINS ** ************* INCREMENTAL ************** ********** CLOULATIVE *****************
NC. I.C. INCREMENTAL CUMULATIVE XX YY ZZ XY XX YY UL XV
1 20 -0.5000E 0 0 E 00-0.5CCOE 00 0.1500E 00 0.1500E 00 0.1456E-C7 -C.1000E 01 0.3000E 00 C.300CE 00 -0.3914E-C6
2 10 -0.5000E 00 0.5000E 00 -0.1750E 00 -0.1750F 00 0.150CE CO -0.325CE CO -C0.3500E 00 -0.35COE 00 0.30CCE CC -C.65COE 00
******* **+*********************** PLASTIC STRAINS ******************************+I******
ELEMENT s**** PLASIIC WOPK **** ************ INCREMENTAL ***************C ************ CUMULATIVE *****************
NC. I.C. INCREMENTAL CUMULATIVE XX YY ZL XY XX YY LZ XY
1 20 0.4688E 0 O.1012E 02 -C.50COE 00 C.2500E CO 0.2500F OC -0.5287E-07 C.2000E 01 -0.10,COE C -C.1OCOE 01 -0.2833E-06
2 10 0.4688E CC 0.1012E 02 -C.1250E CO -0.1250E 00 C.250CE 00 -0.3750E CO C.5000E 00 0.5000E 00 -C.1OCCE 01 0.1500E 01
*********************************** CREEP STRAINS **********************************
ELEMENT ****** CREEP WORK ***** ************* INCREMENTAL *** ******* ************* CUMULATIVE *****************
NC. I.C. INCREMENTAL CUMULATIVE XX YY LZ Xv Xx YXY Z XV
1 20 0.9375E 00 0.3688E 01 -C.1COOE C 0.5000CE 00 0.5000E 00 -0.4683E-06 0.2384E-06 0.2384E-06 -0.4768E-06 -0.47.91E-06
IC2 1 0.9375E CC 0.3688E 01 -C.2500E 00 -0.2500E CO 0.50COE CO -0.750CE 00 C.4768E-06 0.1073E-05 -0.1550E-05 -0.5960E-07 -
****s*e** ************** * CUMULATIVE STRESS QUANTITIES ********** *******************
ELEMENT EFFECTIVE EFFECTIVE ************ STRESS CENTER ************ *************** STRESS ******************
kt. I.C. CENTER STRESS XX VY ZZ XY XX YY zz XY
1 29 _0.1000E 01 C.1250E 01 0.6667E C00 -0.3333E 00 -0.3333E 00 -0.1402E-06 -0.1250E 01 -0.3245E-C5 0.196E-C5 -0.3763E-06
2 1C C.1000E 01 0.1250E 01 0.1667E 00 0.1667E 00 -0.3333E CC C.500CE 00 -C.6250E 00 -0.6250E 00 -0.1036E-05 -0.6250E 00
ELEMENT- E-P SUM INCREMENTAL TCTAL SURFACE **** EFFECTIVE PLASTIC STRAINS *** ***** EFFECTIVE CREEP STRAINS ****
NO. I.C. COCE COCE TERPERATUPE TEMPERATURE YIELD SIZE INCREMETAL SUM INCR. CUMULATIVE INCREMENTAL SUM INCR. CLYLLATIVE
-1_ 20 0 2 C100OE 01 0.90COE 01 0.2250F C1 0.SCCE CO C.40COE Cl 0.2COE 01 C.1000E 01 C.2000E C1 0.7304E-06
2 10 0 2 C.100E 01 C.90C00E 01 0.2250E 01 0.5000 00 0.4000E 01 0.2000F C1 0.1OO0E Cl C.2CCF Cl 0.1589E-05
CLMLLATIVE TREVMAL LCACS ANkC Z-LCACS FCP LCAC INCPEMET 10
INC1EMEhT .10.. . . .
ELEVENT I.C. 20 10
TEMP. 0.0000E 02 C.1000OF 02
Z-LCAD C.0 C.0
ITEPATIVE EPPCP = C. 3C6E CO
TEfPATLVE EPRCP = 0.53202FE 00
ITERATIVE ERRC = 0.49S05E 00
ITERATIVE EPRCP = - 0,1C3AE 00
ITEPATIVE ERRCR = 0.11599E-01
-TEPATIVIE-PRCF 
__0.5 22E-C1
ITEPATIVE EPRRCP = 0.33456E-01
ITERATIVE ERRCR = 0.25634E-01
ITERATIVE _ERRCP 0.19124E-01
ITFPATIVE FRRCF = 0.25747E-06
ITPATIVE EPREP = .11579E-06__ 
_
ENC CF LCAC IN C R E E T 10
INCPEMENT 10
__ iEC ICAL LOAC CURVE FACTORS = 0.3650E CI, 0.0
CREEP TIME INCREMENT * 0.0
NO. ELASTIC ELEMFNTS = NO. PLASTIC ELEMENTS = C
0 ELEMENTS HAVE CHANGEC ELASTIC TO PLASTIC, 2 ELEMENTS PLASTIC TC ELASTIC DURING THIS INCREMT
SPECIIF ~AX._ NO. STIFFNESS UPCATES = 3, NC. UPDATES PERFCRMEC = 1
SPECIFIEC MAX. NO. ITERATICNS PEP LPDATE = 10, NC. ITERATICNS PERFORMEC SINCE LAST UPCATF = 2
.PECIFIEC MAX. UNEALANCEC-FCPCE EFPCR - O.LOCOE-04. ACTUAL ERROR = 0.1158E-06
******* CUMULATIVE INTEPNAL FCRCES AND CISPLACEPENTS ** ***
** NODE-* ******** FOFCES ******** **** CISPLACEMENTS ***
NC. I.C. U V U V
1 30 0.178813E-06 0.499~S76E 00 -0.54171]8E-C6 0.3650000E 01
2 40 -0.1528397F-C6 0.4999986F 00 0.4172325F-06 0.3450000E 01
3 IC C.IC812CTE-07 -0.49~S7CF 00 0.0 0.0
4 20 -0.3678633E-07 -C.500CCCCF CO -C.1192093E-C5 0.0
**** *************************** ELASTIC STRAINS ***** *******************************
ELEMEPT *** THERMAL STRAINS ** ************* INCREMENTAL ***************** ************ CLMULATIVE *****************
NOL.,C, INCREMFNTAL CUMULATIVE XX YY Zi XY XX YY Z XY
I 2C 0.65CCF CC 0.,l15OE 01. 0.1500E 01 -0.4500E 00 -0.4500E 00 0.3576E-C6 C.5000E CO -0.1500E GO -C.1500E 00 -0.3376E-07
2 10 0.6500E CC 0.1150E 01 C.5250E CO 0.5250F CO -0.4500E 00 C.9750 00 0.1750E 00 0.175F 00 -C.15CCE 00 0.3250E CO
************************************ PLASTIC STRAINS ************************************
ELEMFAT **** PLASTIC CPK **** ************* INCPEMENTAL ***************** ** ******* CUPULATIVE *****************
NC. I.C. INCREMENTAL CUMULATIVE XX YY ZZ XY XX YY Zl XY
I 2C O.C J.1012E 02 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2000E Cl -O.IOCOE 01 -C.1OCCE 01 -0.2833E-06
2 10 0.0 C.1012E 02 C.0 C.O 0.0 0.0 C.5000E 00 0.50COE CO -C.I0CCE C1 C.15COE 01
********************s******** CUMULATIVE STRESS CUANTITIES *******************************O
-- ELMET EFFECTIVE- EFFECTIVE *******~*** STRESS CENTER ************ *********+*** * STRESS *******************O
NC. I.C. CENTER STRESS XX vY ZZ XY XX YY 11 XY
1_ 20 0.1000 E 011000E 01 0.6667E 00 -0.3333E 00 -0.3333E OC -0.1402E-C6 C.IO00E 01 -0.2163E-07 0.412CE-C5 -0.5195E-07 _
2 10 0.100OE 01 O.OOOE 01 0.1667E CO C.1667E 00 -0.3333E OC 0.5000E 00 0.5000E 00 0.5000E 00 -0.2540-C5 0.50COE 00 4
ELEMEKT E-P SUM INCREMENTAL TCTAL SRFACE *** EFFECTIVE PLASTIC STRAINS *** ***** EFFECTIVE CREEP STRAINS ***
NO. I.O. CODE COOE TEMPERATURE TEMPERATURE YIELC SIZE INCREMENTAL SUM INCR. CUMULATIVE INCREMEKTAL SUM IFCR. CUMULATIVE
1 20 -1 -2 C.IOCCE 01 C.IOCOE 02 0.2250E Cl 0.0 0.4000E 01 0.20GOE 01 0.0 C.2CCCE Cl C.7304E-06
2 IC -1 -2 C.IO1OE 01 0.1000E 02 0.2250F CI 0.0 C.4000E 01 0.2000F 01 0.0 C.2000E Cl 0.1589E-05
CLMULATIVE THERMAL LOACS ANC Z-LCACS FCR LCAC INCREMENT 11
INCEnEYT 11
ELEMENT I.C. 20 10
TEMP. C.45000E 01 C.O45COE 01.
Z-LCAD -0.30000E CC-C.300COE OC
ITEPATIVE ERRCR = 0.17452E CO
ITERATIVE ERRCR = 0.53866E 00
ITERATIVE ERROR = 0.56949E 00
ITEFATIVE ERRCP = 0.15193E CO
ITEPATIVE ERRCR = 0.10629E 00
ITERATIVE ERRCP = 0.e2319E-01
ITERATIVE ERROR = 0.4C663E-01
ITERATIVE ERRCR = 0.24767E-01
ITERATIVE ERROR = 0.15738E-01
ITERATIVE ERRCR 0.57363E-02
ITERATIVE ERRCR = 0.17456E-06
ITERATIVE ERRCOR =_ 0.25041E-05
E N C C F L CA C I N C R E M E Nk 11
INCREMENT 11
MECHANICAL LOAD CURVE FACTCPS 0.5500E 01, 0.0
CREEP TIME INCREMENT = 0.100OF 02
NO. ELASTIC ELEMENTS = 0, NO. PLASTIC ELEMENTS = 2
2 ELEMENTS HAVE CHANGED ELASTIC TO PLASTIC, 0 ELEMENTS PLASTIC TO ELASTIC 0URING THIS INCREMENT
SPECIFIFC MAX. NO. STIFFNESS UPDCATES = 3, NC. UPDATES PERFORMEC =
SPECIFIED MAX. NO. ITERATIONS PER UPDATE = 10e NC. ITERATICNS PERFORMEC SINCE LAST UPDATE = 2
SPECIFIEC MAX. UNBALANCED-FCRCE ERRCR = 0.10COE-04, ACTLAL ERROR = 0.2504E-05
******* CUMULATIVE INTERNAL FCFCES AND CISPLACEPENTS ********
** NCDE ** ***'**** FORCES ********* ***** CISPLACFMENTS ******
_ NO, I.. U V u V
1 30 -C.22053-71F-05 0.1624999E 01 -C.1476912E-C5 C.5500CCCOE 01
2 40 0.1914858E-05 0.1624997E 01 -C.2994985E CO C.5500CCOF 01
3 .I 0,4138433E-05 -0,162499EE 01 C.C 0.0
4 2C -0.3847S2CE-05 -0.16249SE 01 -C.3C000OCEE 00 0.0
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ClPULATIVE THERMAL LCACS ANE Z-LOADS FCR LOAC INCREMENT 12
INCREPEKI 12
ELEmENT I.C. 20 10
TEMP. C.12C00E C.2 C.12000o E 0.
Z-LOAD 0.C C.0
ITERATIVE ERROP = 0.93777E 00
ITEPATIVE ERRP = 0.EC83O 00
ITERATIVE ERRCR 0.67C54E 00
ITERATIVE EPROR = 0.59180F-01
ITEPATIVF FRRCP = C.63E50F-C2
ITEPATIVE cPRCR = 0.65916E-03
ITERATIVF ERROR = 0.6S355E-04
ITERATIVE ERRCR = 0.7621E-05
ITEPATIVE EPRROR 0.5C321E-05
E N C F L C A C I K C R E M E N T 12
INCFEMENT 12
MECFHNICAL LOAC CURVE FACTORS = 0.6550E Ci, 0.0
CREEP TIME INCREMENT = 0.0
NC. ELASTIC ELEMENTS = C, NO. PLASTIC ELEMENTS = 2
0 ELEMENTS HAVE CHANGEC ELASTIC TO PLASTIC, 0 ELEMENTS PLASTIC TC ELASTIC OLRING THIS INCREMENT
SPECIFIED MIX. NO. STIFFNESS UPDATES = 3, NC. UPCATES PERFCmEC = 0
SPECIFIEC PAX. NO. ITEPATICNS PER UPCATE = 10, NO. ITERATIONS PERFCPEC SINCE LAST UPCATE = 9 m
SPFCIFIED MAX. LNBALAhCED-FCPCE EPRROR = 0.1000E-04, ACTUAL ERROR = 0.5032E-05
****** _CUMILATIVE INTERNAL FORCES ANC CISPLACEMENTS ********
** NODE * ********* FORCES ********* ***** CISPLACEMENTS *****
NC. I.C. U V U V
1. 30_ -0. 728534E-05 0.19374S5E C1 -C.41725C7F-C6 0.54999E 01
2 40 0.2162515E-C5 0.1937495E 01 0.125169EE-C5 0.6549995E 01
3_ 10 ___-C99C69CE-6 -0. 1937495E 01 0.0 0.0
4 20 0.5566571-C6 -0.1937496E C01 -0.6556511E-06 0.0
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CLuLLATIVE THEPPAL LCACS ANC Z-LCACS FCR LCAC INCREMENT 13
INCFEMEhT 13
ELEMrKT I.C. 20 10
TEMP. 0.13000E C2 C.13000E 02.
Z-LCAC 0.20000F CC C.2COCOE OC
ITERATIVE ERROR = 0.S2380E 00
_ITERATIVE~ RCP = 0,g1836E 00
ITERATIVE ERRCR = 0.$8817F 00
ITEPATIVE ERRCP = 0.5 557E CO
ITEPATIVE ERRCR = 0.43190E CO
ITERATIVE ERRCR = 0.32527E-01
ITEPATIVF EPRCP = C.SC488E-02
ITERATIVE ERROR = 0.27425E-02
ITERATIVE ERRCP = 0.78102E-03
ITEPATIE ERRCR = 0.32732E-04
ITERATIVE ERRCR = 0.15O91E-05
ITERATIVF ERRCR = 0.12363E-05
F N C C F L C A C I h C P E M E N T 13
o INCREMENT 13
MECFKICAL LOAC CURVE FACTORS = C.75CCE 01, 0.C
_wCREFP TIME INCREMENT =0.0
NO. ELASTIC ELEMENTS = C, NO. PLASTIC ELEMENTS = 2
0 ELEMENTS HAVE CHANGEC ELASTIC TO PLASTICt O ELEMENTS PLASTIC TC ELASTIC DURING THIS INCREMENT
SPECIFIEC MAX. NO. STIFFNESS UPDATES = 3, NC. UPDATES PERFCPMEC = 1
SECI.FIE -AX. NO. ITERATICNS PEP UPOITE = 10, NO. ITERATIONS PEPFCPPEC SINCE LAST UPDATE = 3
SPECIFIED MAX. UNBALhACEC-FCPCE ERRCR = O.1CCOE-04, ACTUAL ERROR = 0.1236E-05
******* CUMULATIVE INTERNAL FCRCES ANG CISPLACEMENTS ********
** NODE ** *S******~ FfRCES ******* ***** CISPLACEMENTS ******
NC. I.C. U V L V
I 3C 0.1788148E06 0.2249992E Cl -0.4548076E-C7 C.7500CCOE 01
2 40 0.3175164E-06 0.2249993E C1 0.200009E CO C.75COCCOE 01
3 10 0.1000672E-C6 -0.2249S93F 01 0.0 0.0
4 20 -0.59631i5E-C6 -0.2249993E C1 C.20CCE D00 0.0
***************+**S*******I**** *** ELASTIC STRAINS *****4*,*+*************************
ELEMENT *** THERMAL STRAINS *** *********** INCRE'FNTAL *C.*********** *********** CUMULATIVE *****************
C . I.C. INCPEMNTL CUmULATIVE XX YY 11 XV XX YY iZ XV
1 20 ).4500E Cc 0.2500E 01• -0.7153E-C6 0.5364E-06 -0.7153E-06 -C.3998E-07 C.1000E C01 -0.30C00E 00 -C.3000CE CO -0.1126E-07
2 10 0.4500E CC 0.2500E 01 -C.6557E-C6 -0.4172E-C6 -0.2980E-06 -0.5960E-06 0.3500E 00 0.3500E OC -C.30CCE CC 0.65C0E 00
**************.*********s**** PLASTIC STRAINS **************************************
ELEMENT **** PLASTIC WCRK **** ********e INCREMENTAL **********S***** ************ CUMULATIVE ** e**i*********
NC. I.C. INCREMENTAL CUMULATIVE XX VYY Z XY XX YY ZZ XY
1 20 0.2094E 01 0.1400E 02 0.5000E 00 -0.2500E 00 -0.2500E 00 0.3998E-07 C.3000E C01 -0.1500E 01 -C.1500E 01 -0.2125E-06
2 10 0.2094F Cl 0.1400E 02 C.1250E CO 0.125CE 00 -C.2500E 00 C.3750E CO 0.7500E CO 0.7500E 00 -C.1500F C1 0.2250E Cl
**************************** CUMULATIVE STRESS QUANTITIES ***** *******************
ELEMENT EFFECTIVE EFFECTIVE ************ STRESS CENTER *************** * ************ STaESS ****** **********,
hC. I.E. CENTEP STRESS XX Vy Z1 XV XX YY ZZ XY
0 2  0.2000E CI 0.4500E 01 0.1333E 01 -C0.6667E 00 -0.6667E 00 -0.9295E-07 C.4500E 01 -0.1154E-C5 C.5253E-C5 -0.3899E-07
S 2 10 0.2000E 01 0.4500E 01 0.3333E CO C.3333E CO -0.6667E 00 0.1O00E 01 0O2250E 01 0.2250E 01 -0.1525E-C5 0.2250E 01
ELFMENT E-P SUM INCREMENTAL TCTAL SURFACE **** EFFECTIVE PLASTIC STRAINS *** ***** EFFECTIVE CREEP STRAINS ****
NO. I.C. COCE CODE 7EPERATUPE TEPERATURA E YIELC SIZE INCREMENTAL SUM INCR. CUMULATIVE INCREMENTAL SUM IKCR. CLMLLATIVE
1 20 0 2 C.1O00E 01 0.1300E 02 0.25COE 01 O.SOCCE CO 0.5000E 01 0.3000E 01 0.0 0.30COE Cl 0.100CE 01
2 IC 0 2 C.1000F 01 0.1300E 02 0.2500E 01 0.5000 CO 0.5000E 01 0.3000E 01 0.0 0.3000 Cl 0.1000E 01
S CLPULATIVE THERPAL LCACS ANC Z-LCACS FCR LCAC INCREmENT 14 .. .. .
INCREMENT 14
ELEMFNT 1.C. 20 10
TEMP. 0.14COOE C2 CS.100CE 02 . ___
I-LCAD 0.0 0.0
ITERATIVE ERRCF = 0.i2t4E 00
ITERATIVE ERRCP = O.l1608E 00
ITERATIVE EPRCR = 0.92921E 00
ITFRATIVE FRRCP = 0. E297E 00
ITERATIVE EERCP = 0.25E04E 00
ITERATIVE FRRCR = 0.39C45E-01
ITERATIVE ERRCR = 0.12418E-02
ITERATIVE ERRCP = 0.12782E-02
ITERATIVE ERROR = 0.22749E-03
ITERATIVE ERRCR = 0.4C927E-04
-f7 ~ ----------- - - -- 
ITERATIVE ERRCR = O.10559E-05
ITERATIVE ERRCR = "0.S3568F-05
E N 0 C F L C A C I N C R E M E N T 14
INCFEMENT 14
MECI-ANICAL LOAC CURVE FACTORS = 0.8800E 01, 0.0
CREEP TIME INCREMENT = 0.0
NC. ELASTIC ELEMENTS = 0, NO. PLASTIC ELEMENTS = 2
0 ELEMENTS HAVE CHANGED ELASTIC TC PLASTIC, 0 ELEMENTS PLASTIC TC ELASTIC DURING THIS INCREMENT
SPECIFIEC MAX. NO. STIFFNESS UPCATES = 3t NC. UPDATES PERFCRPEC = 1
SPECIFIED MAX. NO. ITERATIONS PER UPCATE = 10, NO. ITERATIONS PEFFORMEC SINCE LAST UPDATE = 2
SPECIFIEC MAX. UNBALANCEDO-FCRCE ERRC = C.IOCOE-04, ACTUAL ERROR = 0.9357E-05
***** _ CUMULATIVE INTEPNAL FCPCES AND CISPLACEMENTS *****
** NODE * ******** FORCES ********* DC* ISPLACEMENTS *****
NO. I C . . V U V
1 3C -0.4112720E-05 0.2624991E 01 0.5436887E-C6 C.8799 9FE Cl
2 40 0.4693330E-05 0.2624992F 01 0.1668930-05 C.8799999E 01
3 10 -0.16989C6E-05 -0.2624992F Cl C0.0 0.
4 2C C.1I182S6E-05 -0.2624992F 01 -0.6556511E-06 0.0
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CLLLATIVE THERMAl LCACS ANC Z-LCACS FOR LCAC IKCREMENT 15 ._._........
INCREMENT 15
ELEFFT I.C. 20 10
TEMP. C.15000E 02 0.15000E 02
l-LCAD 0.0 C.O
ITERATIVE ERROR = 0.s481E CO
ITERATIVE ERROR = 0.1117CE 00
ITERATIVE ERROR = 0.10383E 00
ITERATIVE ERRCP = 0.49C96E-01
ITERATIVE ERRCR = 0.E5154E 00
ITFPATILE ERRCP = 0.9CO57E 00
ITERATIVE ERROCR = 0.S0364E 00
ITERATIVE ERRRP = 0.S67CIE 00
ITERATIVE ERRCF = 0.S3310E 00
ITERATIVE EPRCR = 0.SC647E CO
ITERATIVE ERROR = 0.tS358E 00
ITERATIVE ERROR = 0.78188E 00
ITERATIVE ERRCP = 0.42414E CO
ITERATIVE ERRCR = 0.26775E 00
ITERATIVE ERRCR = 0.S7388E-01
ITERATIVE E.ROR = 0.46999E-01
ITERATIVE ERRCR = 0.2CS06E-01
ITERATIVE ERROR = 0.10267E-01
ITERATIVE ERRCR = 0.48489E-02
ITERATIVE ERRCR = 0.24238E-02
ITERATIVE ERRCP = 0.37C40E-03
_ ,ITE.ATIVF EPRCR = O.18710E-03
ITERATIVE ERROR = 0.79C42E-04
_TEPATIVE ERRC= O.41894E-04
ITERATIVE ERROR = 0.17000E-04
ITERATIVE ERROR = 0.66C29E-05
ITERATIVE ERRORP= 0.991815-05
E N D C F L C AC I N C P E M E N T 15
_ INCPEMENT 15______
MECh-AICAL LCAC CURVE FACTCRS = C.1629E 02, O.C
CREEP TIME INCREMENT = 0.O1000E 02
NC. ELASTIC ELEMENTS = 0, NO. PLASTIC ELEPENTS = 2
0 ELEMENTS YAVE C-ANGEC ELASTIC TO PLASTIC, 0 ELEMENTS PLASTIC TC ELASTIC DURING THIS INCPEMENT
SPECIFIEC MAX. NO. STIFFNESS UPDATES = 3, NC. UPCATES PEPFCPRME = 2
SPECIFIEC MAX. NO. ITERATIONS PFR UPDATE = 10, NO. ITERATICNS PERFCPPEC SINCE LAST UPCATE = 7
SPECIFIED PAX. UNEALANCEC-FCRCE ERRCR = C.1CCOE-04, ACTUAL ERROR = 0.9918-05
******* CUMULATIVE INTERNAL FCPCES AND DISPLACEMENTS *******
** NODE ** -****** FCRCES ******** ***** CISPLACEMENTS ***
NO. 1._. U V L V
I 3C -C.26822CgE-C5 0.299987E Cl 0.8409859E-06 0.1l28749E 02
2 40 0.3983378E-C5 0.299991E 01 0.1060135E-04 0.1628749E 02
3 IC 0.2552E9E-C5 -0.2999989E 01 C.0 C.C
4 2C -0.3854057F-05 -3.299999OE 01 0.4021342E-05 0.0
********************************** ELASTIC STRAINS ****************** ***************
ELEMENT *** THFMAL STRAIAS *** ************ INCREMENTAL C A***E*********** ************ UULATIVE t ** **********
N C____ -IrNCREVENTAL CUMULATIVE XX YY ZZ xY xx YY Z XY
1 20 0.2363E Cl 0.5 16 2 01 C.LO00E Cl -C.3000E 00 -0.3000E 00 0.14 2E-C5 C.2000E Cl -0.60C0E CO -C.6CCCE CC C.1559E-C5
2 I 03.2363E Cl 0.5162E 01 C.3500E 00 C.3500E 00 -0.3000E 00 C.6500F C00 C.7000E CO 0.70CCE CC -C.60CCF CC 0.13COF Cl
***w******* *********************** PLASTIC STRAINS **************S***********************
ELEMENT ***** PLASTIC WORK **** ******$****** INCREMENTAL ********S****** ************ CUMULATIVE **************** .
hO. I.C. INCPEMeNTAL CUMULATIVE XX YY 11 XY XX YY ZZ XY
I 2C 0.5625E 01 0.2450E 02 0.000E 01 -C.5000E 00 -0.50C00E 00 -C.1347E-G5 C.5000E Cl -0.25C00E 01 -0.2500 01 -0.1846E-05
2 10 0.5625E 01 0.2450E 02 0.2500E 00 0.2500E 00 -0.5000E 00 0.7500C 00 0.1250E CI 0.1250E Cl -C.2SCCE Cl 0.3750E CI
*********************************** CREEP STRAINS **********************************
ELEmENT ***** CREEP WORK ***** ************* INCREMENTAL ***************** ************* CUMULATIVE *$***,************
NO. I.C. INCREMENTAL CUMULATIVE XX vY ZZ XY XX YY ZZ XV
1 20 0.1758E C2 0.2339E 02 0.3125E CL -C.1562E 01 -0.1562E 01-C.2273E-C5 0.4125E 01 -0.2062E 01 -0.2062E 01 -0.2994E-05
2 10 0.1758E C2 0.2339E 02 C.7812E CO 0.7812E 00 -0.1562E 01 0.2344E Cl 0.1031E 01 0.1C31E 01 -C.2062E 01 0.3094E 01 -Z
p --- -- ------------ a'--
ELEMENT E-P SUM INCREMENTAL TCTAL SURFACE **** EFFECTIVE PLASTIC STRAINS *** ***** EFFECTIVE CREEP STRAINS ****
NC. I.C. COCE CCCE TEMPERATURE TEMPERATURE YIELC SIZE INCREMENTAL SUM INCR. CUMLLATIVF INCREMENTAL SUM ItCR. CUMULATIVE
1 20 0 2 C.1000E 01 0.1500E 02 0.3CCOE 01 0.100COO Cl 0.7000E 01 0.5000E 01 C.3125E CI C.6125E Cl 0.4125F CL
2 10 0 2 C.1000E 01 0.1500E 02 0.3000E Cl 0.10CO0 C1 0.7000E C0 0.5000E 01 0.3125E 01 0.6125E Cl 0.4125E 01
***************************** CUMULATIVE STRESS CUANTITIES *********************************
ELEMENT EFFECTIVE EFFECTIVE ************ STRESS CENTER ************* ********S****** STRESS S 4i*-$ $$*$*
N.L I. . CENTER STPFSS XX YV ii XV XX YY ZZ XY
1 20 0.3000E Cl 0.6000 01 C.2000E 0 -C.1000E Cl -C.100CCOE C -C.6373E-06 G.6000E 01 -0.1130E-04 C.6546E-05 3.3591E-05
2 10 0.3000O 01 0.60001 01 C.5CCC0 CO C.50OCE CO -0.1000E 01 C.1CCF 01 C.3000F CI 0.300C0F C -C.122CE-C4 C.30CCE Cl
D5-17266-2
9.2 THERMAL RATCHET
This is a thermal ratchet problem, involving thermal cycling in conjunction
with a sustained mechanical load. The finite-element idealization and
mechanical loading are shown in Figure 9.2-1. The thermal loading consists
of an alternate heating and cooling of the left half of the structure
(elements 1 and 2).
Because the stresses and thermal strains differ in the left and right
halves of the structure, the BOPACE nodal-constraint option was used
to allow vertical slip at the center. Thus the displacements at nodes 3-11
and 4-12 are constrained to be equal in the X direction, but are allowed
to have different values in the Y direction. Poisson's ratio is taken
as 0.5 so as to avoid small errors which would otherwise be induced by
intermediate yielding within an increment.
Results are summarized in Table 9.2-1 for six increments, and the BOPACE
input listing and printed output results are included at the end of
this section. The mechanical loading is applied during the first
increment and it then remains on the structure. In the second increment
the thermal heating load is applied, and it results in plastic flow within
the right side of the structure. Each succeeding heating and cooling cycle
(two increments) results in continuing plastic flow and an increase of
0.5 in displacement. Note that this occurs even though a part of the
structure is always elastic, because yielding occurs during alternate
increments in the left and right sides. This type of behavior must be
considered in thermal-mechanical cycling of engines.
9.2-1
D5-17266-2
PLATE = 2.0 x 1.0
THICKNESS = 10.0
TENSILE YIELD POINT = 1.0
THERMAL COEFFICIENT
OF EXPANSION = 1.0
E = 1.0
v = 0.5




FIGURE 9.2-1: THERMAL RATCHET PROBLEM
TABLE 9.2-1: THERMAL RATCHET DATA
INCREMENT DISPLACEMENT TEMP. 1 & 2 TEMP. 11 & 12
1 0.75 0 0
2 2.0 1.5 0
3 1.5' 0 0
4 2.5 1.5 0
5 2.0 0 0
6 3.0 1.5 0
9.2-2
START 5 5 6
THE-PAL RATCHET PROBLE4 ( CTH ONSTRAINED DOF) R. VOS 05/23/73
3 2 1 .00001
0 1 10.0 0.0





0.0 1.0 100.0 1.0
0.0 0.0 100.0 0.0
1 1





S 3 1.0 0.0
14 1.0 1.0




1 1 1 3 4
2 1 4 2 1
1 1 11 13 14
12 1 14 12 11
1 1 -1 1 2 -1 2 1 -2
13 1 -13 13 2 -13 14 1 -14
11 1 3 12 1 4
2










1 0.0 2 0.0
INCREMENT 2 (fHT)
1 1.5 2 1.5
INCREMENT 3 (COLDI
1 0.0 2 0.0
INCREMENT 4 (HOTI
1 1.5 2 1.5
INCREMENT 5 (COLDI
1 0.0 2 0.0
INCREMENT 6 (HOT





THERMAL RATCHET PRORLEM (WITH CONSTRA IN~O DOFrI P. VrS 05/21/7'
_ SOLUTION METHFD CE = 3
MAXIMUM NO. STIFFNFSS UPATrS PER INCREMENT =
fAXLUM TrTAL ITERATIONS PER INCREMENT = 10
MAXIMUM ELASTIC ITERATIONS PFR INCREMENT = 7
MAXIMUM MAGNITUDE FOR ELASTIC-PLASTIC SUM CODF = 2
MAXIMUM REDUCTIONS = 1
CONVERGENCE REDUCTION FACTOR = 0.50000E 00
MAXIMUM SPECIFIFD ERROR NORM = 0.10000E-04
FRACTION FROM END OF INCREMENT TO EVALUATE SLOPE = 0.10000E 00
PLANE-STRESS PROBLEM
NO. OF MATERIALS = 1
DEFAULT THICKNESS = 0.Lo0000 02
FABRICATION TEMPERATURE = 0.0
. 1
IMATERIAL NO. 1 TEMPERATURE CEPENDFNT PROPERTIES
TEMPERATURE THERMAL STRAIN
0.0 0.0





MATERIAL NOL LPLASTICITY TYPE 2,KINEMATIC CrlnF 0
MATERIAL NO, 1 TEMPERATURE = 0.0
PARAMETER _SOTROPIC STRESS
0.0 0. 10000E 01
0.19000E 03 O.0 !000E 01
PARAMETER KINYEMATIC SHAPE
0.0 0.0








MATERIAL NO. 1.CREEP TYPE 1
TIME CREEP STRAIN
0.0 0.0.
0.100OF 01 0.1000E 01
MATERIAL NO. 1. TFMPERATURE = 0.0
STRESS CREEP FACTOR
0.10OOF 01 0.0
MATERIAL NC. 1. TEMPERATURF = 0.0
STRESS CREEP FACTOR
0.100OF 01 0.0
CARTESIAN COORDINATE SYSTEMS DEFINEn
NUMBER X-AXIS ANGLE
** NODE **
NO. I.D. LCnnRD X (R) Y (THETA) COOR)
1 1 0 0.0 0.0 0
2 2 0 0.0 0.100009 01 0
3 3 0 0.10000 01 0.0 0
4 4 0 0.100000 01 0.100000 01 0
5 11 0 0.10000 01 0.0 0
6 12 0 0.10000D 01 0.100000 01 0
7 13 0 0.20000 01 0.0 0
8 14 0 0.200000 01 0.100000 01 0
ELEMENT
NO. I.O. MATERIAL THICKNESS NODE I NnF 2 NlOrF i aPA
1 1 1 0.10000 02 1 4 0.5000E 00
2 2 1 0.10000 0? 4 2 1 0.5000E 00
3 _1 1 0.10000D 02 11 13 !L  o.500E 00
N 4 12 1 0.1000D 02 14 12 i1 0.r0OOF 00
SP E1FIED FORCE-CISPLACEMENT-CONSTRAINT DOF








_NO OF L4QA_REFFRENCF CllRVFS =
LOAD REFERFNCE CURVE NO. 1
NODE COMPONENT LOAD
3 1 0.7o000E 01
4 1 0.75000E 01
LOAD REFERENCE CURVF NO. 2
NODE CCMPCNENT LOAn
NO. CF LOAD INCREMENTS = 6
INCREMENT MAX. ITFRATIONS MECHANICAL CURVE FACTORS rqEEP TIMl
I 13 0.O0Oop 01l 0.0 X,)
2 10 0.10000E 01 0.0 0.0
1___ 10 0.10000E 01 0.0 0.0
4 10 0.100005 01 0.0 0.0
5 10 0.1000r 01 0.0 0.0




CUMUL AT IVE THEP MAL LOADS AND Z-LO t S n P Lr ) INrE~=NT
INCREMENT 1 (COLDI
ELEMENT I.C. 1 2 11 2
- TEMP. 00 0.0 0.0 0.0
Z-LOAD 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
ITERATIVE ERRCR = 0.74366E-06
E N 0 F L 0 D I , f N T I
INCREMENT I (COLD)
MECHANICAL LOAD CURVE FACTORS = 0.!O00E 01, 0.0
CREEP TIME INCRFMENT = 0.0
NO. ELASTIC ELEMENTS = 4, NO. PLASTIC ELEMENTS = 0
0 ELEMENTS HAVE CHANGED ELASTIC TO PLASTIC. 0 ELEMFNTS PLASTIC TO ELASTIC OURING THIS INC ENT 
__T
SPECIFIED MAX. NO. STIFFNESS UPDATES = 2, NO. UPDOTES PPRF M D = 0
.. SPECIFIED MAX. NO. ITERATIONS PER UPDATE = 10r NO. ITERATIn\!S PEROPMED SINCE LAST UIPDA' F =
SPECIFIED MAX. UNBALANCED-FORCF ERROR = C. 1000E-04, CTUAL EcRR = 0 7L-'-
___ *** * CUMULATIVE INTERNAL FORCES AN DTSPLACEMENTS *
SNODE ** ******** FORCES ******** *** r1SiA-rAHrNTf ;-**-
NO. ID. U V V
1 1 -0.374q999E 01 -0.1390774E-05 O.o 0.0
2 2 -0.3749997F 01 0. 1192002FP-05 0.0 -. 37'a;" 00
_ 3 O. 374909Q E 01 0.1788139E-05 0.750000F ) ) . 715""57c -0O
4 4 0. 3749997F 01 -0.1 589457E-05 0.740aCslQ 0o -. ?'74 ,oA 00
5 11 0.3750001E 01 0.397364?2-0 6  0. 75000 CF 00 -0. I3F4 ! 'F-06
6 12 0.3749996E 01 -0.2980232E-06 0.74 0 Q9F 00) 0.37'A 0)
7 13 -0.3750001F 01 0.2781549E-05 0.0 0.0
p 14 -0. 740996F 01 -0.2890800E-05 0.0 0. 7 ~- r nO
0'u C*o 0*0 010 u0 0 10 30O00 r 010 00u 1- 0 z1
0 0 0 10 COU; 0 i Cc 0 1~ *C0OC 0 0 _00 1- 0EIUlu U~ 0 0.0 0 11 o i OooTo 1u 0 010 1- 0 z
010 OleU 010 C. % c 10 O1 0.0) 0.0 1- 0 1~A Iiv inifn, , dj" I Ab 1!, i d jiS I iA I iVfll ICn G'iiI 1. 1 V 11N1k- 1.i i~ 0 (1.31 A jdIII~VbdbW3. Aldfi~Vb3dh31 3(]:) 30uJ 3 0 '1 *ON
4i*SNI dS a3-10) Al i) 3:j A 1  4* *. SN1~dIS .,i~vIc JV123,Id fs IviOi lViN3I'bDJN1 wnS d-3 iN3WT13 -
"i0 LO-ie.bo-0- 00 ij0 L~O- cu o .000 0.0 00 300SLO 010 zi4
cl 01-3,60 0.0- ' U0-d -1, Z0- 00 A00S.L*0 00 0 u0 0*0 00 J00SJ70 010 Ii
I O37,b 00 T90UrL t- '0- 00 A0OSL*0 00 0 010 0*0 00 Ds 3 0~L
Ax 12 AA xx AX 2 7 AA xx Ts-Tb-i 63IN3 all 'ON
SSS3S J - ** d.I bAi'43i SSJ6.iS 9*q*s** AII.Lz!=3 3A1±IJ3:i33 IN3W3,13
~~~~ ~S3IIIINOfO SS~bIS A11VIO(iJ *~~*~***'
00 C. 0*0 0*0 0*0- 00 0 0 0 0.0 0*0 Ui 4C)0) GO C.06.0 - Oo ,C olc o0 0* 010 o 1
ol )L ,0.0 u oc1 1 1 0*0 0.0 z
0.0ul 0*0 00 - o C C) 0.0o 0*0 0.0 0
Ax Li AA xx Ax 22 AA XX 3 JA I I V in fl 1IINJWhibN1 '0*1 'ON
,AiiI~~~~~h,0Vj *3K** b ja *1 ****~~* * NbOM )I1SV1Ia *** N3W313
~~ 4'~~*-$4 ~' SNI VbIS A iSv Id~****~~*
90-AIub.?1*0- 00 ~0LU00 '0o.A0 00 :i009L~0- 90- 0z*'t*U- 00 3J "ia 6 0 00 zi00.,L*- 0*0 0.0 i +/90-32U-i'i U 00 t* ',) 0 JO ILIO De 00jC9L*0- 90-JLD o: 0C-CL. C 00L 0- ~0.0 00 :jO;L 0- 00 C!-;LL*OC 00 ACU L* 0C O0L0 :) -3L t *,- or.; O- *0- 00 3001" 0 C0*0 010 zL0-30Vo0s0 0 0 ZL 0'- 00A9.~ o- 0jcc .L 0 L0A0u c cC s0~o 00 B0 ,L7*0 C 0~00 N T
Ax zz AAk xx AX zz AA XX 3AIIV1I!k,0D 17IN3h .smNl *0o*I'U-N
~~~ aA 1i.i ~~I SNI VdIS 1-kV~3Hl *** IN3W313
CUMUILATIVF THFPMAL LOACS AND Z-LtnS FOP Llnl INCPFrImT
INCREM ENT 2 (HnT)
ELEMENT I.D. 1 2 11 12
TE.MP . i_ 01COF 01 0.15000F 01 0.0 0.0
I-LOAD 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
ITERATIVE ERROR = 0.12500E 01
ITERATIVE ERROR = 0.62744E-05
ITERATIVE ERROR = 0.35355E 00
ITERATIVE ERROR = 0.35356E 00
ITERATIVE ERROR = 0.35356E 00
_ IE RATIVE ERROR = 0.23570E 00
ITERATIVE ERRCR = 0.14142E 00
ITERATIVE ERROR = 0.78574E-01
ITERATIVE ERROR = 0.41599E-01
ITERATIVE ERROR = 0.21435E-01
ITERATIVE ERROR = 0.54369E-05
ITERATIVE ERRCR = 0.32200E-05
EN D 0 F L O A D I NC R E M E N T
INCREMENT 2 (HIOT
MECHANICAL LOAD CURVF FACTORS = 0.1000E 01, 0.0
CREEP TIME INCREMENT = 0.0
SNO. ELASTIC ELEMENTS = 2, NO. PLASTIC FLEMENTS = ?
2 ELEMENTS HAVE CHANGED ELASTIC TO PLASTIC, 0 F-LE'E!TS PLAST!C TO FLASTIC DURING THIS IKCPEFNT m
SPECIFIED MAX. NO. STIFFNESS UPDATES = 2, NO. UPDT-S PFPenRMF = 1
SPECIFIED MAX. NO. ITERATIONS PER UPDATE 10 , n. ITER7TInS DEqF1PM'ED) SINCE LAST UP.ATF = ?
SPECIFIED MAX. UNBALANCED-FORCE ERROR = 0.1000E-04, ACTUaL FRPRO = 1. ??0E-O5
a**t*S* CUMULATIVE INTERNAL FORCES AND DOSPLrAF -'Y TS )'h '-
* NODE ** *- ** FORCES **n***** *** DISPLAZ S 7-NTS
NO. .D. V U V
_ _ 1 -0.2500002E 01 0.6228571E-05 O,0 00
2 2 -0.2499994E 01 -0.67551q7E-05 0.0 0.124Qga1 0i
3 3 0.2 5 0 00 0 1E 01 0.526616 IF-06 0. 20O01o0E 01 -0.7 50 E- 0'
4 4 0. 2499994E 01 0.0 0.!090Q09Q  01 0. 1F250lF 01
S11 0.499999F 01 -0.80460'76F-06 0. 0000000F O! -f, 335E-06
6 12 0.4999996E 01 0.1162290E-05 0. 1cCQ90 01 0 .aoeo o: no
S L -0.4999998E 01 0. 36258993-05 0.0 0.0
8 14 -0.4999997E 01 -O .983575E-05 0.0 c n c rF 0:1
*************F*- A5* * L STIr STRAINS e tatr ti at r
ELEMENT *** THERMAL STRAINS *** ********++ I Ir P FMrNIT ,' V .fl t o 7LTIV- =*V *N -t;*t*
NO. I.D. INCREMENTAL CUMULATIVE XX Yy 17 XY XX vy 17 XY
1 1 0.1500E 01 0.1500E 01 -C.2500E 30 0.1'~ =  0 O.12?r)f 0 -0,.?'-5-3 0.50001? 0 - 0.')00 00 -3.25CCF 00 -0.319oE-06
2 2 0.1500E 01 0.1500F 01 -0.2500E 00 0.1'O C 00 0.12OF 00 0.L7'-F-6 0.5000 00 -0.?00' 00 -0.2500~ :00 0.476FF-06
3 _LL 01 0 0.0 -0.2500E 00 0.1 09 .1 0 :50E 10 -0.2 " E-07 -0. 1000
Q 
01 0.591000F 00 0.30 .5 -0'
4 12 0.0 0.0 -0.2500E 00 0.1250 0o 0.l?50C 00 -0.5 %4FE-0 -0.10001 01 O. 000 00 0.50000 00 -0.202'E-06
********I******gt A01^S; TDIC STRAINS *** *** ****
ELEMENT ***** PLASTIC WORK ***1 es07***aRa * I ITRFEfT j * * * , *.* Cj .UL TTVC - ses>aem
NO. I.D. INCREMENTAL CUMULATIVE XX YY 17 XY XX YY 77 XY
L 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 .0 0.0 0.0 n.0 0.0 0.0
2 2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
3 11 0.Ol000E 01 0.1000E 01 -0.I000F 01 0.5030 00 O.5000E 00 0.7 7 ?E-07 -0.1000c 01 0.5"001F 00 .rO000O 00 0.7782F-07
4 12 0.1OOOE 01 0.1000F 01 -0.1000E 01 0.5000 00 0. 5000E 00 -0.15qOE-06 -0.10001 0 0.5000 00 0.5On nO0 -0.1'50F-06
*****a*********************** COI'ULtTIVF STRESS QUAFrTITIFS *.* ** * *- ******
ELEMENT EFFECTIVE EFFECTIVE ********** STRESS rFTE FR **=>=e *********^* STPE5 ***=* F****
NO, I.0, CENTER STRESS XX YY ZZ7 XY XX Y-Y XY
D ___ 00 0, 5000E 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5000E 00 -0.317F-06 0.0 -0.2126E-06
'a 2 2 0.0 0.5000E 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 .0 0.5000E 00 -0.10?'E-05 0.0 0.317TF-063_ ]1 0.O 0.1000E 01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.1000F 01 -0. 616C-06 0.0 0.6h37F-07
4 12 0.0 0.1000E 01 0.0 0..3 0.0 -0.100OF 01 O.9735E-07 0.n0 -0.13511-06
ELEMENT E-P SUM INCREMENTAL TOTAL SURFAC F **- FFECTIVF _PLASTIC STRAINS r'= ***- C FFCTIVr CREEP STRAINS ****
NO. I.D. CODE CODE TEMPERATURE TEMPERATURE YIEIn SIZE IN1PrMF:TAL SJm I~ hr. r'MULATIV INFF FMFNT^_L U!M IN kR. CUI.ULOTIVE
1 1 0 -2 0. 1500 Cl 0. 1500E 01 0.OO000 01 0.0 0. 0.0 0.0 0.) 0.0
2 2 0 -2 0.1500E 01 0.150F 01 0.1003F 01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
3-___ 1 2 0.0 0.0 0.10009 01 0.O0O0E 01 0.1000F 01 0.1000F 0.0 0.0 0.0
4 12 1 2 0.0 0.0 0.1000E 01 0.000E 01 0. 000nE 01 0. 100OF 01 0.0 0.0 0.0
CIMULATIVE THERMAL LOA(,S ANC Z-LOADr rrP LnAn !TNrr ',y
INCR EMENT 3 (CfnLD)
ELEMENT I.D. 1 2 11 !2
_ IEMP.... 0 0.0 0.0
Z-LOAD 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
ITERATIVE ERROR = 0.12500E 01
ITERATIVE ERROR = 0.14142F 00
ITERATIVE ERROR = 0.12266E-0F
ITERATIVE ERRCI = 0.qq1q4E-o6
E ND 0 L O ~ I R F MF N T
INCREMENT '3 (COLD)
MECHANICAL LOAD CURVE FACTORS = 0.1000F 01, 0.0
CREEP TIME INCREMENT = 0.0
o N.ELASTIC ELEMENTS = 2, NO. PLASTIC ELEMENTS = ?
2 ELEMENTS HAVE CHANGED ELASTIC TO PLASTIC, .2 FLEMFNTS PLASTIC Tn FLASTIC n(URINC THIS INCPF Mf:T
-SPELLECIE MAX. NO. STIFFNESS UPOATFS = 2. NCo UPDTcS PFPFrPpED = 0
SPECIFIED MAX. NO. ITERATIONS PER UPDATF = 10, NO. ITFINTI'iS PeDC'M'n SINCE LAST UPDTF 4.
SPECIFIFD MAX. UNBALANCFO-FORCF ERROR = 0.10 OF-04, ICTIJAt ERPOR A 1-F-0
*** *** CUMULATIVE INTERNAL FOPCES AND ISPLACEMENTS *-*
** NODE ** ********* FORCES ******F** ***= OISPLAzEMNTS
NO. 1.D. U V U V
__ _ _~ -0.5000001E 01 0.2688557E-07 0.0 0.0
2 2 -0. 499999E 01 -0.1132401E-05 0.0 -0.7500o00F 00
____ _ 3 0. 5000000E 01 -0.3404473E-05 0. 150000E 01 0. 25? O-: 6n04 4 0.4999999E 01 0.4510080E-05 0.1500000E 01 -0.74909 09 03
5 11 0.2500003E 01 -0.3394331F-07 0.!5 00000E 01 -0.1233 -06
6 12 0.2500003E 01 0.6953815E-07 0. 15OOI00F 0! 0.7500)3E 103
7 13 -0.2500002E 01 0.73680R9E-07 0.0 0.0
8 14 -0.2500004E 01 -0.1092749E-06 0.0 0.7 7~O n r CL 00
*********4+aE*** .*** **** FLASTIr STRAINS *** **********- *** k ***=**
ELEMENT ** THERMAL STRAINS ** *********** INCREMENTAL * * *****. *********** CtUUmIIATIVF rC **t,* ****aan
NO. [.0. INCREMENTAL CUMULATIVE XX YY 77 XY XX YY 77 XY
I .. _.. L 0E 01 00 C.5000E 00 -0. 0 -05 0.200 00E  o 0 .l 0.1000 0 0500 c 00 -0.50CCC on -0.557%F-07
2 2 -0.1500E 01 0.0 0.5000E 00 -0.2590E 00 -0.7500E 00 -0.R41!E-07 0.1000F 01 -0. 500 00 -. 5000F 00 0.3974E-06
3 - _ 1.1  0.0 0.0 ".5000E 00 -0.2500; 00 -0.' OOF 00 -0,11207-06 -0,5000 00 0. 2500F 00 0. 2500r 00 -0.1S64-07
4 12 0.0 0.0 C.5000E 00 -C.2500c 00 -0.250CE 00 0.7206E-06 -0.5000F 90 0.500F 00 0.2500 00 0.5960F-08
9t*f*******~b************* 1r******* DLASTIC STRAINS * *ta * ***t*
ELEMENT a**** PLASTIC WORK *1** ********* ICFMENJT L ** * *** CU.MULTIV ** *** ******
NO, I.D INCREMENTAL CUMULATIVE XX YY 77 XY XX YY 7? XY
1 _ 1 _05000E 00 0.5000E 00 0.5000E 00 -500 E .? 00 -O.2F0 00 -0.5512E-97 0.5000E 00 -0. ?50F 00 -0. ?50E 00 -0.5612E-07
2 2 0.5000E 00 0.5000E 00 0.500OF 00 -0.2590E 00 -0.2500F 00 0. PrlIE-07 0.5000F 00 -0.?-09F 00 -0.'500F 00 0.8941F-07
0. 1L_ 0 0.1000E 01 0.0 0.0 o.o 0.0 -0. I000 0 0. OOOF 00 0. r)ooC 00 0.779_E-07
4 12 0.0 0.1000E 01O .0 0.0 f0. 0.0 -0.(100E 01 O.FOOP 0 ;0 0. 900F 00 -0.1550F-06
******* ******************** 0UMIJLATIVE STRFSS QUANTITIES t* *zet*e-a* , **e * ***
ELEMENT EFFECTIVE EFFECTIVE *********t** STRESS CEF TEQ * *****-**** *#w t* *a * .PS SS ****************.
NO. 1..D CENTER STRESS XX yy 77 XY XX YvY 77 XY
_L 1 0.0 0.1000E 01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.100F 01 0. L37E-06 0.3 -0.3717E-07 .2 2 0.0 0.1O00E 01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0. 1O0 01 0.3170E-07 0.0 0.25P3E-06 4
3 11 0.0 0.O00E 00 0.0 0.0 3.0 0.0 -0 500OF 00 -0.?RP83F-O 0.0 -0.1109F-07 (
4 12 0.0 0.5900E 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.5000E 00 0.1739E-07 0.0 0.3974E-08 "
ELEMENT E-P SUM INCREMENTAL TOTAL SURFACE * FFFCTIVE PLASTIC STRAINS * 'i EcECTIVE CRFFP STRAINS ***
NO. I.D. CODE CODE TFMPERATURE TEMPERATIIRE YIFLD 'I7E INCFEMENTAL S2 M IPCI . r0iMULATIVC INEY~r.'!T SUM INCP. CUMULATIVE
1 1 1 2 -0.1500E 01 0.0 0.1000 01 0.5000-E 0 0.5000 0 0.5000F n 0.0 0.0n 0.0
2 2 1 2 -0.1500E 01 0.0 0.100F00 01 .5000 00 1. 50000 00 . 5000F 00 0. 0 0.9 0.9
3 II -1 -2 0.0 0.0 0.1000E 01 o.0 .)10 01 0.1000F 01 0.o 0. 0.0
4 12 -1 -2 0.0 0.0 0.1000, 01 0.0 0.!00n 01 .1000F 01 0.0 0.0 0.0
-
CUMIILATIVE THERMAL LOADS AND Z-LOADS =r Ln n rJPFMENT 4
INCREMENT 4 (I-OT)
ELEMENT I.D. 1 2 11 12
I EMP __0 50OOF 01 0.1500FE 01 0.0 0.0
Z-LOAD 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
ITERATIVE ERROR = 0.12500E 01
ITERATIVE ERROR = 0.36616F-05
ITERATIVE ERROR = 0.14142E 00
_ ITERATIVE ERRCR = 0.14143E 00
ITERATIVE ERRCR = 0.14143E 00
ITERATIVE ERROR = 0,10874E-05
ITERATIVE ERROR = 0.17333E-05
E N D 0 F L OA D I NC F N T
INCREMENT 4 (HOT)
MECHANICAL LOAD CURVE FACTORS = 0.1000E 01, 0.0
CREEP TIME INCREMENT = 0.0
NO. ELASTIC ELEMENTS = 2, NC. PLASTIC ELEMENTS = 2
_ 2 ELEMENTS HAVE CHANGFD ELASTIC TO PLASTIC, ? FLEMFNTS PLASTIC TO ELASTIC DURING THIS INICREFMNT
", SPECIFIED MAX. NO. STIFFNESS UPDATES = 2, NO. UPTFS DP DME =
-_ SPECIFIED MAX. NO. ITERATIONS PER UPDATF = 10, Nn. ITEPATIONS PERflP'Fr SINCE L'ST UPDAT = 7
SPECIFIED MAX. UNBALANCED-FORCE ERROR = C.IOCOF-04, ACTUAL ErFOR = 0.1733E-05
******* CUMULATIVE INTERNAL FORCES AND ITSPLA ENTS '**'*''
** NOE ** ********* FORCES *****~** '**** DISPLPCEMENTS '
NO. 1. D. U V U V
1 1 -0.249999QF 01 0.7309R90E-05 0.0 0.0
2 2 -0.2499997F 01 -0.7490318E-05 0.0 0.990aq0n 0)
3 3 0.2499999F 01 0.2028176 -05 0. 25000F I -0. 3020 F -O6
4 4 0.2499997E 01 -0.1 4774E-05 0.25.30000E 01 0. 100000F 0!
5 11 0.4999999E 01 -0.1561245-05 0. 250000= 01 -0. 2001 7'- 0 '
6 12 0.499996F 01 0.2?96018E-05 0.?25nOOOE ) 10.'200F 0!
7 13 -0.499.997 r 01 -0.2820906F-07 0.0 0n.
8 14 -0. 4999098E 01 -0.70656?EF-06 0.0 0. 12i00)0 r 0'
ELEMENT *** THERMAL STRAINS N** : ******** I  REMENTAL * *****- ****** C AIMUL T I'E * **A***
NO, I.D. INCREMENTAL CUMULATIVE XX YY 77 XY XX YY ZZ XY
___ 1 0_,1500E 01 0.1500E 01 -0.5000E 00 0.25ROE 00 0.250CE 00 -0.,776-05 0.5000F 00 -0.7200' 00 -0.0 OE 00 -0.3333F-06
2 2 0.1500E 01 0.1500E 01 -0.5000E 00 0.2500E 33 0.2500F 00 0.0 0.5000E 00 -0.25Or)F 00 -0.750CP 00 0.3874E-06
3 11 0.0 0.0 -0.5000E 00 0.2500E 00 0. 50OE 00 -0. 3 07E-07 -0.1000F 01 0.,000F 00 0.000CE 00 -0.4721F-07
4 12 0.0 0.0 -0.5000E 00 0.2500E 00 0.2500E 00 -0.1792E-0O -0.1000F 01 0. O00OE 00 0.000E 00 -0.1732E-06
-- ~ ******+l*Q****tf* ************* PLASTIC STRAINS ** **** *** 4*** *
ELEMENT ***** PLASTIC WORK **** ********** INCREMFNTAL **** * ***-.***.* *****~*****,** CUIJLATIVF 7 ** -************
NO. I.D. INCPEMENTAL CUMULATIVE XX YY 77 XY XX YY Z7 Xy
1 1 0.0 0.5000E 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0  0.5000 00 -C.2'OOF 00 -0.?500E 00 -0.5612E-07
2 2 0.0 0.5000E 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5000E 00 -0. 250?E 00 -0.?500E 00 O.8941F-07
3 11 0.5000E 00 0.1500E 01 -0.5000E 00 0,2500F- 00 0.2500E 00 -0.16ORF-07 -0. 500F o0 0.7500E 00 0.750CE 00 0.6173E-07
4 12 0.5000E 00 0.1500E 01 -0.5000F 00 0.25(00 00 0.7500 - 00 -0.2 0 43E-07 -0.1500E 01 0.7500F 00 0.7500r - 00 -0.1844E-06
****i************ I**r*n**** ClImilLATIVE STRESS QUANTITIES ***********************
ELEMENT EFFECTIVE EFFECTIVE *****,** ** STRESS CENTER ******** * *e * *****,*,**** STRESS **************t
_ NO. 1 .0 CENTER STRESS XX YY Z7 XY XX YY Z7 XY
1 1 0.0 0.5000E 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5000E 00 -0.6778E-06 0.0 -0.2222E-06
2 2 0.0 0.5000E 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5000E 00 -0.140F-05 0.0 0.2583E-06
3 11 0,0 01000E 01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.1000E 01 -0.2583E-07 0.0 -0.3147E-07
4 12 0.0 0.1000E 01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.1000E 01 0.3437F-06 -0.0 -0.1155F-06
ELEMENT E-P SUM INCREMENTAL TOTAL SURFACE * * ErFFECTIVE PLASTIC STRAINS *** +***, EFFECTIVE CREEP STPAINS ****
NO. I.D. COCE CODE TEMPERATURE TEMPERATURE YIELD SIZE INC'r0 EMFNTAL SUI INCP. C"JJLATIVF INCFEMFNTAL SUM INCR. CUMULATIVE
1 1 -1 -2 0.1500E 01 0.l500E 01 0O1000E 01 0.0 0.;nOOF 00 0.5000E 00 0.0 0.0 0.0
2 2 -1 -2 0.1500E Cl 0.1500E 01 0.1000E 01 0.0 0.c) 00@ 00 0.5000F 00 0.0 0.0 0.0
3 11 1 2 0,0 0.0 0.1000' 01 ,5000 F 00 0.!500 = 0! 0.1500E '1 0.0 0.0 0.0
4 12 1 2 0.0 0.0 0.100OE 01 0.'000E 00 1.700 0 O.1500F 0! 0.0 0.0 0.0
_,
SCUMUL ATIVE THERMAL LOAnS AND Z-1 0DS c-P Inp[ IlirC F'~T 5
INCREMENT 5 (COLD)
ELEMENT I.D. 1 2 11 1?
TEM._. 0. OQ__ 0.0 Ow C 0.0
Z-LOAD 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
ITERATIVE ERRCR = 0.12500E 01
ITERATIVE FRRCR = 0.14142r 00
ITERATIVE ERROR = 0.10633E-05
ITERATIVE ERROR = 0.83051E-06
F N D n L OAD I F F N T
INCREMENT 5 (COLrI
MECHANICAL LOAD CURVE FACTORS = 0.1000E 01, 0.0
CREEP TIME INCREMENT = 0.0
NO. ELASTIC ELEMENTS = 7. NC. PLASTIC ELEMENTS = 2
2 ELEMENTS HAVE CHANGED ELASTIC Tr) PLASTIC, ? ELEMEM!TE PLASTT! TO LASTIC DURING THIS; INCPPFNT
SPECIFIED MAX. NO. ST IFFNESS UPDATES = 2, NO. UPFTCeS PER~MMr0D = 0
SPECIFIED MAX. NO. ITERATIONS PER UPDATE = 10, Nn. TTFQATIONS PEP nORMED SINCE LAST UPD6AT = 4
PFC FTOIED MAX. UNBI ANCFD-FqRCF FRROR = 0.1000E-04, ACTUAL ERPnQ = O.'4305E-06
* ***** CUMULATIVE INTERNAL FORCES AEN DISPLACEMPNTS =*-****
S* NODE ** ***=***** FORCES *****P** **** DISPIACEMPNTS *~'~
NO. I.D. U V U v
-___ -L05000000E 01 -0.803030'E-06 0.0 0.0
2 2 -0.499999E 01 -0.2111092F-06 0.0 -0. 1000000E 01
__ __ 3_ _O.4999999E 01 -0.188q0o5E-05 0.?O0000F 01 -0.10A,3F-07
4 4 0. 5000000F Cl 0.29032?4E-05 0.2?090010 (0! -0.q9 0ooq F 00
5 11 0.2500004E 01 0.4372123-07 0.200')0000 5 -0.]97!4 3-p r
6 12 0.2500004E 01 0.1117496E-07 0.?00)301 0i 0. TO1r)00O0 0'
7 13 -0.2500002E 01 -0.4371877E-07 0.0 0.0
8 14 -0.2500006E 01 -0.1117536E-07 0.0 0.1000000F 0'
____*__ *****************4***** I:FfAST r Sf STPATS 11> 5- L
ELEMENT *** THFRMAL STRAINS ** r******** I MEMTA.L *- -, I- * e- ru" UL z *T IV= * *
NO. ID. INCREMENTAL CUMULATIVE XX YY 77 XY XX yY 77 XY
1 1 500_E 01 0.0 0 C.5000E 00 -0.?2500 00 -0. -1OE 00 O. 0 OF-06 0.1000c 01 -(0.00OE 0o -o.r0ocr o -0.273!r-07
2 2 -0.1500E 01 0.0 0.5000E 00 -0.2500)O 00 -0.2500E 00 -0. -=QF-07 0.1000 01 - 0. 5000 00 - '.R10,C 00 0.331 E-063 11 0.00..0 C.5000F 00 -0,7500F 00 -0.;_00 r 0 -0,. 653-F-1 -O.50.lr _) O.?,n.r 00 0..O00E 00 -0.5136F-o0
4 12 0.0 0.0 0.5000E 00 -0.? OO0 00 -0.2500F 00 0. ?06rF-06 -0.5000F 00 0.200F 00 0.?O0F 10 0.353OF-07
___ *************** ***** PL ECT' IC STRA INS ' -****P IT R A  '
ELEMENT ***** PLASTIC WORK **** ** **** INCRF.E1TAL ****** *= ***-'- CI'U A*T.V '0* *M*A** *TV
NO. I.D. INCREMENTAL CUMULATIVE XX YY /7 XY XX YY Z! XY
1 _1 0.5000E 00 O.IOOOE 01 0.5000E 00 -0.250F 0 00F O0 -0.21 71;-07 0.1000I 01 -0.5000F 00 -n.100E 00 -0.773E-07
2 2 0.50CCE 00 0.1000E 01 0.5000F 00 -0.2,00, 00 -0.'500 C0 0._ -07 0.1000F 01 -0. 00 0 -0 1.r0CO 00 0.1-53F-06
3 11 0.0 0.1500E 01 0.0 0.0.' 0.0 -0.150)E 01 0.7'0'r 00 0.700F ")0 0.6173F-07
4 12 0.0 0.1500E 01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0. 100E0 03 0.700E 00 0.700F 00 -0.1n41F-0 6
********************* **t* CIMIJLATIVE STRESS QUANTITTFIES t dr *t* *e
ELEMENT EFFECTIVE EFFECTIVE ,*********** STQFSS CENTER SP*** ******* * * W**ee . TpFSS '*,*ra*******
O. h., CENTER STRESS XX YY Z7 XY XX YV Z7 XY
S 1 1 0.0 0.1000F 01 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1000 01 0.3c4~0 0.0 -0.121E-07
2 2 0.0 0.1000E 01 0.0 0.0 0. 0 .0 . 1000E 01 0.179 E-0t 1.0 0.2210E-06 ^
3 11 0.0 0.5000E 00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
-0.
5
000F 00 -0.25P3E-07 ).0 -0.3457E-07 "4 12 0.0 0.5000E 00 0.0 0.0 . 0 n.0 -0.5000F 00 3.?F?E-07 . ). 0.235qE-07
ELEMENT E-P SUM INCREMENTAL TnTAL SUPFACE **** =FECTIVF Pt LSTIC STRAINS * ** "* PFrTIVF CR~EP s 1T S t**4
NO. l.D. COCE CODE TEMPERATURE TEMPERATUPE YIELD SIZE I TCTPF'ItTAL NSUM IC r. CUJMULAT IVF TINF .1FMFT I SU" P 'R. CIJMULATIV F1 1 1 2 -0.1500E 01 0.0 0.1000C 01 0.5000r 00 0.1000 01 0.1000F 0! 0.0 0.1 0.0
2 2 1 2 -0.1500E Cl 0.0 0.1000v 01 0.O30OP 00 3.1000~ 01 0.10001 0 0.0 0.1 0.0
-__11 -1 -2 0.0 0.0 0.100OF 01 0.0 0. 500F 01 0.15000 01 0.0 0. 0.0
4 12 -1 -2 0.0. 0.0 0.1000E 01 0.0 0.1500 c 01 0. 1500 01 0.0 0.) 0.0
CUMULATIVE THERMAL LOADS AND Z-LnlPA1 P2P LnAn INCF'AFNT
INCREMENT 6 (HOT$
ELEMENT I.D. 1 2 11 17
112p.__ _0.15000E 01 0.1500OE 01 O0O 0.0
Z-LOAD 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
ITERATIVE ERRCR = 0.12500E 01
ITERATIVE ERROR = 0.39608E-05
ITERATIVE ERROR = 0.14142E 00
_ ITERATIVE ERROR = 0.14143E 00
ITERATIVE ERROR = 0.14143E 00
ITERATIVE ERRCR = 0.12657E-05
ITERATIVE ERRrR = 0.19410E-05
E N D O F LnOAD I N C PEM F ,A T
INCREMENT 6 (HOTI
MECHANICAL LOAD CURVE FACTORS = 0.1000E 01, 0.0
CREEP TIME INCREMENT = 0.0
NO. ELASTIC ELEMENTS = 2, NO. PLASTIC ELEMENTS = 2
2 ELEMENTS HAVE CHANGE) ELASTIC TO PLASTIC, 2 ELFMENTS PIASTIC Tf) ELASTIC DURING T-T- INCPEMCKT
SPECIFIED MAX. NO. STIFFNESS UPDATES = 2, NO. UPDATES PERDPRMFD = 0
_ SPECIFIED MAX. NO. ITERATIONS PER UPDATE = 10, Nn. ITEPATIqNS PEP9R1PMD SINCE LAST UPDATE =
SPECIFIED MAX. UNBALANCED-FORCE ERROR = 0.1000E-04, ACTUAL c~ERrp = 0.14 4F-05 __
******* CUMULAT IVE INTERNAL FORCES ANr DO!SLACFrENTS ****
**NODE ** ****** FORCES =****** ***** DISPLACENTS * t*
NO. I.D. U V U V
1 1 -0.2499998E 01 0.6237953E-05 0.0 0.0
2 2 -0.2499997F 01 -0.6568932E-05 0.0 0. 7TLoZcq0F C
3 3 0.2499998E 01 0.3785571F-05 0.3000000E 01 -0.5 S010 6E-06
4 4 0.2499998E 01 -0.3454593E-05 0.3000001F0 01 0.70010OE 00
5 11 0.4999999E 01 -0.1719393E-05 0.300000E 0! 0. 32103?10-07
6 12 0.4999995E 01 0.2121707E-05 0.3A00001F 0! 0.1500000 - 0!
7 13 -0,4999996E 01 -0.664788P2-06 0.0 0.0
8 14 -0.4c9999PE 01 0.2624780E-06 0.0 0.1500000F 01
0*0 '*0 00 1LI d000C 10 OLZ2T Ce 900c'.C 10 SCoo010 010 010 z I z1 I0.0 Olo 0jt IC 20020 10 JCU CC2 u 10 JO000UO o0 00-T -T T1-2010 c;10 o.0 i0 30001*0 10 COLI C~u it) 000P10 10 go0 1 *0 T~O -;"1* - I- z zCIO 0.0 U0 .C0 30001*0 to i,oUi *C C, 10 zl0001*0 10 3009110 to jC0S1*0 Z- I- I I
40387t*OCl 9O-JSLc*0 10 iu(010- 0.0 -0*0 0*0 010 10 30001*0 010 21 4SLO-909tE 0- 00 L0-dSEIF60 10 JOCl0- Ole *0 C 10 0.*0 10 A00c1 0 1
__ 90-30,ZZ*0 0.0 G.0-3 6010- 00 3000S.* 0*0 G*0 0.0 0*0 00 30005*0 0*0 2 29034S1*- 0.0 90-3Oze1*G- 00 9000s~o 0* ~ 0 010 00 900oo1o 0*0 1 'Uo--
AX 22 AA XX AX 22 AA XX SS~blS 8 IN33 0 0
~~ S11iliiqflo ssIb.LsS Aiil1II'ln
9G-j '1V0- iL, :jOOuI0 jo 3c.Ut)L* 10 A§sO0e0 L-3L1L 00 'u o 0 ,t0 00 30Ujsiz0 00 300o0S*- 10 300020o 00 lo00s0 21 lpLO -S 2i0 10 00()i~ui 3LO- LCUP 10 U~ i~OZO L0CC 00 000 0 C 0C Z'O 00 :I000S'3- TO 30002*0 00 000 I90-: L1Io 00 1000,'C- 00 30U0O~- 10 30001C0 O0 C0 010 0*0 10 3000110 0.0 2 2L0- i L0C- 00 100 0- 00U JO00CI0 10 t()COI'000C0000 0~o1 .
AX 77 Ak XX AX 22 AA 3A IAIV-flflJ l~lN3WdJ)Nl U~ 'ON
AI, llk()D 
-l** 1? 0iN1 ****N* I* )IbOMq 3IiSVld N3** W313
~~ SNIVdLLS jljSvld
L0'-cus.9'O 00 -i000,*C 00 A000C *0 10 3000t'0- 90--lLc0VCi,- 00 100sz'c 00 m0~000 3000S*0- 0*0 010 21 4
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P5-17266-2
9.3 STAINLESS STEEL HYSTERESIS LOOPS
This example is intended to aid the user in reducing cyclic test data into
a form suitable for BOPACE input. The stainless steel specimen used in
the example exhibits a pronounced variation in isotropic and kinematic
hardening as the cycling progresses, and thus provides a severe test of
the BOPACE capability for combined hardening.
The cyclic test data are shown in Figure 9.3-1 by the solid lines.* The
plotted points and dashed lines represent the analytical results obtained
from a BOPACE run. The hysteresis loops are denoted by dash numbers,
with the first number denoting the cycle number and the second denoting
the 1st and 2nd half of the cycle.
Because of the obvious variation in magnitude of kinematic hardening over
the test cycles, the BOPACE option for variable kinematic hardening was
employed in addition to the usual combined isotropic and kinematic hardening.
The assumed hardening curves are given in Figure 9.3-2, and the BOPACE
input data are listed at the end of this section. A summary of the analy-
tical results is shown in Table 9.3-1.
The kest/analysis correlation is quite good, and could be further improved
if one were willing to accept some amount of non-smoothness in the input
hardening curves of Figure 9.3-2. An exact match would require hardening
curves with discontinuous slopes at points corresponding to the strain
* The test hysteresis loops were furnished by Dr. R. H. Mallett of the




range used in the cyclic test. This is not justifiable in general,
because a proper test/analysis match would not result for other strain
ranges. Although the test/analysis correlation is considered to be
very satisfactory, cyclic results for other strain ranges would have
to be compared before any definite conclusions can be drawn.
9.3-2
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TABLE 9.3-1: RESULTS FOR STAINLESS STEEL HARDENING
3
INCR. CYCLE DISPLACEMENT r'XX aXX |-c I ITERATIONS
1 0-2 .05 0.00 8.90 11.00 1
2 0-2 .2 0.70 15.33 14.64 13
3 0-2 .4 1.74 17.94 16.20 8
4 0-2 .7 3.27 20.44 17.17 7
5 0-2 1.04 4.97 22.80 17.82 7
6 1-1 .9 4.97 -2.12 17.82 1
7 1-1 .8 3.38 -14.50 17.88 9
8 1-1 .6 0.10 -18.02 18.12 8
9 1-1 .2 -2.66 -21.17 18.50 7
10 1-1 -.4 -5.95 -25.01 19.06 7
11 1-1 -1.04 -9.48 -28.97 19.49 7
12 1-2 -.9 -9.48 -4.05 19.49 1
13 1-2 -.8 -7.84 11.65 19.50 7
14 1-2 -.6 1.05 20.65 19.60 9
15 1-2 -.2 5.89 25.69 19.82 8
16 1-2 .4 8.59 28.70 20.11 7
17 1-2 1.04 10.83 31.25 20.42 7
18 2-1 .9 10.83 6.33 20.42 1
19 2-1 .8 9.85 -10.57 20.42 7
20 2-1 .6 -2.58 -23.07 20.49 9
21 2-1 .2 -8.64 -29.31 20.67 8
22 2-1 -.4 -10.54 -31.43 20.89 7
23 "2-1 -1.04 -12.34 -33.45 21.11 7
24 2-2 -.9 -12.34 -8.53 21.11 1
25 2-2 -.8 -12.06 9.05 21.11 5
26 2-2 -.6 2.28 23.43 21.15 10
27 2-2 -.2 9.10 30.38 21.27 7
28 2-2 .4 11.00 32.46 21.46 7
29 2-2 1.04 12.35 33.97 21.63 7
30 3-1 .9 12.35 9.06 "21.63 1
31 3-1 .8 12.35 -8.74 21.63 1
32 3-1 .6 -2.80 -24.45 21.66 11
33 3-1 .2 -9.98 -31.73 21.76 8
34 3-1 -.4 -11.71 -33.62 21.91 7
35 3-1 -1.04 -13.09 -35.17 22.08 7
36 3-2 -.9 -13.09 -10.25 22.08 1
37 3-2 -.8 -13.09 7.55 22.08 1
38 3-2 -. 6 2.25 24.36 22.11 12
39 3-2 -.2 9.83 32.03 22.20 8
40 3-2 .4 11.49 33.79 22.30 7
41 3-2 1.04 12.70 35.10 22.40 7
9.3-5
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9.4 TYPICAL ENGINE ANALYSIS
The BOPACE program has been directed toward thermo-structural analysis
of thrust chamber liners in the Space Shuttle Main Engine (SSME) and
in other scale model engines. This section describes a typical analysis
for the SSME.
Figure 9.4-1 shows a cross section of the SSME 470K thrust chamber.
For the present demonstration a generalized plane-strain analysis is
performed for a radial segment at a station 25.4 mm (1.0 inch) up-
stream of the throat. Details of this segment are given in Figure 9.4-2.
The finite element model is shown in Figure 9.4-3. Because this is a
demonstration problem and because several loading cycles are analyzed,
the selected mesh is fairly crude (only about 250 degrees of freedom).
However the results appear to be quite good and indicate that a very
fine mesh may not be needed for this type of analysis.
The demonstration problem is summarized as follows.
1. Three cycles at the given station in the SSME 470K engine are
analyzed.
2. Each cycle is defined by a start transient, sustained burn and
shutdown. Sustained burn will last 500 seconds and shutdown is
defined in the detailed report of the demonstration problem
(Document 05-17266-3).




a. Creep behavior based on Boeing test data for NARLOY-Z.
b. Estimated cyclic behavior of NARLOY-Z.
c. Specified variation of z-strain from the inside of the liner
to the outside of the structural jacket.
d. Local tangential slip is allowed between the liner and Inconel
jacket.
A listing of the input data is included at the end of this section. In
order to avoid unnecessary duplication, the listing includes thermal
and z-load data for only the 1st increment (involving only.thermal








(TOTAL OF 390 CHANNELS)
NOT TO SCALE
FIGURE 9.4-1: SSME 470K THRUST CHAMBER CROSS SECTION
D5-17266-2
0-= .461501
r = 140.69 MM (5.539 IN)-
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EDNi
= 136.55 MM (5.376 IN)-
= 136.42 MM (5.371 IN)-
NARLOY-Z
.508 MM (.020 IN)
r 133.78 MM (5.267 IN)-
= 133.07 MM (5.239 IN) -
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FIGURE 9.4-3: FINITE ELEMENT MODEL
9.4-5
START/RESTART CODE AND DATA FILE NUMBERS
START 5 5 6 0 0 22 PROBLEM I.D. TITLE
SSME DEMONSTRATION PROBLEM FOR NASB-29821 INCREMENTS 1-20 PROGRAM CONTROL CONSTANTS (BLANK CARD)
PLANE STRAIN, 4 MATERIALS, DEFAULT THICK., FAB. TEMP.
1 4 1.0 255.
33.15 -. 0038 255.4 0. 477.6 .0038 699.8 .0078
922. .0122
33.15 143.4 +3 255.4 130.3 +3 477.6 117,2 +3 699.8 108.2 +3 MATERIAL PROPERTY DATA
922. 56.5 +3 (NARLOY-Z)
33.15 .33 922. .33
2
33. -. 0022 144. -. 0014 294. .0018 478. .0038
MATERIAL PROPERTY DATA33. 147. +3 144. 139. +3 294. 130. +3 478. 121- +3 .(EFCU)
33. .36 478. .36
3
144. -. 002 294. .0004
MATERIAL PROPERTY DATA
144. 185. +3 294. 181. +3 (EDNi)
144. .34 294. .34
144. -. 001 294. .0006
MATERIAL PROPERTY DATA
144. 207. +3 294. 207. +3 (INCONEL 718)
144. .315 294. .293
1 1 1
1 33.
0. 172.4 .00365 174.4 .00853 176.5 .00184 182.
.0283 187.5 .0481 199. .07 199. .10 199.
0. 0. .00365 43.1 .00853 53.1 .0194 57.6
.0283 60.7 .0481 67.2 .07 72.4 .10 79 3
0. .23 .00365 .432 .00853 .636 .0184 .79
.0283 .887 .0481 1.0 .07 1.0 .10 1.0
1 294.
0. 137.9 .00368 139.3 .00853 141. .0184 143.4
.0243 146.2 .0482 151.3 .0680 151.7 .10 151.7
0. 0. .00368 63.8 .00853 78.6 .0184 82.7
.0283 87.6 .0482 96.5 .0680 106.2 .10 113.8
0. .4 .00368 .465 .00853 .60 .0184 .685
.0283 .772 .0482 .88 .068 1.0 .10 1.0
1 700.
0. 106.9 .00381 107.8 .00870 109. .01855 111.
.02847 113.2 .04837 117.1 .0683 117.6 .10 117.6
0. 0. .00381 38.6 .00873 49.2 .01855 50.3
.02847 53.1 .04837 59.98 .0683 63.79 10 66.98
0. .45 .00381 .55 .00870 .695 .01855 .90
.02847 .98 .04837 .99 .0683 1. 0 .10 1. 0
1 811.
0. 80.7 .00383 81.3 .00866 82.1 .01858 83.7
.02851 85.4 .04842 88.3 .07 88.8 .10 88.8
0. 0. .00383 24.13 .00866 29.44 .01858 32.06
.02851 33.09 .04842 37. 5 .07 38.82 .10 39.
0. .22 .00383 .52 .00866 .845 .01858 .94
.02851 .96 .04842 1.0 .07 1.0 .10 1.0
1 922.
0. 44.8 .00395 45.3 .00883 45.6 .01868 46.5
.02857 47.4 .04853 49.0 .06852 49.3 .10 49.3
0. 0. .00395 21.24 .00983 24.82 .01868 29.37
.02857 33.23 .04853 33.78 .06852 3,.13 .10 34.13
0. .5 .00395 .66 .00883 .83 .01868 .95
.02857 1.0 .04853 1.0 .06852 1.0 .10 1. 0
2 1 0
2 33.
0. 62.1 .10 62.1
0. 0. .0011 68.9 .004 81.4 .00895 92.4
.0189 103.4 .0486 137.9 .0685 162.0 10 163.0
2 144.
0. 48.3 .10 48.3
0. 0. .00121 62.1 .00413 73.1 .00906 82.0
.019 91.0 .0488 119.3 .0687 137. 9 .10 0LO. PLASTICITY DATA
(EFCu)
2 294.
0. 41.4 .10 41.4
0. 0. .00133 44.8 .00425 55.2 .0092 62.1
.0192 68.9 .049 91. .0689 106.2 .10 107.
2 478.
0. 34.5 .10 34.5
0. 0. .00157 17.9 .00451 25.5 .00946 31.
.0194 34.5 .0494 44.1 .0693 49.6 .10 50.
3 1 0
3 144.
0. 310. .10 310.
0. 0. .0028 103. .0075 155. .0271 224. PLASTICITY DATA
.0469 262. .10 262. (EDN)Y DATA
3 204.
0. ?76. .10 276.
0. 0. .0029 103. .0078 138. .0274 193.
.0473 214. .10 214.
4 1 0
4 294.
0. 827. .10 827.
0. 0. .0013 138. .0048 248. .0145 317. PLASTICITY DATA
.0441 386. .10 400. (INCONEL 718)
1 2
0.0 0.0 20. .00008 60. .00020 180. .00029
600. .00043 1200. .00054 1800. .00064 3600. .00075
1 644. 0
0.0 0.0 97.0 0.0 138. 6 0.0 207.0 0.0
CREEP DATA
1 811.0 (NARLOY-Z)
0.0 0.0 97.0 1.0 138.0 2.0 207.0 5,0
1 922.0
0.0 0.0 97.0 2.0 138. 0 6.0 207.0 20.0
2 2
> 3600. 0.0








4 922.0 CREEP DATA
207.0 0.0 (INCONEL 718)
1 0 133.07054 0.0 1 J---SPECIAL COORDINATE SYSTEMS (BLANK CARD)
2 0 133.07054 -0.15240 1
3 0 133.07054 -0.30480 1
4 0 133.07054 -0.45720 1
5 0 133.07054 -0.60960 1
6 0 133.07054 -0.76200 1
7 0 133.07054 -0.91440 1
8 0 133.06621 -1.07192 1
9 0 133.14674 0.0 1
10 0 133.14674 -0.15240 1
11 0 133.14674 -0.30480 1
12 0 133.14674 -0.45720 1
13 0 133.14674 -0.60960 1
14 0 133.14674 -0.76200 1
15 0 133.14674 -0.91440 I
16 0 133.14241 -1.07254 1
17 0 133.27376 0.0 1
18 0 133.27376 -0.15240 1
19 0 133.27376 -0.30480 1
20 0 133.27376 -0.45720 1
21 0 133.27376 -0.60960 1
22 0 133.27376 -0.76200 1
23 0 133.27376 -0.91440 1
24 0 133.26942 -1.07356 1
25 0 133.42615 0.0 1
26 0 133.42615 -0.15240 1
27 0 133.42615 -0.30480 1
28 0 133.42615 -0.45720 1
29 0 133.42615 -0.60960 1
30 0 133.42615 -0.76200 1
31 0 133.42615 -0.91440 1
32 0 133.42181 -1.07479 1
33 0 133.60394 0.0 1
34 0 133.60394 -0.15240 1
35 0 133.60394 -0.30480 1 -NODE DEFINITIONS
36 0 133.60394 -0.45720 1
37 0 133.60394 -0.60960 1
38 0 133.60394 -0.76200 1
39 0 133.60394 -0.91440 1
40 0 133.59961 -1.07622 1
41 0 133.78174 0. 0 1
42 0 133.78174 -0.15240 1
43 0 133.78174 -0.30480 1
44 0 133.781.74 -0.40640 1
45 0 133.78174 -0.50800 1
46 0 133.78174 -0.60960 1
47 0 133.78174 -0.76200 1
48 0 133.78174 -0.91440 1
40 0 133.77737 -1.07765 1
50 0 133.88336 -0.50800 1
51 0 133.93416 -0.63500 1
52 0 133.93416 -0.76200 1
53 0 133.93416 -0.91440 1
54 0 133.92979 -1.07888 1
55 0 134.08655 -0.50800 1
56 0 134.08655 -0.68580 1
57 0 134.08655 -0.86360 1
58 0 134.08218 -1.08011 1
59 0 134.34055 -0.50800 1
60 0 134.34055 -0.68580 1
61 0 134.34055 -0.86360 1
62 0 134.33618 -1.08215 1
63 0 134.59456 -0.50800 1
64 0 134.59456 -0.68580 1
65 0 134.59456 -0.86360 1
66 0 134.59016 -1.08420 1
67 0 134.84854 -0.50900 1
68 0 134.84854 -0.68580 1
69 0 134.84854 -0.86360 1
70 0 134.84415 -1.08624 1
71 0 135.10254 -0.50800 1
72 0 135.10254 -0.68580 1
73 0 135.10254 -0.86360 1
74 0 135.09816 -1.08829 1
75 0 135.35655 -0.50800 1
76 0 135.35655 -0.68580 1
77 0 135.35655 -0.86360 1
78 0 135.35214 -1.09034 1
79 0 135.61055 -0.50800 1
80 0 135.61055 -0.68580 1
81 0 135.61055 -0.86360 1
82 0 135.60614 -1.09238 1
83 0 135.86456 -0.50800 1
84 0 135.86456 -0.68580 1
85 0 135.86456 -0.86360 1
86 0 135.86015 -1.09443 1
87 0 136.11855 -0.50800 1
88 0 136.11855 -0.68580 1
89 0 136.11855 -0.86360 1
90 0 136.11411 -1.09648 1
91 0 136.42334 0.0 1
92 0 136.42334 -0.17780 1
93 0 136.42334 -0.35560 1
94 0 136.42334 -0.50800 1
95 0 136.42334 -0.68580 1
96 0 136.42334 -0.86360 1
97 0 136.41891 -1.09893 1
98 0 136.55034 0.0 1
99 0 136.55034 -0.17780 1
100 0 136.55034 -0. 35560 1
101 0 136.55034 -0.50800 1
o 102 0 136.55034 -0.68580 1
103 0 136.55034 -0.86360 1
104 0 136.54591 -1.09995 1
105 0 136.88055 0.0 1
106 0 136.88055 -0.35560 1
107 0 136.88055 -0.68580 1
108 0 136.87610 -1.10261 1
109 0 137.18533 0.0 1
110 0 137.18533 -0.35560 1
111 0 137.18533 -0.68580 1
210 0 137.18533 -0.35560 1
211 0 137.18533 -0.68580 1
112 0 137.18088 -1.10507 1
113 0 137. 61714 0.0 1
114 0 137.61714 -0.55880 1
115 0 137.61266 -1.10855 1
116 0 138.04895 0.0 1
117 0 138.04895 -0.55880 1
118 0 138.04446 -1.11203 1
119 0 138.91255 0.0 1
120 0 138.90805 -1.11898 1
121 0 139.77614 0.0 1
122 0 139.77159 -1.12594 1
123 0 140.69055 0.0 1
124 0 140.68597 -1.13330 1
1 1 2 10 1
2 1 3 11 2


































































































































































































































































































































































































64 1 41 33 42
65 1 42 34 43
66 1 43 35 44
67 1 45 44 36
68 1 37 46 45
69 1 46 37 47
70 1 47 38 48
71 1 48 39 49
72 1 45 50 44
73 1 50 45 46
74 1 46 47 51
75 1 52 47 48
76 1 53 48 49
77 1 46 51 50
78 1 47 52 51
79 1 48 53 52
80 1 49 54 53
81 1 55 50 51
82 1 51 52 56
83 1 52 53 57
84 1 54 58 53
85 1 56 55 51
86 1 57 56 52
87 1 58 57 53
88 1 56 60 55
89 1 57 61 56
90 1 58 62 57
91 1 59 55 60
92 1 60 56 61
93 1 61 57 62
94 1 63 59 60 r95 1 64 60 6t 
-ELEMENT DEFINITIONS
96 1 65 61 62
97 1 60 64 63
98 1 61 65 64
99 1 62 66 65
100 1 64 68 63
101 1 65 69 64
102 1 66 70 65
103 1 67 63 69
104 1 68 64 69
105 1 69 65 70
106 1 71 67 68
107 1 72 68 69
108 1 73 69 70
109 1 68 72 71
110 1 69 73 72
111 1 70 74 73
112 1 72 76 71
113 1 73 77 72
114 1 74 78 73
115 1 75 71 76
116 1 76 72 77
117 1 77 73 78
118 1 7) 75 76
119 1 80 76 77
120 1 R81 77 78
121 1 76 80 79
122 1 77 81 80
123 1 78 82 81
124 1 80 84 79
125 1 81 85 80
126 1 82 86 81
127 1 83 79 84
128 1 84 80 85
129 1 85 81 86
130 1 87 83 84
131 1 88 84 85
132 1 89 85 86
133 1 84 88 87
134 1 85 89 88
135 1 86 90 89
136 1 88 95 87
137 1 89 96 88
138 1 90 97 89
139 1 94 87 95
140 1 95 88 96
141 1 96 89 97
142 2 98 91 92
143 2 99 92 93
144 2 100 93 94
145 2 101 94 95
146 2 102 95 96
147 2 103 96 97
148 2 92 99 98
149 2 93 100 99
150 2 94 101 100
151 2 95 102 101
152 2 96 103 102
153 2 97 104 103
154 3 105 98 99
155 3 100 106 99
156 3 106 100 101
157 3 102 107 101
158 3 107 102 103
159 3 104 108 103
160 3 106 105 99
161 3 107 106 101
162 3 108 107 103
163 3 106 110 105
164 3 107 111 106
165 3 108 112 107
166 3 109 105 110
167 3 110 106 111
168 3 111 107 112
169 4 113 109 210
170 4 210 111 114
171 4 112 115 211
172 4 114 113 210
173 4 115 114 211
174 4 114 117 113
175 4 115 118 114
176 4 116 113 117
177 4 117 114 118
178 4 119 116 117
179 4 118 120 117
180 4 120 119 117
191 4 120 122 119
182 4 121 119 122
183 4 122 124 121























58 2 -58 CONSTRAINED DEGREES



























42 1 -. 1524
43 1 -. 127
44 1 -. 101644 2 -. 0508 MECHANICAL LOAD REFERENCE
50 1 -.0508 VECTORS
50 2 -. 1524
55 2 -.2286






83 2 -. 254
87 2 -.2794
94 1 .0762













6.60 21.37 .2 INCREMENTAL MECHANICAL LOAD












1 257.65 2 257.66 3 257.64 A 257.63
5 257.61 6 257.62 7 257.76 8 257.40
9 257.40 10 257.39 11 257.36 12 257.33
13 257.32 14 257.45 15 256.75 16 256.73
17 256.68 18 256.64 19 256.60 20 256.57
21 256.64 22 256.34 23 256.29 24 256.21
25 256.17 26 256.13 27 256.06 28 256.13
29 255.43 30 255.34 31 255.23 32 255.15
33 255.07 34 254.95 35 254.86 36 254.97
37 254.88 38 254. 75 39 ?54.64 40 254.52
41 254.41 42 254.27 43 254.00 44 253.71
45 253.67 46 253.44 47 253.30 48 253.08
49 252.96 50 253.30 51 253.09 52 252.94
53 252.73 54 252.52 55 252.32 56 252.13
57 252.20 58 251.78 59 251.51 60 251.18
61 250.91 62 250.76 63 250.51 64 252.00
65 251.30 66 250.93 67 250.46 68 250.00
69 249.88 70 249.92 71 249.78 7? 248.82
73 248.39 74 247.87 75 248.27 76 247.99
77 247.26 78 247.26 79 247.33 80 247.15
81 245.36 82 245.46 R3 245.62 84 ?45.68
85 244.16 86 244.76 87 244.81 8R 242.53
89 242.97 90 243.31 91 241.4R 92 242.04
93 242.34 94 ?39.87 95 240.37 q9 240.64
97 239.26 98 239.61 99 239.88 100 237.85
101 239.18 102 238.42 103 237.12 104 237.54 ELEMENT
105 237.75 106 236. 03 107 236.40 108 736.60 - TEMPERATURES
109 ?35.62 110 235.99 111 236.09 112 234.68 1ST INCREMENT
113 234.93 114 235.11 115 234.19 116 234.50
117 234.67 118 233.4' 119 233.76 120 233.91
121 233.22 122 233.43 123 233.58 124 232.63
125 232.82 126 232.97 127 232.30 128 232.55
129 232.69 130 231.92 131 232.10 132 232.24
133 231.79 134 231.92 135 232.24 136 231.44
137 231.60 138 231.93 139 231.17 140 231.44
141 231.61 142 229.86 143 230.27 144 230.61
145 230.97 146 231.27 147 231.47 148 230.04
149 230.42 150 230.73 151 231.08 152 231.30
153 231.51 154 230.08 155 230.48 156 230.70
157 230.97 158 231.12 159 231.39 160 230.38
161 230.83 162 231.17 163 230.54 164 230.84
165 231.09 166 230.48 167 230.76 168 230.96
159 230.65 170 230.80 171 230.95 172 230.75
173 230.86 174 230.79 175 230.84 176 230.78
177 230.82 178 230.80 179 230.52 180 230.81
181 230.81 182 230.81 183 230.81 184 230.81
-- ELEMENT Z-STRAINS (1ST INCREMENT)
2.0000**************************************
1 310.94 2 310.97 3 310.91 4 310.84
5 310.76 6 310.79 7 311.78 8 309.31
9 309.27 10 309.24 11 309.11 12 308.96
13 308.92 14 309.83 15 304.99 16 304.90
17 304.66 18 304.48 19 304.26 20 304.14
21 304.75 22 302.26 23 302.02 24 301.70 a
25 301.50 26 301.28 27 300.93 28 301.54
29 296.28 30 295.86 31 295.39 32 295.03
33 294.60 34 294.01 35 293.55 36 293.17
37 292.76 38 292.20 39 291.70 40 291.10
41 290.53 42 289.84 43 286.61 44 285.02
45 284.98 46 281,78 47 293.39 48 282.28
49 281.66 50 281.98 51 280.91 52 280.27
53 279.40 54 278.53 55 277.59 56 776.66
57 274.39 58 272.10 59 270.91 6o 269.71
61 268.80 62 268.12 63 266.85 64 27).61
65 268.62 66 266.12 67 264.74 68 263.09
69 262.65 70 262.98 71 262.39 72 255.05
73 253.26 74 250.74 75 253.16 76 251.79
77 246.89 78 247.07 79 247.70 PO 246.91
81 235.24 82 236.39 83 237.54 84 238.21
85 228.41 86 232,32 87 232.92 88 ?19.08
89 222.18 90 224.44 91 213.04 02 216.93
93 218.93 94 204.46 95 207.78 06 ?09.55
97 201.34 98 203,65 99 205.37 100 193.82
101 195.90 102 197.47 103 189.87 104 192.50
105 193.94 106 184.34 107 186.60 108 187.80
109 182.39 110 183.96 111 185.15 112 177.59 __ELEMENT TEMPERATURES
113 179.02 114 180 08 115 175.05 116 176.87 (5TH INCREMENT)
117 177.80 118 171.58 119 17?.17 120 174.01
121 170.43 122 171.54 123 172.39 124 167.51
125 168.52 126 169.34 127 165.91 128 167.23
129 167.95 130 164.14 131 165.06 132 165.79
133 163.57 134 164.1 135 165.00 136 161.03
137 162.66 138 164.29 139 160.65 140 161.88
141 162.75 142 154.66 143 156.47 144 159.01
145 159.69 146 161.13 147 162.08 148 155.46
149 157.14 150 158.58 151 160.22 152 161.24
153 162.26 154 155.69 !55 157.47 156 159.48
157 159.70 158 160.41 159 161.68 160 157.03
161 159.07 162 160.67 163 157.77 164 159.13
165 160.29 166 157.49 167 1958.78 168 159.70
169 158.28 170 158.95 171 159.65 172 158.73
173 159.24 174 158.91 175 159.15 176 158.86
177 159.04 178 158.93 179 159.05 180 158.99
181 159.00 192 158.99 183 159.00 1I4 159.00
1 -0.000077 2 -0.000077 3 -0.000077 4 -0.000077
5 -0.000077 6 -0.000077 7 -0.000077 8 -0.000077
9 -0.000077 10 -0.000077 11 -0.000077 12 -0.000077
13 -0.000077 14 -0.000077 15 -0.000078 16 -0.000078
17 -0.000078 18 -0.000078 19 -0.000078 20 -0.000078
21 -0.000078 22 -0.0000C79 23 -0.000079 24 -0.000079
25 -0.000079 26 -0.000078 27 -0.000078 28 -0.000078
29 -0.00080 30 -0.000080 31 -0.000080 32 -0.000080
33 -0.000080 34 -0.000080 35 -0.000079 36 -0. 00000
37 -0.000080 38 -0.000090 39 -0.000080 40 -0.000080
41 -0.000080 42 -0.000090 43 -0.000081 44 -0.000081
45 -0.000081 46 -0.000082 47 -0.000082 48 -0.000082
49 -0.000082 50 -0.000092 51 -0.000082 52 -0.000083
53 -0.000083 54 -0.0000893 55 -0.000083 56 -0.000083
57 -0.000083 58 -0.000083 59 -0.000084 60 -0.000085
61 -0.000085 62 -0.000055 63 -0.000085 64 -0.000084
65 -0.000084 66 -0.00004 67 -0.000085 68 -0.000085
69 -0.000085 70 -0.000055 71 -0.000085 72 -0.000085 - ELEMENT Z-STRAINS (5TH INCREMENT)
73 -0.000085 74 -0.000085 75 -0.000085 76 -0.000085
77 -C.000085 78 -0.000056 79 -0.000086 80 -0.000085
81 -0.000087 82 -0.000057 83 -0.000087 84 -0.0000P6
85 -0.000087 86 -0.000087 87 -0.000087 qq -0.000089
89 -C.000089 90 -0.000088 91 -0.000089 92 -0.000089
93 -0.000089 94 -0.000091 95 -0.000091 Q6 -0.000091
97 -0.000092 98 -0.000092 99 -0.000092 100 -0.000094
101 -0.000094 102 -0.000094 103 -0.000095 104 -0.000095
105 -0.000095 106 -0.000096 107 -0.000096 108 -0.000096
109 -0.000097 110 -0.000097 11] -0.000097 112 -0. 000099 NOTE: THERMAL AND Z-DIRECTION LOAD
113 -0.000099 114 -0.000099 115 -0.000100 116 -0.000100 DATA SHOWN FOR 1ST AND 5TH
117 -0.000100 118 -0.000102 119 -0.000102 120 -0,000102 INCREMENTS ONLY. COMPLETE
121 -0.000102 122 -0.000102 123 -0.000102 124 -0.000104 SET OF DATA WOULD INCLUDE
125 -0.000104 126 -0.000104 127 -0.000105 128 -0.000105 THERMAL AND Z-DIRECTION LOAD
129 -0.000105 130 -0.000107 131 -0. 000107 13?2 -0.000107 DATA FOR 20 INCREMENTS.
133 -0.000108 134 -0.000108 135 -0.000109 136 -0. 000109
137 -0.000109 138 -0.000110 139 -0.000111 140 -0.000111
141 -0.000110 142 -0.000112 143 -0.000112 144 -0. 000112
145 -0.000112 146 -0.000112 147 -0.000112 148 -0.000112
149 -0,.000112 150 -0.000112 151 -0.000112 152 -0.000112
153 -0.000112 154 -0.000114 155 -0.000114 156 -0.000114
157 -0.000114 158 -0.000113 159 -0.000113 160 -0.000115
161 -0.000115 162 -0.000115 1t3 -0.000117 164 -0.000117
165 -0.000117 166 -0.000118 167 -0.000115 168 -0.000118
169 -0.000121 170 -0.000121 171 -0.000120 17? -0.000122
173 -0.000122 174 -0.000125 175 -0.000125 176 -0.000126
177 -0.000126 17P -0.000131 179 -0.000130 190 -0.000133
181 -0.000139 182 -0.0001;2 183 -0.00014P 194 -0.000151
D05-17266-2
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A.O INPUTB INTERPOLATION AND DATA GENERATION
Purpose - The program INPUTB was developed to serve as an interface
between thermal analyzers such as BETA (Boeing Engineering Thermal
Analyzer) and BOPACE. For the BETA program the structure is modeled
as a network of lumped masses which in general do not correspond to the
finite element nodes required for BOPACE. To expedite and automate
preparation of thermal input data for BOPACE, INPUTB operates on the
output from BETA to produce element temperatures for input to BOPACE.
The generation of thermal data for BOPACE is shown schematically in
Figure A.O-1. Note that the BETA thermal analyzer can be replaced by
any other thermal analyzer (e.g., SINDA, NASTRAN).
However, INPUTB is of a general nature, and it can be used equally well
for interpolation and data generation of the user-prescribed element z-
direction loads. The INPUTB program will be discussed here in terms of
temperature interpolation, but its use in interpolating other quantities
should be obvious.
Method - If temperatures are given as functions of time for some two-
dimensional mesh of points, then the temperature at any other point and
time can be determined by a spatial and temporal interpolation.
The time variations of temperature are computed by a simple linear inter-
polation, while the spatial variations are treated with an area weighting
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For the spatial interpolation, refer to Figure A.O-2. Assume that the
temperature is to be computed at point A. Temperatures at all other
points are known. INPUTB logic proceeds as follows.
(1) Find point I, the point closest to A.
(2) Locate point 2 as the next closest point such that the angle
between lines A-i and A-2 is greater than 900.
(3) Locate point 3 as the next closest point such that point A is
within the triangle 1-2-3.
(4) The temperature at point A is determined from a weighting of
the temperatures at points 1,2,3 according to areas Al, A2, A3,
i.e.,
TA = (A1+A2+A3) (AI*TI+A2*T 2 +A3*T 3)
(5) Special cases may arise where no triangle can be found according to
the above procedure. These special cases have been accounted for.
Summary of INPUTB Data - A pictorial of the INPUTB input deck is shown
in Figure A.O-3. The following is a listing of the input data by item
(Formats are consistent with FORTRAN IV conventions).
1. Finite Element Nodal Data (BOPACE Format)
* For Each Node: Node I.D.





Nodal Coordinates (X,Y or R,e)
I.D. of Displacement System (O-Rectangular,
1-Polar)
(215,2F10.0,I5)
* Blank Card after Last Node
2. Finite Element Definitions (BOPACE Format)
* For Each Element: Element I.D.
Material Number
Thickness
3 Node Numbers (CCW Order)
(215,F0.0,315)
3. Thermal Node Coordinates
* For Each Thermal Node: Node I.D., ICOORD, X(R), Y(8)
ICOORD = 0 -Rectangular Coordinates
ICOORD = 1 -R,e Coordinates
Up to 2 Nodes per Card
2(2I5,2F10.0)
* Blank Card After Last Thermal Node
4. Thermal Node Temperatures vs. Time





* For Each Thermal Node: Node Number, Temperature
Up to 4 Nodes Per Card 4(IO,FO.O)
* Blank Card after Last Node
Repeat for each time up to number of times.
For first time, default temperature will be assigned to
unspecified nodes. For succeeding times, unspecified nodes will
take on value at previous time.
5. Selected Times
For each time (BOPACE Time) at which Element Temperatures are to be
Computed:
* Time, ISTOP (FO1.0, I110)
Note: ISTOP = 0, except on card following last time card
set ISTOP = 9.
Note: Max Input Times = 20
Max Number of BOPACE Times = 12
Max Number of Thermal Nodes = 300 (Max I.D. = 2000)
Max Finite Element Nodes = 500 (Max I.D. = 2000)




Output Data - Element Numbers and Temperatures are punched for each of
the selected BOPACE times specified in the input as follows.
* Time (FO1.4,70(LH*))
* Element Number, Element Temperature 4(IlO,FlO.2)
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